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Colour Television Marks Time
Colour

RESEARCH

Television

TRENDS

FROM

THE

PARIS

APART from a new French colour system which
iVpART
may prove a competitor to the N.T.S.C. system on
on
819 lines.
lines, Wireless World did not find anything at
the Paris Symposium to indicate a turn in the tide
away from the broad principles and techniques of
of
American colour television. It is -true
true that development is going ahead on a simple and cheap receiver
display device to make colour television an economic
possibility for the ordinary viewer. And if, as seems
possible, this turns out to be something like the
single-gun beam-switching or -indexing tubes, it may
recommend a transmission system somewhat different from the American pattern. But no hint of this
came out in Paris. Rather we found that most of
of
the papers described researches which either lent
direct support to the N.T.S.C. system or were neutral
on this point.
It was perhaps significant that the French company
Laboratoires d'Electronique et de Physique
Appliquees, which described and demonstrated its
own " double-message" system, also described and
demonstrated 819-line and 625-line versions of the
N.T.S.C. system. (Under the particular viewing conditions and with the display equipment available it
was difficult to see much difference between any of
Moreover,· it appears that the powerful
them.) Moreover,
Philips organization in Holland, which has devised
its own " two-subcarrier" system, is now virtually
won over to the N.T.S.C. system. In a paper describing their experiments with a 625-line version,
they stated the definite opinion that such a system
would be the best one for introduction in Europe.

Bandwidth Requirements
A question which seemed to concern a great many
contributors to the Symposium was the bandwidth
of colour television signals—particularly
signals-particularly with regard
to the subjective requirements of the viewer in
pictur.e sharpness and clarity. Here the general
picture
view seemed to be that the bandwidth of the lumibrightness, signal could be considerably
nance, or brighmess,
smaller than that generally laid down for existing
monochrome transmissions. For example, a paper
from the Sylvania-Thorn company (Britain) described subjective viewing tests which found the
optimum bandwidth for 405-line monochrome pictures, viewed at ten times the picture height, to be
Mc/s (and for 625-line pictures only
only 1.5
1.5Mc/s
3.0 Mc/s). In colour pictures a B.B.C. communication stated that if the chrominance component
is given our full 3-Mc/s bandwidth, then the luminance component can be somewhat degraded before
any loss of sharpness becomes visible. An R.C.A.
paper mentioned that some statistical redundancy in
American television pictures can be removed simply
by passing the video signal through a 2-Mc/s lowpass filter and the result is still very acceptable. All
this was confirmed, said a representative of one
British receiver manufacturer, by the fact that the
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buying public do not seem to show any preference
for commercial receivers with wider bandwidths.
bandwidths.
The point here seems to be that in the N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C.
subsystem there is really no need for
for the
the colour
colour subcarrier signal to share the same band as the brightbrightness (monochrome) signal because the viewer's eye
eye
is unable to perceive the brighmess
brightness information
information over
over
the shared part of the video spectrum.
spectrum. In
In other
other
words the brighmess
brightness signal could be band-limited
at the optimum point so that the two
two signals
signals would
would
not overlap and there would be no sub-carrier
sub-carrier interinterference problem. It is well known, of course,
that
course, that
American monochrome receivers do in fact achieve
this effect when displaying compatible N.T.S.C. picpictures by virtue of their somewhat restricted
restricted video
video
bandwidths.

High Definition Pictures
The idea was illustrated in another way by the
the
demonstration of the French 819-line N.T.S.C.
10-Mc/s monomonosystem, with its exceptionally wide 10-Mc/s
chrome bandwidth. Glancing at the compatible
compatible
picture on a black-and-white receiver, one was almost
almost
impelled by the extreme
~xtreme fineness of detail to view it
it
at close quarters—much
quarters-much closer than ten times
times the
the
picture height—but
wide
height-but then the disadvantage of the wide
bandwidth became immediately apparent in the
marked visibility of the colour sub-carrier dot
dot pattern.
Incidentally, it was perhaps significant to hear two
representatives of British television broadcasting
privately, enthusing over the French 819-line
monochrome picmres,
pictures, which at their best are
undoubtedly superior to the best we can do on 405
other hand,
lines and 3-Mc/s bandwidth. On the other
hand,
it was observed that the higher definition does not
not
seem to offer much advantage in colour television
televisionparticularly when the R.C.A. tri-colour tube with its
restricted resolution of 400 lines is used as a display
device.
Indeed it is true to say that most of the existing
colour display devices leave much to be desired in
general performance, quite apart from the question
in the
of cost. A comparative paper from Hazeltine in
U.S.A. put the single-gun beam-switching and beamindexing tubes first in order of performance, followed
by the three-gun focus-grid tube, the three-gun
shadow-mask tube and finally the three-tube projection system. This was also roughly the order of increasing cost. A representative of Pye, however,
disagreed with the low performance assessment of
projection systems. Describing a large-screen projection equipment using three Schmidt-type optical
systems, he mentioned that the problem of accurate
registration had been largely overcome by making
all adjustments mechanical in form so that any drifts
resulting from electrical controls were eliminated.
This equipment used large dichroic mirrors for opti:optical superimposition, but another speaker said he
he had
used side-by-side Schmidt systems successfully (with
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optical correction) and thereby gained in light output, definition and contrast ratio.
Another problem in registration, but this time in
direct-viewing colour c.r. tubes, is to get the electron
beam to fall accurately on the required phosphor
at all points without energizing adjacent colours. An
improved tube described in a Philips paper gave a
"post
" post focusing" action between a mask (comparable with a shadow mask) and the screen. The focusing was obtained by slits in the mask of almost
elliptical shape and a reducing voltage gradient
between the mask and screen. Because the holes in
the focusing mask were larger than in the R.C.A.
shadow mask, a considerable improvement in transparency was obtained (actually a transparency of 60
per cent), but since the screen potential was reduced
by a factor of 4 there was not an equivalent gain in
brightness. However, further improvements were
being made by the introduction of a second mask.
A difficulty comparable with registration is the
accurate matching of the gamma characteristic in
the three electron guns of a tri-colour c.r. tube or in
three separate projection tubes. Discrepancies can
cause errors, particularly in the reproduction
r·eproduction of
brightness information. A subjective
subjectiv-e viewing test
described in a Mullard paper was designed to discover what differences
diff·erences were permissible between
the transfer characteristics of the three primarycolour channels of a colour system, and this led to
the conclusion that the tolerances on tube manufacture would be very tight indeed.
~
t At the transmitting end, there are equivalent
difficulties in the registration and matching of the
three camera pick-up tubes, and any discrepancies
are particularly noticeable in the quality of the composite black-and-white picture. A paper from Telefunken (Germany) emphasized the desirability of
using just a single tube with a three-colour filter to
avoid this situation but here of course the optical and
instrumental difficulties are enormous. The photoconductive pick-up tube was said to have great
possibilities for three-colour cameras, and a new
type using aa layer of lead monoxide for the lightsensitive element was described in another Philips
paper; This tube was characterized by its high
paper.
sensitivity, fast response at low light levels and
negligible dark current. The usual problem of storage in photoconductive tubes was overcome because
the decay of the signal after interruption of light
was primarily determined by the discharging scanning beam and not by the inherent inertia of the
photoconductor itself.

Receiver Performance
It was disappointing to hear no results of the B.B.C.
experimental transmissions on the N.T.S.C. system, but one British receiver manufacturer (G.E.C.)
described subjective viewing tests which took
advantage of these transmissions to discover percolot!r receiver performmissible tolerances in colour
ance. In particular the phase stability of the local
colour reference oscillator is important because it
controls the hue of the displayed colours. Deliberate
phase changes were made gradually to simulate drift
and it appeared that the more discriminating viewers would not tolerate more than a +5°
+5o variation in
there was a range of
phase angle. At the same time, there
adjustment as wide as 30° over which they were
willing to actually set the reference phase control
WIRELESS
WORLD, August
AUGUST
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for optimum colour reproduction. Viewers' ideas
of what constituted pure white on the screen were
somewhat varied, and changed with the room lighting. The results, moreover, were not centred round
C" on the C.I.E. chromathe official Illuminant ""C"
ticity diagram.
The G.E.C. contributors had also investigated
investig~ted the
subjective effects of noise in colour television receivers. Another
Anoth·er kind of interference, resulting from
multi-path reception, was discussed in a paper from
the Swiss P.T.T., who had taken advantage of the
Swiss mountains to study the effect of this
phenomenon on the frequency spectra of monochrome television signals. A swept frequency oscillator was used at the Band-I
Band-! transmitter and the
resulting from the multi-path
disturbances
propagation were assessed statistically from
measurements at various domestic receivers. It was
measur·ements
concluded that for colour television the narrower the
bandwidth of the colour signal the better. These
effects, of course, are likely ·to
to create quite a problem in any future colour services in Bands IV or
v.
V.
For colour television recording, a method using a
lenticular film was described in a paper from the
Eastman Kodak Company. The film has a fine
cylindrical lenticular pattern on one side and its
emulsion on the other. Three primary colour component images are directed on to the lenticular surface from different angles and they appear on the
emulsion as three separate sets of interlaced thin
bands—the
bands-the exposure in each case corresponding to
the primary colour content. One big advantage is the
speed and simplicity with which the film can be
developed and copies can be made.
d
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•
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Automation

Viewpoint on the Brit. I.R.E. Convention
T
THE
.l HE introduction of digital computers into process control systems was probably the most
significant thing discussed at this year's Brit. I.R.E.
Convention. Significant, because it is a definite step
in the direction of Norbert Wiener's imaginative
forecast of ultimate automation to which we drew
attention two years ago*—the
ago*-the overall control and
co-ordination of complete factories by electronic
systems comparable with large-scale digital computers.
Hitherto digital computers have been isolated in
laboratories and business offices and used merely as
aids to human calculation. Even when employed for
production planning in factories they have needed
human supervisors to feed in and take out information. But there are signs of a change in this situation. Already engineers are beginning to explore
the possibility of incorporating digital computers
directly into control loops so that more variables can
in to account than by ordinary servobe taken into
mechanisms.
Many people think that digital computers are
*"The
Automatic Factory,"
Factory," W.W.
W.W. August
August 1955.
1955.
*cc The Automatic
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spection were discussed—machine-tool
It was
equipment. It
control-loo p equipment.
signals to the control-loop
density
fluid density
control, fluid
pH control,
inspection, pH
as
trol, ultrasonic inspection,
component s as
such components
using such
circuits using
that electronic circuits
howwas,
It
few.
a
just
name
to
nts,
measurements,
to
name
just
a
few.
It
was,
howthis
in
measureme
desirable
be
would
cryotrons
and
transistors
cryotrons would be desirable in this
session
day's session
whole day's
find aa whole
to find
surprising to
low
to low
ever, rather surprising
kept to
be kept
could be
voltages could
that voltages
application so that
the
under the
come under
these come
If these
simulators. If
devoted to simulators.
reasons.
safety reasons.
values for safety
gives
World gives
Wireless World
then Wireless
this
for this
heading of automation then
used for
computers used
of computers
A particular feature of
really
automation really
what automation
discovering what
of up all hope of discovering
multiplicity of
be aa multiplicity
would be
control would
type of production control
facthe
means.
about
distributed
devices
input and output devices distributed about the fac1957
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Medical Electronics
AN international
international organization
organization to
to foster
foster the
the applicaapplication of electronics to
to medicine
medicine is
is being
being formed
formed by
by
Dr.
D r. V. K. Zworykin,
Zworykin, the
the well-known
well-known American
American
pioneer in electronic television.
television. Interviewed
Interviewed rerecently by Wireless World in
in Paris,
Paris, Dr.
Dr. Zworykin
Zworykin
said he felt that electronics
electronics should
should be
be applied
applied more
more
directly than it has been
been to
to the
the benefit
benefit of
of humanity.
humanity.
Already he has been
been instrumental
instrumental in
in establishing
establishing aa
M edical Electronics Centre
Medical
Centre in
in the
the Rockefeller
Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research
Research in
in New
New York.
York. The
The
aim here is to develop new
new electronic
electronic techniques
techniques
for the medical
medical world
world without
without any
any form
form of
of commercommercial exploitation and
and already
aiready several
several devices
devices have
have
been produced on this basis.
basis. Dr.
Dr. Zworykin
Zworykin has
has also
also
bibliography of
of medical
composed a bibliography
medical electronics
electronics
literature. He hopes
hopes to
to organize
organize an
an international
international
conference on the subject,
subject, possibly
possibly at
at the
the time
time of
of the
the
1958 Brussels Exhibition.
Exhibition.
Further Education
WI
TH the opening of the
WITH
the scholastic
scholastic year
year in
in SepSeptember, we have received
received prospectuses
prospectuses of
of radio
radio and
and
electronics courses from aa number
number of
of polytechnics,
polytechnics,
other bodies.
colleges and other
bodies.
T
he Northern Polytechnic,
Polytechnic, Holloway,
The
Holloway, London,
London,
one-year evening
N.7, has introduced a one-year
evening course
course (one
(one
evening a week) covering
covering the
the audio-frequency
audio-frequency enginenginsyllabus, Part
eering syllabus.
Part 5,
5, for
for the
the Brit.
Brit. I.R.E.
I.R.E. Graduate
Graduate
Exam. The television engineering
engineering course
course (evenings)
(evenings)
to two
two years
has been extended to
years and
and now
now includes
includes
the fundamentals of colour
colour systems.
systems.
courses provided
Among the short courses
provided at
at the
the SouthSouthEast London Technical College,
College, Lewisham,
Lewisham, S.E.4,
S.E.4,
is again one on transistors
transistors and
and their
their applications.
applications.
The College also has aa four-year
four-year C.
C. &
& G.
G. electrical
electrical
technicians' course
course in
in which
which specialization
specialization in
in inindustrial electronics is
is provided.
provided.
courses on
Details of evening courses
on v.h.f.
v.h.f. techniques,
techniques,
radio and
and television
radar maintenance, and radio
television servicing,
servicing,
plus full-time day courses
courses in
in telecommunication
telecommunication
given in
in the
the prospectus
prospectur; issued
engineering are given
issued by
by the
the
College, London,
London, S.E.27.
Norwood Technical College,
S.E.27.
preparation for
for the
the Radio
Radio Amateur
Courses in preparation
Amateur
being provided
provided at
Examination are again being
at the
the BrentBrentEvening Institute,
Institute, Ilford
Ilford (Essex),
(Essex),
ford (Middlesex) Evening
Literary Institute and Northwood
Northwood (Middlesex)
(Middlesex) EvenEvening Institute.
N
A T IONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
NATIONAL
EXHIBITION
(Ea r ls Court, Aug.
Aug. 28th—Sept.
28th-Sept. 7th,
(Earls
7th, II
II a.m.—10
a.m.-10 p.m.)
p.m.)

WIRELESS WORLD SHOW NUMBERS
NUMBERS
Sept
em ber: Show Guide (publication
September:
(publication date
date August
August
27th). Plan of the stands
stands with
with standstandto-stand guide to the exhibits.
exhibits.

I

Octobe
r : Show Review (publication
October:
(publication date
date SeptemSeptember 24th). An assessment
assessment of
of trends
trends in
in
the design of television
television and
and sound
sound
receivers.
receivers.

I.E.E. Premiums
I.E.E.
APPROXIMATELY a third of
of the
the awards
awards made
made by
by
the I.E.E. for papers read,
read, or
or accepted
accepted for
for publicapublication, during the 1956-57
1956-57 session
session are
are for
for contributions
contributions
in the radio and electronics
electronics field.
field.
Two papers on signal-noise
signal-noise ratio
ratio in
in radioradiotelegraphy have won for H.
H. B.
B. Law,
Law, of
of the
the G.P.O.
G.P.O.
Research Station, Dollis
Dollis Hill,
Hill, the
the Kelvin
Kelvin Premium
Premium
(£25).
(£25). Mr.
Mr. Law also shares
shares the
the Fahie
Fahie Premium
Premium
(£10) with his Post
Post Office
Office colleagues,
colleagues, J.J. W.
W. Allnatt
Allnatt
and E. D.
D . J.
J. Jones,
Jones, for
for their
their paper
paper "Frequency
"Frequency
diversity in the reception
reception of
of selectively
selectively fading
fading binary
binary
f.m. signals."
For their paper "Fading
"Fading of
of long-distance
long-distance radio
radio
signals and a comparison
comparison of
of spacespace- and
and polarizationpolarizationdiversity reception in
in the
the 6-18
6-18 Mc/s
Mc/s range,"
range," Dr.
'Dr.
G . L. Grisdale (Marconi's),
(Marconi's), J.
J. G.
G . Morris
Morris (Govern(GovernGment Communications
Communications Headquarters),
Headquarters), and
and D.
D . S.
S.
Palmer (Marconi's),
(Marconi's), receive
receive the
the Duddell
Duddell Premium
Premium
(£20). Professor
Professor H.
H. E.
E. M.
M. Barlow
Barlow (University
(University ColCollege, London), is awarded the
the Ambrose
Ambrose Fleming
Fleming
Hall effect
Premium (£15) for ""Hall
effect and
and its
its counterpart,
counterpart,
radiation pressure, in
in microwave
microwave power
power measuremeasurement." There were
were also
also ten
ten extra
extra premiums,
premiums, valued
valued
at £5 each, awarded
awarded for
for papers
papers presented
presented to
to the
the
radio and telecommunication
telecommunication section.
section.
Tape Exchanges
DURING the past five years
years various
various organizations
organizations
have been formed, both
both in
in this
this country
country and
and abroad,
abroad,
to encourage the exchange
exchange between
between individuals
individnals of
of
tape recordings.
World Tape Pals, which
which issues
issues aa bi-monthly
bi-monthly pubpublication Tape Topics, was
was founded
founded in
in Dallas,
Dallas, Texas,
Texas,
in 1952. The British
British representative
representative isis Roger
Roger D.
D.
Smallwood, of 28, Wrekin
Wrekin Road,
Road, Sutton
Sutton Coldfield.
Coldfield.
The only British organization
organization isis the
the recently
recently
formed British Amateur
Amateur Tape
Tape Recording
Recording Society,
Society,
of which E. Yates, of 210,
210, Stamford
Stamford Road,
Road, Blacon,
Blacon,
Cheshire, is general
general secretary.
secretary. The
The society
society isis issuissuing a tape-recorded bulletin—playing
bulletin-playing time,
time, one
one hour
hour
-and also a quarterly tape
—and
tape "magazine"
"magazine" for
for blind
blind
members.
B.A.T.R.S., the Voicespondence
Voicespondence Club
Club (Noel,
(Noel, Va.,
Va.,
U.S.A.), and the Australian
Australian Tape
Tape Recordists
Recordi'Sts AssoAssociation (Adelaide),
(Adelaide), are
are the
the founder
founder members
members of
of the
the
International Association
Association of
of Recording
Recording Clubs.
Clubs.
In addition to the American
American clubs
dubs already
already menmentioned there are Tape
Tape Respondents
Respondents International,
International,
United Recording Club,
Club, International
International Tape
Tape Worms,
Worms,
and National Tapespinners.
Tapespinners.
Amateur Recording Contest.—Copies
Contest.-Copies of
of the
the rules
rules and
and
entry forms for the Concours
Concours International
International du
du Meilleur
Meilleur
Enregistrement Sonor,
Sonar, which
which isis organized
organized by
by the
the
world's amateur recording associations,
associations, are
are obtainable
obtainable
from H. J. Houlgate,
Houlgate, 12,
12, Strongbow
Strongbow Road,
Road, London,
London,
S.E.9, on receipt of
of aa stamped
stamped addressed
addressed envelope.
envelope. Last
Last
year two British entries
entries won
won prizes
prizes in
in this
this international
international
contest organized to find the
the best
best amateur
amateur examples
examples of
of
recording techniques for various
various subjects.
subjects. The
The closing
closing
date for entries is September
September 15th.
15th.
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increases
expected increases
of expected
Broadcasts.-W arnings of
I.G.Y.
I .G.Y. Broadcasts.—Warnings
InWorld InSpecial World
of Special
declarations of
and declarations
activity and
in .solar activity
Interthe Interduring the
Society during
Royal Society
the Royal
tervals, issued by the
the
by the
broadcast by
being broadcast
are being
Year, are
national Geophysical Year,
news
the news
after the
Service after
Home Service
the Home
in the
11.03 p.m. in
B.B.C. at 11.03
announcement s
These announcements
forecast. These
weather forecast.
the weather
and before the
estabalready estabsystem already
communication s system
supplement the communications
Agency.
Warning Agency.
lished by the World Warning
station
I.T.A. station
the I.T.A.
of the
site of
the site
Test transmissions from the
South
serve South
to serve
Glamorgan., to
Hilary, Glamorgan,,
being built at St. Hilary,
September
on September
start on
will start
England will
Wales and the West of England
10
Channel 10
in Channel
operate in
will operate
station will
2nd. The station
test
The test
sound). The
Mc/s sound).
196.25 Mc/s
(199.75 Mc/s vision, 196.25
mounted atat
aerial mounted
an aerial
from an
radiated from
be radiated
transmissions will be
completed
partially completed
the partially
on the
feet on
350 feet
a height of about 350
kW.
about 11kw.
of about
e.r.p. of
an e.r.p.
have an
will have
750-foot mast, and will
the
from the
transmissions from
programme transmissions
It is hoped to start programme
Christmas.
station before Christmas.
August
on August
opening on
the opening
Television.-W ith the
Scottish Television.—With
Rosemarkie,
at Rosemarkie,
station at
television station
B.B.C.'s television
16th of the B.B.C.'s
television
Scottish television
the Scottish
of the
coverage of
near Inverness, the coverage
The
population. The
the population.
of the
93 % of
to 93%
service will increase to
operate
will operate
seventeenth, will
B.B.C.'s seventeenth,
the B.B.C.'s
station, which is the
Mc/s)
48.25 Mc/s)
sound 48.25
Mc/s, sound
51.75 Mc/s,
in Channel 2 (vision 51.75
kW.
1.5 kW.
of 1.5
e.r.p. of
an e.r.p.
and an
polarization and
with horizontal polarization
to
a.m. to
10.0 a.m.
from 10.0
radiated from
be radiated
will be
Test transmissions will
station
the station
until the
31st until
July 31st
from July
weekday from
1.0
1.0 p.m. each weekday
·
service.
is brought into service.
Llannear LlanCyrn-y-Brain, near
at Cyrn-y-Brain,
site at
V.H.F .-A site
Welsh V.H.F.—A
t11;e
for the
J:l.B.C. for
the B.B.C.
by the
chosen by
been chosen
gollen, Denbigh, has been
It isIS
transrrutter. It
sound transmitter.
v.h.f. sound
north-east Wales v.hi.
by
service by
into service
brought into
be brought
will be
station will
expected that the station
intended
originally intended
was originally
It was
year. It
next year.
the autumn of next
to
and to
Merioneth., and
Corwen, Merioneth.,
at Corwen,
to build the station at
now
but itit isis now
Service, but
Home Service,
Welsh Home
transmit only the Welsh
88.9,
on 88.9,
radiating on
station radiating
three-program me station
planned as a three-programme
kW.
of 66 kW.
e.r.p. of
an e.r.p.
Mc/s with an
91.1 and 93.3 Me/s
May
during May
68,390 during
by 68,390
increased by
Television licences increased
of
number of
overall number
The overall
7,118,698. The
to 7,118,698.
bringing the total to
Kingdom,
United Kingdom,
the United
in the
licences in
broadcast receiving licences
radio,
car radio,
for car
312,528 for
and 312,528
television and
including those for television
May.
of May.
end of
the end
was 14,583,256 at the
Fair
Audio Fair
London Audio
.year's London
Fa,ir.-Next year's
1958 Audio Fair.—Next
be
will be
but itit will
Hotel, but
Waldorf Hotel,
the Waldorf
at the
will again be held at
22nd). AA
to 22nd).
18th to
(April 18th
four (April
of four
instead of
for five days instead
visitors
overseas visitors
buyers, overseas
trade buyers,
for trade
day will be reserved for
and the press.
hold
to hold
made to
being made
are being
Fair.-Plans are
Northern Audio Fair.—Plans
Harrogate,
Hotel, Harrogate,
Grand Hotel,
the Grand
at the
Fair at
Audio Fair
a three-day Audio
next
and next
show and
this show
of this
Particulars of
25th. Particulars
from October 25th.
Fairs,
Audio Fairs,
from Audio
obtainable from
are obtainable
year's London fair are
W.l.
London, W.l.
Street, London,
Manchester Street,
Ltd., 42, Manchester
Society's
Television Society's
the Television
from the
television from
· Band IV television
College
Technical College
Norwood Technical
the Norwood
at the
transmitter installed at
but
vacation, but
summer vacation,
the summer
during the
discontinued during
are being discontinued
transmissions,
The transmissions,
9th. The
September 9th.
on September
will be resumed on
Me/ s,
423.5 Mc/s,
and 423.5
vision, and
Me/ s, vision,
427 Mc/s,
on 427
which are radiated on
be
will be
tone, will
and aa tone,
C and
Card C
Test Card
of Test
consist of
sound, and consist
7.0
from 7.0
Fridays from
and Fridays
Wednesdays and
on Mondays, Wednesdays
till 9.0.
British
the British
at the
made at
was made
Radio.-Refere nce was
Mobile Radio.—Reference
growthe growto the
Eastbourne to
at Eastbourne
Convention at
Electrical Power Convention
supply
electricity supply
the electricity
by the
radio-telephon y by
v.h.f. radio-telephony
ing use of v.h.f.
over
well over
and well
stations and
fixed stations
99 fixed
now 99
are now
industry. There are
boards.
electricity boards.
by electricity
use by
in use
transmitters in
1,000 mobile transmitters
teleamateur tele32 amateur
no~ 32
are now
Amateur Television.—There
Television.-T here are
call
of call
list of
A list
U.K. A
the U.K.
in the
stations in
vision transmitting stations
of
edition of
summer edition
the summer
in the
given in
signs and locations isis given
Television
Amateur Television
British Amateur
the British
by the
CQ-TV, issued by
Club.
Eddythe Eddyof the
manual, of
instruction manual,
Circuit details, or instruction
reader.
by aa reader.
sought by
being sought
stone 358X receiver isis being
cj o
Osborne, c/o
M. Osborne,
to M.
addressed to
be addressed
should be
Information should
The Editor.

Office
Post Office
Exchanges.-T he Post
Telephone Exchanges.—The
Electronic Telephone
equiptelephone equipfive telephone
with five
agreement with
has entered into an agreement
the
with the
ideas with
of ideas
pooling of
the pooling
ment manufacturers for the
switchelectronic switchpossible electronic
best possible
the best
object of ""designing
designing the
has
committee has
research committee
end aa research
th;.s end
ing system," and to this
Office
Post Office
the Post
of the
chairmanship of
the chairmanship
been set up under the
report
annual report
the annual
in the
recorded in
is recorded
This is
engineer-in-chief.
engineer-in-ch ief. This
Manufacturand ManufacturEngineering and
Telecommunic ation Engineering
of the Telecommunication
Association.
ing Association.
Computer
London Computer
the London
year the
Society.-Last year
Computer Society.—Last
the
grown the
now grown
has now
this has
from this
Group was formed and from
Bury
29, Bury
at 29,
headquarters at
with headquarters
British Computer Society with
object
primary object
The primary
S.W.l. The
London, S.W.I.
Street, St. James's, London,
use
and use
development and
the development
to ""further
of the Society is to
further the
of
members of
the members
Among the
of computational machinery." Among
the
of the
Booth, of
D. Booth,
A. D.
Dr. A.
is Dr.
council is
the provisional council
Laboratory.
Computationa l Laboratory.
Birkbeck College Computational
first
country's first
this country's
for this
Computer Exhibition.—Plans
Exhibition.-P lans for
Olympia,
at Olympia,
held at
be held
to be
Exhibition, to
Electronic Computer Exhibition,
next
4th next
December 4th
to December
28th to
London, from November 28th
symposium
technical symposium
international technical
year, include an international
It isis
Laboratory. It
Physical Laboratory.
National Physical
organized by the National
organized
symposium
computer symposium
business computer
hold aa business
also proposed to hold
Radio
the Radio
exhibition, the
the exhibition,
of the
arranged by the sponsors of
Association
Engineering Association
Electronic Engineering
Communication
Communicatio n and Electronic
Equipment
Business Equipment
and Business
Appliance and
Office Appliance
and the Office
nonExhibition isis nonthe Exhibition
Incidentally, the
Association. Incidentally,
Trades Association.
expendiover expendireceipts over
of receipts
excess of
any excess
profit making and any
exhibitors.
to exhibitors.
ture is to be returned to
ownership
of ownership
change of
Thorn-Champion.—Rumoured
Thorn-Champ ion.-Rumour ed change
confirmed
was confirmed
Corporation was
Electric Corporation
of the Champion Electric
Ferguson
of Ferguson
(makers of
Industries (makers
when Thorn Electrical Industries
of aa
acquisition of
their acquisition
8th their
July 8th
receivers) announced on July
Corporation,
companies-Ch ampioQ. Corporation,
group of three companies—Champion
Clark
Austin Clark
and Austin
Ltd., and
Works, Ltd.,
Newhaven Cabinet Works,
(London), Ltd.
Aviation
Bendix Aviation
with Bendix
agreement with
Thorn-Bendix.—An
Thorn-Bendix .-An agreement
Electrical
Thorn Electrical
permits Thorn
U.S.A., permits
the U.S.A.,
Corporation, of the
A.N ..
of A.N..
range of
Bendix range
the Bendix
manufacture the
Industries to manufacture
connectors.
Pigmy and Unitor connectors.
Soviet
in Soviet
note in
to aa note
Television.-A ccording to
Soviet Television.—According
London,
in London,
Embassy in
Soviet Embassy
the Soviet
by the
News, which is issued by
further
and aa further
stations and
television stations
24 television
the U.S.S.R. now has 24
about
were about
there were
April there
In April
year. In
this year.
opened this
ten will be opened
Union.
the Union.
in the
receivers in
television receivers
1.5M television
series
to aa series
given to
title given
the title
Smoke-Puff"
" Operation Smoke-Puff
" isis the
estabto estabStates to
United States
the United
in the
undertaken in
of tests being undertaken
signals
reflecting signals
by reflecting
communicatio n by
lish two-way radio communication
releasing
by releasing
produced by
clouds produced
ionized clouds
ffrom
rnm man-made ionized
American
the American
of the
Members of
rockets. Members
nitric oxide gas from rockets.
which
tests which
the tests
in the
participating in
are participating
Radio Relay League are
Force.
Air Force.
U.S. Air
the U.S.
are sponsored by the
the
of the
convention of
year's convention
Engineering.-T his year's
Audio Engineering.—This
some
which some
at which
America, at
of America,
Society of
Audio Engineering Society
conin conheld in
be held
to be
presented, isis to
be presented,
will be
fifty papers will
Show.
Fidelity Show.
High Fidelity
York High
New York
junction with the New
BuildShow BuildTrade Show
York Trade
New York
the New
in the
Both will be held in
12th.
to 12th.
9th to
ing from October 9th
annual
13th annual
Conference.- The 13th
Electronics Conference.—The
U .S. Electronics
U.S.
from
held from
be held
will be
Conference will
Electronics Conference
National Electronics
Chicago.
Sherman, Chicago.
Hotel Sherman,
the Hotel
at the
9th at
October 7th to 9th
associated
the associated
and the
Conference and
the Conference
on the
Information on
E.
84 E.
N.E.C., 84
the N.E.C.,
from the
obtainable from
exhibition is obtainable
U.S.A.
III.illois, U.S.A.
1, Illinois,
Chicago 1,
Randolph Street, Chicago
Exhibition
and Exhibition
Congress and
International Congress
Interkama—an International
Interkama-an
being
Automation-i s being
and Automation—is
Instrumentatio n and
of Measuring Instrumentation
2nd
November 2nd
from November
Germany, from
West Germany,
Dusseldorf, West
held in Diisseldorf,
Nordwestfrom Nordwestobtainable from
are obtainable
Particulars are
l Oth. Particulars
to 10th.
Ehrenhof 4,4,
m.b.H., Ehrenhof
Ausstellurtgsgesellschaft m.b.H.,
deutsche Ausstellungsgesellschaft
Diisseldorf.
Dusseldorf.
the
of the
chairman of
1957-58 chairman
Students.-Th e 1957-58
I .E.E. Students.—The
I.E.E.
I.E.E. isis
the I.E.E.
of the
Section·of
Student Section
London Graduate and Student
Cables,
& Cables,
Telephones &
Standard Telephones
of Standard
F . L. Fielding, of
F.
Marconi's.
of Marconi
Harris, of
A. Harris,
L. A.
secretary, L.
and the honorary secretary,
s.
1957
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I.E.E.
I .E.E. Council.—The
Council.-The new president of the I.E.E. is
is
T. E. Goldup, a director of Milliard,
Mullard, and Dr. Willis
Jackson, director of research and education, Metropoli-tan-Vickers, is elected a vice-president for the second
term of three years. Those elected to fill the vacancies
among the ordinary members of the council include
F. C. McLean, deputy chief engineer, B.B.C., and C. E.
Strong, chief radio engineer.
engineer, Standard Telephones &
&
Cables, who was a member of the council from 1949
1949
to 1953.
Radio Section Committee.—The
Committee.- The new chairman of the
committee of the I.E.E. radio and telecommunication
section is Dr. J. S. McPetrie, and the new vice-chairman
M. G. L. Pulling. The three vacancies among the
ordinary members of the committee will be filled by
R. J. Halsey, an assistant engineer-in-chief at the G.P.O.,
Dr. B. G. Pressey (Radio Research Station, Slough), and
W. E. Willshaw (G.E.C.).
Committee.-New members of the executive
B.S.R.A. Committee.—New
committee of the British Sound Recording Association
are F. Langford-Smith, appointed a vice-president, and
G
E. F. R. Lilley and C. W. Morle
G.. W. Higgs, E,
Mode elected
members. J. F. Doust continues as president.
C. and G. New Headquarters.—A
Headquarters.-A site has been
secured at 76-78, Portland Place, London, W.l,
W.1, together
with the premises at the rear, for the new headquarters
of the City and Guilds of London Institute. It is
planned to be ready for occupation early in 1959.
1959.
" Foreign Attachments."—In
Attachments."-In the past telephone users
in the U.S.A., as in this country, have not been permitted to fit ""foreign
foreign attachments " to telephone instruments except in certain circumstances. The Federal
Communications Commission has, however, now ruled
that the telephone companies must permit the use of
devices which do not impair the operation of the telephone service.
Recommended materials and finishes for telecommunication and allied electronic equipment and components are listed under " new work started " in B.S.I.
B.S .I.
News issued by the British Standards Institution.

PERSONALITIES

PERSONALITIES

T. E. Goldup, C.B.E.,
elected president of the
Institution of Electrical
Engineers for 1957/58,
is a director of Mullard,
which he joined in 1923.
He had been a vice-president of the Institution
since 1952. Mr. Goldup
is particularly interested
in technical education and
training, and has been a
member of the board of
governors of the Ministry of Supply's College
of Electronics, Malvern,
since 1949, and chairman
of the board since 1952.
Mr. Goldup, who was
appointed C.B.E.
C.B.E. in 1954, was from 1950 to 1954 a
member of the Radio Research Board of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.
}. S. McPetrie,
M cPetrie, Ph.D., D.Sc.,
J.
D .Sc., the new chairman of the
committee of the radio and telecommunication section
of the I.E.E.,
I.E .E., has been head of the radio department of
of
R.A.E., Farnborough, since 1950. For the previous six
years he was superintendent, signals research and
development in the Ministry of Supply, prior to which
he was for a short time radio-physicist
he
radio-physicist on
on the
the staff
staff of
of

f!ORTHCOMiNG
Forthcoming events
EVEN 'f$
National Radio
Radio Show
National
Aug.
Show (R.I.C.)
(R.I.C.)
Aug. 28-Sept.
28-Sept. 77
Earls Court,
Court, London,
London, S.W.-5.
S. w . s.
Earls
Engineering, Marine,
Engineering,
29-Sept.
Marine, Welding
Welding &
& Nuclear
Nuclear Energy
Energy
29-Sept. 12
12
Exhibition
Exhibition
Olympia, London,
London, W.
Olympia,
14.
W.l4.
Farnborough Air
Air Show
Farnborough
Sept.
Show (S.B.A.C)
(S.B.A.C.)
Sept. 3-9
3-9
Farnborough,
Farnborough, Hants.
Hants.
British
Sept.
British Sound
Sound Recording
Recording Association
Association Exhibition
Exhibition
Sept. 20-22
lO-ll
and
and Convention.
Convention.
Waldorf
Waldorf Hotel,
Hotel , London,
London, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
Conference on
Conference
Sept.
on Automatic
Automatic Measurement
Measurement of
of Quality
Quality
Sept. 23-26
13-26
in Process
Process Plants
in
Plants
(Society
(Society of
of Instrument
Instrument Technology),
Technology),
University
Un iversity College,
College, Swansea,
Swansea, Glamorgan.
Glamo rgan.
Radio
Oct.
Radio Hobbies
Hobbies Exhibition
Exhibition (R.S.G.B.),
(R.S .G.B.),
Oct. 23-26
23-16
Royal
Royal Horticultural
Horticultural Society's
Society's Old
Old Hall,
Hall, London,
London, S.W.I.
S.W. I.

RADIO TELESCOPE—The
TELESCOPE-The interior of the 250ft diameter
bowl of the fully
fuljy steerable radio telescope at Jodrell
jodrell Bank,
Bank,
Manchester (now nearly complete), showing the 60ft aerial
mast with two dipoles at right angles for simultaneous
observation on 90 and 170 Mcfs.
Mc fs.
the British Joint Services Mission in Washington.
From 1925 to 1943 Dr. McPetrie was at the National
National
Physical Laboratory.
M. J. L. Pulling, O.B.E., M.A., who becomes vicechairman of the I.E.E. radio and telecommunication
section, has been senior superintendent engineer (television) with the B.B.C. since 1949. After leaving Cambridge University in 1929 he went into industry and
was for a few years with Murphy Radio, where he was
in charge of production testing. He joined the engineering division of the B.B.C. in 1934 and was for eight
years superintendent engineer (recording) prior to being
appointed to his present position.
J. N. Aldington, B.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E.,
managing director of the new company Siemens Edison
Swan, Ltd., joined Siemens at Preston in 1923 as an
analytical chemist in the lamp works laboratory. Dr.
Aldington was appointed head of the company's lamp
research laboratories in 1935 and in 1949 was elected
to the board of Siemens Electric Lamps and Supplies,
Ltd. Three years later he became managing director of
the company, and when, in 1955, it ceased to act autonoautono...:
·mously, he became managing ·director
director of Siemens
Brothers, the parent company. He is also chairman of
Submarine Cables, Ltd., · which is jointly owned
owned. by
Siemens Edison Swan and the Telegraph Construction
Con.s truction
and Maintenance Company.
In addition to those mentioned . last month, Air Commodore A. V. Harvey, C.B.E., M.P., aa.director of
Mullard, Ltd., since 1950, ·was
Milliard,
was created a Knight
Bachelor in the Birthday Honours, and J. A. Dunkley,
senior development and experimental engineer at
lH
R. B. Pullin & Company, was appointed M.B.E.
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News lroDJ I be Industry

News

from

and
Siemens Brothers & Company and
Company
the Edison Swan Electric Company
into aa
merged into
have now finally been merged
as
known as
be known
single company to be
will
It will
Ltd. It
Siemens Edison Swan, Ltd.
Siemens
1955 Siemens
be recalled that in 1955
ElecAssociated ElecBrothers joined the Associated
companies,
of companies,
trical Industries group of
been aa
of which Edison Swan has been
member since 1928, and that
year
last year
that last
Siemenscompany, Siemensa temporary company,
coto coup to
set up
Ediswan, Ltd., was set
two
the two
of the
ordinate the activities of
of
company, of
companies.
new company,
co~panies. The new
managis managAldington is
which
whiCh Dr. J. N. Aldington
ing director, has been
into
divided into
been divided
specialeach special· 18 "product divisions," each
equipof .equiptype of
izing
particular type
izil'lg in a particular
chief
have aa chief
ment. Each division will have
engineer, manufacturing manager
and
manager and
be aa
will be
sales manager, but there will
whicl:).
for which
single research organization for
being
are being
buildings are
three blocks of buildings
Essex.
Town, Essex.
built at Harlow New Town,
E.
T. E.
Dr. T.
is Dr.
The director of research is
Allibone.
Works,
British Tungsram Radio Works,
LonLtd., West Road, Tottenham, Lonconsein consethat in
don, N.17, announce that
Siemens
of Siemens
quence of the merger, of
valves
Tungsram valves
and Edison Swan, Tungsram
by
distributed by
will no longer be distributed
distribution
Siemens but by its own distribution
organization.
CorporaBritish Communications Corporacontract
tion have been awarded aa contract
of
quantity of
large quantity
for the supply of a large
multi-channel . recording equipment
equipment
and
Transport and
for the Ministry of Transport
equipment,
The equipment,
Civil Aviation. The
traffic
air traffic
for air
which will be used for
simulthe simulcontrol, provides for the
twenty
to twenty
taneous recording of up to
tape.
channels on a single tape.

the

industry

Avo, Ltd., is the new
name
new name
Coli
Automatic Coll
adopted by the Automatic
Equipment
Winder & Electrical Equipment
Winder
wellCompany, manufacturers
of
the
Wellthe
of
manufacturers
known series
and
test and
Avo test
s\!ries of Avo
Douglas
measuring instruments and Douglas
coil-winding equipment.
Ltd.,
Britain), Ltd.,
Amphenol (Great Britain),
Gas
by Gas
jointly by
has been formed jointly
Company
Chemical Company
Purification and Chemical
CorporaElectronics Corporaand Amphenol Electronics
of
handling of
the handling
tion (of Chicago) for the
British
the British
in the
Amphenol components in
and
Canada) and
Commonwealth (except Canada)
comInitially comon the Continent. Initially
but itit isis
imported, but
be imported,
ponents will be
manufacture
planned eventually to manufacture
subthe subin this country. Among
Among the
and
Purification and
sidiaries of Gas Purification
Grundig
are Grundig
ChemiCal
Chemical Company are
Television
(Great Britain), Wolsey Television
A.:S. .Metal
and A.B.
Metal Products.
RetLivingston Laboratories, of Retbeen
have been
car Street, London, N.19, have
representasales representaappointed exclusive sales
by
Kingdom by
tives for the United Kingdom
Palo
of Palo
Company, of
Hewlett-Packard Company,
Alto, California.
teleindustrial teleBattery-operated industrial
recently
vision equipment was recently
Swiss
in aa Swiss
installed experimentally in
conducted
train by Pye. Tests were conducted
for
use for
its use
of its
possibilities of
to assess the possibilities
of
parts of
inaccessible parts
examination of inaccessible
motion.
in motion.
whilst in
the train especially whilst
ComMetro-Sound Manufacturing ComS.
M. S.
by M.
pany has been formed by
Goldring
Myers (until recently with Goldring
the
for . the
Manufacturing Company) for
accesgramophone accesmanufacture of gramophone
Stoke
64, Stoke
is 64,
sories. The address is
London,
Newington High Street, London,
1549).
N.16 (Tel.: Clissold 1549).
ON THE SPOT investigations, to
check the results of
laboratory work on .
for
a.g.c. systems for
625-line television
625-/ine
receivers, are being
undertaken on the
Continent by
Mullards
Milliards with aa
mobile experimental
unit. The comprehensive equipment
in the vehicle, which
ati extendcarries ah
ible aerial system
Ill,
for Bands II and III,
includes aa line se- ·
for the
lector unit for
analysis of individual line waveforms
and a line pulse
pulse
for
generator used for
measuring flywheel
sync characteristics.

manufacLtd., manufacRadio Heaters, Ltd.,
radio-frequency
turers of Radyne
Radyne radio-frequency
heating equipment, have
opened aa
have opened
Wakingnew research laboratory at Wokingtheir
have their
they have
ham, Berks, where they
laborathe laboraworks. The services of the
tory will be available to any
potential
any potential
and
induction and
industrial user of r.f. induction
equipment.
dielectric heating equipment.
transferred
Plessey Company have transferred
standard
their standard
the production of their
from
communication equipment from
St.
Mills, St.
End Mills,
Ilford, Essex, to West End
2095.)
Ives 2095.)
St. Ives
Ives, Hunts. (Tel.: St.
unit
remains as unit
P. A. Tremaine remains
manager.
anLtd., anMorganite Resistors, Ltd.,
B.
G. B.
M. G.
of M.
nounce the appointment of
and
manager and
Mason as general sales manager
manager
as manager
Marshall, as
of Dr. W. W. Marshall,
department.
of their technical department.
building
Marconi Instruments are building
Longat Longan extension to their factory at
will
which will
acres, St. Albans, Herts., which
acres;
square
22,000 square
provide an additional 22,000
space.
feet of manufacturing space.

EXPORT NEWS
G.C.A.—Three
G.C.A.-Three British manufacsecured
turers working together have secured
instaland instala contract for the supply and
groundcomplete groundlation of a complete
one
for one
controlled approach system for
Royal
the Royal
of the
of the airfields of
Standard
Rhodesian Air Force. Standard
responare responTelephones and Cables are
the
of the
sible for the overall planning of
supplyare supplyG.C.A. installation and are
radar,
approach radar,
ing the precision approach
surthe surCossor are manufacturing the
International
and International
veillance radar and
control
the control
Aeradio are supplying the
equipment.
and communication equipment.
incorPublic address equipment, incorsimultaneous
porating facilities for simultaneous
Paris
new Paris
the new
interpretation, for the
to
U.N.E.S.C.O. isis to
headquarters of U.N.E.S.G.O.
ReproPamphonic Reprobe supplied by Pamphonic
ducers.
for
equipment for
Electronic control equipment
by
shown by
being shown
machine tools is being
Machine
the Machine
E.M.I. Electronics at the
in
held · in
be held
Tool Exhibition to be
SeptemHanover, West Germany, in September.
inapparatus, inElectro-acoustic apparatus,
receivers
cluding domestic broadcast receivers
equipment, isis
and sound reproducing equipment,
the
to the
goods to
amongst the consumer goods
Yugowhich Yugovalue of nearly £6M which
imported
be imported
slavia is permitting to be
address~s
this year. The names and addresses
partiorganizations partiof Yugoslav organizations
obtainable
are obtainable
cipating in the scheme are
CommerTrade, Commerfrom the Board of Trade,
Dept.,
Exports Dept.,
cial Relations and Exports
London,
Horse Guards Avenue, London,
5919/56.)
S.W.I. (Ref. C.R.E. 5919/56.)
S.W.l.
1957
AUGUST 1957
WORLD, August
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An Alternolive Colour TV System

An

Alternative

Colour

By £.
E. J.
). GARGINI*

THERE
to adopt
adopt
There is a great temptation in Britain to
the American N.T.S.C. colour television
television system
system
-—suitably
suitably modified for 405-line standards—exactly
standards-exactly
as it stands. This would be very unwise,
unwise, however,
however,
until the details of the system
system have been
been critically
critically
examined, particularly in the light of recent
recent developdevelopments.
colour systems
systems
The author has been investigating colour
with the ultimate aim of finding the
the best
best method
method
of transmission to result in a simple
simple and
and cheap
cheap
domestic receiver—on
receiver-on which the success of
of colour
colour
television so much depends. In the course
course of
of this
this
work several deficiencies of the N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C. system
system
have come to light, and these have led to
to aa proposal
proposal
for an improved alternative system using
using aa fundamentally different method of transmitting the
the colour
colour
information. However, the broad principle by
by which
which
the N.T.S.C. system obtains its
its compatibility
compatibility isis
retained—that
retained- that of transmitting a luminance,
luminance, or
or
brightness, signal in the correct form for monochrome
colour signal
signal providing
providing
receivers, together with a colour
the additional hue and saturation information
information
required for colour receivers.
Three major features of the N.T.S.C. system are
are
open to criticism, and these have already
already been
been
discussed in Wireless Worldf.
Worldt. The first is
is the
the nature
nature
of the colour signal. This signal conveys
conveys colourcolourdifference information—that
information-that is, differences
differences from
from
* E.M.I.
E.M.I. Research
Research Department.
Department.

~.T.S.C. Colour Information," by E. L.
L. C.
C. White,
White, February,
February,
t" N.T.S.C.

1957,
Issue.
1957, issue.

TV

System

j

BETTER

QUALITY

REPRODUCTION
REPRODUCTION

j

!

REDUNDANT COLOUR
FROM NONNON-REDUNDANT

j

i

INFORMATION
INFORMATION

j

white-and
colour-difference comcomwhite—and is formed from colour-difference
Ea-Ev
EB-Ev
(where Er,
ER,
ER-Ev,
ponents E
r-Ey, E
0-Ey and E
B-EY (where
E a0 and E
EBB are the red, green and
and blue
blue cameracameraEv is the luminance or
or " whitewhitetube outputs and Ey
ness " signal). As colours become more
more saturated
saturated
for a given brightness level, the E
ER,
EG and
and E
EB
e, Eq
B
camera outputs become larger and more significant
significant
ER-Ev, E
EG-Ev
EB-Ev
colour-difference
in the Er-Ey,
g-Ey and E
B-Ey colour-difference
signals, while the Ey
Ev signal remains
remains constant.
constant.
Thus, any brightness detail in aa saturated
saturated colour
colour
(e.g., dark shadows on a bright red
red curtain)
curtain) will
will
produce larger amplitude changes in the
the appropriate
appropriate
less saturated
saturated
colour-difference signals than with a less
colour (e.g., the same shadows on
on aa pale
pale red
red curtain
curtain
of equal brightness). In other words, the
the brightness
brightness
information, which properly belongs in the luminance
luminance
channel, is carried increasingly by the colour
colour signal.
signal.
Since in the N.T.S.C. system
system the
the colour
colour signal
signal is
is
narrow-band colour
colour
band-limited by filters to give a narrow-band
signal-and
change-the result
result
signal—and hence slower rates of change—the
is that with saturated colours a good
good deal
deal of
of the
the
brightness detail (to which the
the eye is
is particularly
particularly
sensitive) is completely lost.
lost.
In the proposed alternative system
system this particular
particular
disadvantage is . avoided by transmitting
transmitting aa colour
colour
signal which carries no redundant brightness
brightness informainforma-

SATURATION
(AMPLITUDE)

SATUR.ATI.ON
(AMPLITUDE)

PEAK WHITE

PEAK WHITE

CHROMINANCE AMPLITUDE
SATURATION x BRIGHTNESS)^

CHROMINANCE AMPLITUDE
SATURATION x BRIGHTNESS)

(a::
(oc

PEAK WHIT!

PLANES OF
-UNIFORM BRIGHTNESS
SLACK

\~:..______:._.;T-----rr\
/ '
PLANES OF
UNIFORM BRIGHTNESS

PLANES OF
UNIFORM BRIGHTNESS

{b)

(a)

Fig.
illustrating the
the difference
difference between
between aa chromaticity
chromaticity signal
signal (a)
(a) and
a~d aa chrominance
chrominance
Rf. I. Three-dimensional vector diagrams illustrating
signal as used in the N.T.S.C. system (fa).
(b).
WIRELEss World,
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AuausT 1957
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Consequently.only
oruy true
true colour
colour information—
informationtion. Consequently
that is, hue and saturation—is
saturation-is conveyed.
conveyed. For
For this
this
reason the colour signal
signal isis called
called aa chromaticity
chromaticity
signal, as distinct from
from the
the chrominance
chrominance signal
signal of
of
The difference
difference between
the N.T.S.C. system. The
between the
the
_two is illustrated
illustrated by
by the
the three-dimensional
three-dimensional vector
vector
1. Here
Here the
the colour
colour signal
signal vector
vector
diagrams in Fig. 1.
by its
its phase
phase angle
angle and
represents hue by
and saturation
saturation
In the
the chromaticity
chromaticity signal
signal (a)
by its amplitude. In
(a)
the colour signal
signal amplitude
amplitude is
is not
not influenced
influenced by
by
levels, but
but in
in the
the chrominance
different brightness levels,
chrominance
signal (b) the amplitude isis determined
determined partly
partly by
by the
the
partly by
by the
colour content and partly
the brightness.
brightness.

Gamma Correction
Correction

The second feature of
of the
the N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C. system
system under
under
criticism is the composition
composition of
of the
the luminance
luminance signal.
signal.
mixture of
of the
the red,
red, green
green and
This is formed from aa mixture
and
blue camera-tube outputs
outputs (actually
(actually EY=0.59E
Ey=0.59Ea+
a+
0.3E
0.3ER+O.l1EB)
which are
are first
first individually
individually gammagammal.-| 0.11Ep,) which
corrected. The fact that
that an
an inverse
inverse square-law
square-law
correction is applied to
to the
the individual
individual components
components
of the luminance signal
signal at
at the
the transmitter
transmitter leads
leads to
to
the displayed
displayed luminance
inaccuracies in the
luminance information
information
at the receiver. Moreover,
Moreover, if
if the
the individual
individual gamma
gamma
corrections are not balanced
balanced properly
properly the
the displayed
displayed
colours will alter in
in hue
hue and
and saturation
saturation at
at different
different
intensity levels. This
This problem
problem does
does not
not arise
arise in
in the
the
system, since
improved alternative system,
since the
the luminance
luminance
signal is gamma-corrected
gamma-corrected after
after formation.
formation.
The third questionable
questionable feature
feature of
of the
the N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C.
system is the use of
of aa sub-carrier
sub-carrier inside
inside the
the normal
normal
monochrome vision band.
band. In
In American
American receivers
receivers
it is well known that
that the
the video
video response
response isis substansubstantially reduced at the
the sub-carrier
sub-carrier frequency
frequency so
so the
the
effect of interference
interference from
from the
the colour
colour signal
signal isis not
not
very severe. In addition,
addition, although
although the
the so-called
so-called "" II ""
modified colour-difference signal
signal has
has extended
extended
sidebands to convey
convey the
the more
more detailed
detailed information
information
which the eye can
can appreciate
appreciate at
at the
the red
red end
end of
of the
the
optical spectrum:):,
spectrumt, this
this extra
extra information
information isis not,
not,
in fact, utilized in current
current receivers.
receivers.
Consequently the N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C. system
system as
as used
used in
in
America is not really
really aa band-sharing
band-sharing system,
system, but
but
one in which colour information
information isis virtually
virtually transtransmitted outside the
the monochrome
monochrome band
band in
in the
the unused
unused
area close to the sound
sound carrier.
carrier. If
If the
the system
system were
were
adopted in Britain, however,
however, the
the wider
wider bandwidth
bandwidth
tt The
modified colour-difference
The other
othermodified
colour-differencesignal,
signal, called
called the
the "Q"
"Q" signal
signal
has
has aa narrower
narrower bandwidth
bandwidth and
and conveys
conveys the
the less
less detailed
detailed information
information
required
required at
at the
the blue
blue end
end of
of the
the optical
optical spectrum.
spectrum.
SOUND SATURATION
SATURATION
SOUND
CARRIER
CARRIER SUB-CARRIER
SUB-CARRIER

VISION
CARRIER

HUE(PHA5E MOD.)

-»L
^-1^-300kc/s
L—iMc/s——iMc/s—J
~/,Ut,j__,,.,~M,'
j__IMo/•j' IMc/s_j
3
Mc/s
IOOkc/-r.
lOOkc/s
'/
1 - - - - - - 3·5
3-5 Mc/s
Mc/s - - - - - +►!
Fig. 2. Frequency spectrum
spectrum of
of the
the proposed
proposed alternative
alternative
system. The sub-carrier isis at
at JMc
3Mc's!s instead
instead of
of2.66Mc/s
2.66Mcjs
N. T.S.C. system.
as in the British N.T.S.C.
system.

domestic model
model would
would insuflSciently
insufficiently
of the average domestic
colour sub-carrier
sub-carrier and
and thus
thus permit
permit aa
attenuate the colour
patterning.
display of dot patterning.
not be
be aa severe
severe price
price to
Although this may not
to pay
pay for
for
colour broadcasting,
broadcasting, the
the fact
fact that
that the
the colour
colour receiver
receiver
colour transmission
transmission as
as an
an outside-theoutside-themust treat the colour
transmission, means
means that
that the
the luminluminluminance-band transmission,
colour receiver
receiver isis restricted.
restricted. This
This
ance detail at the colour
band restriction comes
comes about
about because
because the
the sub-carrier
sub-carrier
itself must not appear at
at the
the colour
colour receiver
receiver c.r.t.
c.r.t.
electrodes otherwise
otherwise itit will
control electrodes
will increase
increase the
the
colour components
components upon
upon rectificabrightness of the colour
rectificaparticular electron-gun
tion in any particular
electron-gun assembly.
assembly. MoreMoreguns are
are in
in any
any way
way fed
fed with
over, if the guns
with unequal
unequal
colour sub-carrier
sub-carrier the
the colour
colour balance
amounts of colour
balance
maintained at
will no longer be maintained
at different
different brightness
brightness
levels.
arises ·because
A further difficulty arises
because in
in practice
practice itit isis
notch "" filter
filter at
at the
the transmitter
transmitter
necessary to use a " notch
to prevent those brightness
brightness transients
transients which
which produce
produce
components at frequencies
frequencies close
close to
to the
the colour
colour subsubbeating with
carrier from beating
with the
the receiver's
receiver's synchronoussynchronousdetection local oscillator
oscillator and
and so
so causing
causing low-frequency
low-frequency
patterning. This
This filter
filter inevitably
inevitably reduces
colour beat patterning.
reduces
the brightness
brightness signal.
the bandwidth of the
signal.
If it were possible to
to use
use aa 3-Mc/s
3-Mc/s colour
colour subsubBritain, however,
however, instead
carrier in Britain,
instead of
of one
one at
at
2.66Mcjs, most domestic
domestic receivers
receivers would
would display
2.66Mc/s,
display
very little dot patterning.
patterning. This,
This, in
in fact,
fact, isis what
what isis
the alternative
alternative system.
system. Moreover
proposed in the
Moreover the
the
" notch"
notch " filter mentioned
mentioned above
above is
is not
not necessary
necessary
because the low-frequency
low-frequency colour
colour beat
beat patterning
patterning isis
reduced by other means.
means. In
In the
the N.T.S.C.
N .T.S.C. system
system
the interaction between
between the
the brightness
brightness transients
transients and
and
the colour sub-carrier
sub-carrier actually
actually occurs
occurs because
because the
the
sub-carrier is positioned
positioned in
in the
the single-sideband
single-sideband part
part
of the monochrome band.
band. This
This isis avoided
avoided in
in the
the
alternative system
system by
by removing
removing from
from the
the colour
colour
signal the component most
most susceptible
susceptible to
to interference
interference
-the
information-and transmitting
—the hue information—and
transmitting itit over
over the
the
of the
the monochrome
double-sideband part of
monochrome band
band
around the main carrier.
carrier. It
It is
is clearly
clearly not
not possible
possible
to have a sub-carrier at
at the
the same
same frequency
frequency as
as the
the
main carrier, so the
the method
method adopted
adopted is
is to
to transmit
transmit
the change of hue angle
angle by
by phase
phase modulation
modulation of
of the
the
main carrier. The 3-Mc/s
3-Mc/s sub-carrier
sub-carrier isis then
then merely
merely
concerned with conveying
conveying the
the saturation
saturation information
information
—transmitted
-transmitted by amplitude modulation.
modulation.
The complete signal of
of the
the alternative
alternative system
system has
has
a frequency spectrum as
as illustrated
illustrated in
in Fig.
Fig. 2.2.
Summarizing the situation,
situation, itit can
can be
be said
said that
that the
the
information to
chromaticity information
to be
be transmitted
transmitted isis
separated into its
its two
two components,
components, hue
hue and
and saturasaturation, and the hue isis conveyed
conveyed by
by phase
phase modulation
modulation
of the main carrier and
and the
the saturation
saturation by
by amplitude
amplitude
modulation of a 3-Mc/s
3-Mc/s sub-carrier
sub-carrier just
just outside
outside the
the
normal monochrome video band.
band.
It will be noted, first of
of all,
all, that
that the
the chromaticity
chromaticity
signals are restricted in
in bandwidth,
bandwidth, compared
compared with
with
the luminance signal, in
in the
the same
same way
way as
as the
the chrominchrominance signals in the
the N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C. system.
system. This
This restriction
restriction
of the
the general
takes advantage of
general principle
principle that
that the
the eye
eye
is less sensitive to
to small
small colour
colour detail
detail than
than itit isis to
to
small brightness detail,
detail, and
and that
that aa sharp
sharp colour
colour
picture can be synthesized
synthesized by
by combining
combining blurred,
blurred, or
or
colour information
information with
with sharp
sharp or
narrow-band, colour
or widewideinformation.
band, brightness information.
rate-of-change of
Actually the rate-of-change
of hue
hue information
information has
has
been restricted to a bandwidth
bandwidth corresponding
corresponding to
to that
that
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Fig. 3. Block schematic showing how the chromaticity signal
is generated and transmitted in
the form of the Fig. 2 frequency
spectrum.
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of the " I " modified colour-difference signal in the
N .T.S.C. system, and the rate-of-change of saturaN.T.S.C.
tion to a bandwidth corresponding to that of the
" Q " modified colour-difference signal. This has
been arranged purely for the purpose of comparative
tests with the N.T.S.C.
N .T .S.C. system. The fact that the
saturation component is assigned the narrower band
is mainly a matter of expediency—and
expediency-and it provides
another reason why the transient hue information
should be phase modulated on to the main carrier.
With this arrangement it will be noted that the
transmission of the colour information corresponds
to the colour vector diagram in Fig. 1(a)—the
l(a)-the hue
being represented by angle or phase and the saturation by amplitude.

Signal Synthesis
It now remains to be shown how the chromaticity
signal is manufactured in the form of hue and
saturation components and how these are combined
with the luminance information to form the complete
colour signal in Fig. 2. A block schematic of the
system is shown in Fig. 3. To begin with, the red,
green and blue camera-tube outputs, E
ER,
EB,
R, E(0. and E
B,
are passed into proportional adding circuits known
as matrices. Various proportions of these voltages
are then combined to form three brightness type
signals. The first is a luminance signal Ey, as in the
N .T.S.C. system (E
N.T.S.C.
(Ey
= 0.59E
0.59EGo +
+ O.SEn
0.3ER +
+ 0.11E
O.llEB),
T =
B),
the second is an " equal-energy
equal-energy"
" brightness signal,
EE,
E
e, formed from equal amounts of the three camera
outputs (E
(EE
= (Ep.
(ER +
+ E fiG -f+ Ej,)
~) -:- 3), while the
e =
Ez,
third, E
z, has a special composition which will
appear shortly.
T
his E
Ezz signal is subtracted from E
This
EBB and E
EBB to

form two colour-difference signals E
ER-Ez
B-EZ and
Eb-E
EB-Ez,
z, as shown. These are passed through low-pass
filters which limit them both to a bandwidth corresponding to that of the I signal in the N.T.S.C.
system. The two colour-difference signals are then
used to amplitude modulate two components of a
3-Mc/s sub-carrier having a phase difference of 90°
between them. The two modulated components are
combined to produce a single chrominance-type
signal at 3Mc/s which conveys hue information by its
phase angle and saturation and brightness information by its amplitude. It differs from the N.T.S.C.
chrominance signal, however, in that the composition
of the Ez signal is arranged so that the phase angles
which represent the three primaries, red, green and
blue, are equally spaced at 120° intervals. This
arrangement is called a symmetrical colour-difference
signal.
The symmetrical signal is passed to a splitter unit,
one output of which is taken through a delay device,
and the other to an amplitude detector. The output
of this detector is the saturation x
X brightness
component of the colour signal (see Fig. 1(b))
l(b)) and
has the character of a video type of signal. As the
E
ER-Ez
EB-Ez
b-Ez and E
T!-EZ components have been passed
through " I-bandwidth
" filters before modulation,
!-bandwidth"
m~dulation,
it follows that the chrominance signal will possess
phase and amplitude changes which are related to
the rise times of the two component voltages. The
detected saturation signal will therefore have a rise
time which depends on the rise time of the original
!-bandwidth
I-bandwidth modulation signals. Consequently this
signal should be passed through a narrow-bandwidth
filter to restrict the saturation X
x brightness amplitude
rates of change to that of the Q band if a narrow-band
saturation signal is desired as in Fig. 2.
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chromithe chromipassing the
by passing
The hue signal is formed by
circuit
limiter circuit
into aa limiter
splitter into
nance signal from the splitter
change
colour change
perceptible colour
the first perceptible
which limits on the
outThe outamplitude). The
zero amplitude).
from white (i.e., from zero
element
picture element
any picture
for any
therefore, for
limiter; therefore,
put of this limiter,
the
signal, the
3-Mc/s signal,
continuous 3-Mc/s
other than white is aa continuous
the
of the
hue of
the hue
by the
determined by
phase of which is determined
passed
next passed
signal isis next
This signal
transmitted colour. This
changes
hue changes
that hue
ensure that
to ensure
network to
· through a delay network
saturation
corresponding saturation
the corresponding
with the
occur in step with
signal
saturation signal
restricted saturation
the restricted
changes and finally the
steadythe steadyamplitude the
in amphtude
remodulate in
is used to retnodulate
signal
chrominance-type signal
A chrominance-type
amplitude hue carrier. A
feature
special feature
the special
has the
which has
is thus re-formed .which
determined
rate determined
at aa rate
occur at
that hue angle changes occur
amplitude
saturation amplitude
and saturation
bandwidth and
by the I bandwidth
bandwidth.
Q bandwidth.
the Q
by the
fixed by
rate fixed
changes at the slower rate

Information
Segregating Colour Information
from aa
converted from
be converted
to be
This signal now has to
lumiredundant lumichrominance-type signal, containing
containing redundant
What
signal. What
chromaticity signal.
into aa chromaticity
nance information, into
modulation
inherent modulation
the, inherent
remove the
is required is to remove
by
done by
this isis done
and this
changes, and
due to the brightness changes,
of
value of
instantaneous value
the instantaneous
arithmetically dividing the
value
instantaneous value
the instantaneous
by the
the chrominance signal by
occurring
signal occurring
intensity signal
EE
of the E
e brightness or intensity
changes
any changes
words, any
other words,
In other
at the same time§. In
numchrominance-signal "" numthe chrominance-signal
due to brightness in the
same
the same
by the
out by
cancelled out
automatically cancelled
erator " are automatically
leaving
the ""denominator,"
in the
brightness changes in
denominator," leaving
informachromaticity informapure chromaticity
to pure
just the changes due to
tion.
the
in the
rates-of-change in
Since the brightness rates-of-change
by aa
restricted by
been restricted
already been
numerator " have already
" numerator"
brightsaturationXxbrightthe saturation
on the
(used on
Q-bandwidth filter (used
signal), itit
narrow-band signal),
give aa narrow-band
ness information to give
brightness
the brightness
restrict the
to restrict
is obviously necessary to
same
the same
in the
rates-of-change in the
denominator "" in
the " denominator
signal
the EEE
passing the
by passing
way.- This is achieved by
way.
B signal
shown,
as shown,
filter, as
Q-bandwidth filter,
through a low-pass Q-bandwidth
also
(It isis also
circuit. (It
dividing circuit.
before it goes to the dividing
keep
to keep
line to
delay line
trimming "" delay
passed through a " trimming
changes.)
brightness changes.)
numerator"
the"
it in step with the
" numerator
" brightness
chromatrue chromaprocess aa true
division process
As a result of the division
3-Mc/s
of aa 3-Mc/s
consisting of
produced, consisting
ticity signal is produced,
and
changes and
hue changes
by hue
phase by
oscillation modulated in phase
remains
now remains
It now
changes. It
in amplitude by saturation changes.
components
saturation components
hue and saturation
to be shown how the hue
the
place the
first place
the first
In the
2. In
Fig. 2.
are separated as in Fig.
the EEy
to the
added to
is added
chromaticity signal is
3-Mcjs chromaticity
3-Mc/s
Y
been
has been
last-mentioned has
brightness signal (after the last-mentioned
of
bursts of
short bursts
with short
together with
gamma-corrected), together
synchronizing
colour synchronizing
for colour
sub-carrier frequency for
signal EEM',
combined signal
the combined
purposes. This gives the
M',
as
mathematically as
which can be expressed mathematically
2
+B)
(
•
(EB-Ez)
+ (E
(ER-Ez)3 +
V (Eb-EZ)
El/y +
= vVy
E
, V
c , _
b-Ez) sm
Em
—EE
wt
sm ((ot-1-5)
y -(M —
2

2

_1
where 0=tan
(EE-Ez)/(EE-Ez), representing
the
representing the
B= tan -I(ER-Ez)/(EB-Ez),
angle.
changes of the hue phase angle.
phase
the phase
by the
provided by
information, provided
The hue information,
phase
sub-carrier, isis phase
3-Mc/s sub-carrier,
angle of the limited 3-Mc/s
modulated on to the main
means
by means
carrier by
vision carrier
main vision
shown,
as shown,
circuit!!, as
of a flywheel frequency control
control circuit|I,

10976/56.
No. 10976/56.
§UJritish
British Patent
Application No.
Patent Application
II British
19201/56.
No. 19201/56.
Application No.
Patent Application
British Patent

modulated
amplitude modulated
tum amplitude
in turn
is in
and the output of this is
an
modulating an
of modulating
result of
As aa result
EM' signal. As
by the E-/
the
with the
wave with
carrier wave
already phase-modulated carrier
in
contained in
sub-carrier contained
3-Mc/s sub-carrier
phase-modulated 3-Mc/s
of
modulation of
phase modulation
transient phase
EM' signal, the transient
the Eh'
remains
There remains
disappears. There
the 3-Mc/s sub-carrier disappears.
subthe subof the
modulation of
amplitude modulation
only the saturation amplitude
2.
Fig. 2.
in Fig.
as in
carrier, which appears as
shown
form shown
the form
of the
signal of
Having transmitted a signal
situation
the situation
briefly the
consider briefly
now consider
in Fig. 2, we may now
comthe comMter the
system. After
the system.
of the
at the receiving end of
usual
the usual
through the
passed through
has passed
plete colour signal has
which
detector, which
to aa detector,
fed to
is fed
it is
r.f. and i.f. stages it
is,
defined-that is,
already defined—that
as already
signal as
EM'
recovers the E
M' signal
chromasymmetrical chromaplus aa symmetrical
signal plus
Ey
an E
t brightness signal
!-bandwidth
are I-bandwidth
changes are
hue changes
ticity signal in which hue
AlQ-bandwidth. Alof Q-bandwidth.
are of
and saturation changes are
as aa
considered as
sub-carrier, considered
the sub-carrier,
though originally the
saturathe saturawith the
modulated with
was modulated
transmitted signal, was
steadythe steadyheterodyning the
ofheterodyning
effect of
tion signal only, the effect
phasehue phasethe hue
against the
phase saturation signal
signal against
to
detector isis to
EM' detector
the En'
modulated main carrier at the
modulation,
phase modulation,
hue phase
the hue
all the
transfer automatically all
sub-carrier
the sub-carrier
to the
sideband, to
transmitted double sideband,
signal.
synchronis synchronsignal is
chromaticity signal
This symmetrical chromaticity
reference
3-Mc/s reference
local 3-Mc/s
ously detected, using aa local
an
by an
multiplied by
are multiplied
outputs are
oscillator, and the outputs
form EEE
the form
of the
signal of
brightness signal
" equal-energy " brightness
e
the
at the
process at
division process
the division
of the
(necessary because of
transmitter).
yield
subsequently yield
operations subsequently
transmitter). These operations
be
may be
which may
voltages which
EB
the original E
and E
Eu and
ER,
e, E^
B voltages
signal
The EEE
device. The
display device.
applied to the colour display
e signal
at the receiver is actually
converter
by aa converter
derived by
actually derived
signal.
Ey
circuitlj
circuit~ from the received E
Y signal.

Lower Receiver Costs
change
of change
rate of
the rate
that the
incidentally, that
It will be noted, incidentally,
transthe transby the
determined by
is determined
of colour information is
lines
delay lines
or delay
filters or
expensive filters
mitter filters, and no expensive
need,
any need,
there any
is there
Nor is
receiver. Nor
are required at the receiver.
tubes,
colour tubes,
single-gun colour
with single-gun
in certain receivers with
system
N.T.S.C. system
the N.T.S.C.
in the
used in
for matrices as used
monochrome
average monochrome
the average
as the
receivers. As far as
subno subsubstantially no
is substantially
there is
receiver is concerned, there
carrier to cause visual interference
reproducing
the reproducing
at the
interference at
receiver's
the receiver's
in the
drop in
considerable drop
tube because of the considerable
3Mcjs.
video response at 3Mc/s.
system
alternative system
It would
an alternative
in an
would be an advantage in
.It
altogether.
sub-carrier altogether.
to dispense with the colour
colour sub-carrier
sound
existing sound
the existing
using the
by using
This could be achieved by
conveyfor conveyas for
well as
as well
sub-carrier as
colour sub-carrier
carrier as the colour
possible
not possible
is not
This is
information. This
ing its own sound information.
sound
the sound
which the
in which
system, in
405-line system,
with the existing 405-line
of
modulation of
amplitude modulation
signal is broadcast as an amplitude
consider
to consider
however, to
possible, however,
the sound carrier. It is possible,
service
high-definition service
new high-definition
the inauguration of aa new
changes
of changes
number of
which aa number
in which
in Band IV or V in
system
625-line system
example, aa 625-line
For example,
could be made. For
conventhe convenin the
transmitted in
signals transmitted
with brightness signals
component
hue component
the hue
fashion, the
tional vestigial side-band fashion,
modulation
phase modulation
as phase
of the colour signal transmitted
transmitted as
signal
saturation signal
the saturation
carrier, the
of the main vision carrier,
sound
the sound
of the
modulation of
amplitude modulation
transmitted as an amplitude
the
by the
transmitted by
signal transmitted
sound signal
carrier, and the sound
sound ·
f.m. sound
the f.m.
of the
deviation of
conventional 75-kc/s deviation
carrier.
6576/57.
No. 6576/57.
V~British
British Patent
Application No.
Patent Application
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Ionospheric Problems

Ionospheric
APPLICATION

MANY

OF

IGY
IGY

DATA
DATA TO
TO

ITJ.ANY geophysical phenomena
phenomena are
are to
to be
be specially
specially
course of
of the
the International
International
investigated during the course
Geophysical Year and
and among
among them
them are
are to
to be
be found
found
appertaining directly
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly to
to the
the
several appertaining
ionosphere. From 1st
1st July,
July, 1957
1957 to
to 31st
31st December,
December,
measurements of
of different
different kinds,
kinds,
1958, ionospheric measurements
and observations upon
upon extra-terrestrial
extra-terrestrial phenomena
phenomena
which affect the region, are
are to
to be
be made
made upon
upon aa worldworldwide scale, and from
from the
the mass
mass of
of data
data thus
thus accumuaccumumuch will
will be
be learned.
learned.
lated it is hoped that much
of the
the ionosphere
ionosphere has
has
Our present knowledge of
been built up largely on
on the
the basis
basis of
of the
the information
information
use of
of exploring
exploring radiQ
radio waves;
waves; but
but
obtained by the use
by such
such aa process,
process, for
for the
the
much may be missed by
echoes bring little information
information about
about the
the regions
regions
points where
where ionization
ionization maxima
maxima
lying between the points
exist. Knowledge of
of the
the conditions
conditions within
within such
such
at largely
largely by
by deduction,
deduction, which
which
regions is arrived at
correct. Rocket
Rocket flights
flights into
into the
the
may not always be correct.
ionosphere give different
different ideas
ideas as
as to
to the
the distribution
distribution
height, but
but the
the information
information so
so far
far
of ionization with height,
sparse. It
It isis well,
well, therefore,
therefore,
obtained in this way is sparse.
measurements to
to be
be made
made during
during the
the
that the "" radio "" measurements
by those
those obtained
obtainedby
byflights
flights
IGY will be supplemented by
into, and perhaps beyond,
beyond, the
the ionospheric
ionospheric regions.
regions.
The IGY is, of course,
course, mainly
mainly aa scientific
scientific project,
project,
aiming to obtain more
more knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the physical
physical
and its
its atmosphere
atmosphere and
and of
of the
the
nature of the earth and
extra-terrestrial phenomena
phenomena which
which affect
affect them.
them.
But it is hardly conceivable
conceivable that
that the
the ionospheric
ionospheric and
and
this effort
effort will
will not
not have
have direct
direct
other data obtained by this
application to the engineering
engineering problems
problems of
of longlongAnd itit must
must be
be admitted
admitted
distance communication. And
that communications engineers
engineers are
are sorely
sorely in
in need
need of
of
information, for
for itit cannot
cannot be
be
more ionospheric information,
claimed that their present
present techniques
techniques for
for making
making use
use
are by
by any
any means
means completely
completely
of the ionosphere are
satisfactory. In this
this article,
article, therefore,
therefore, we
we will
will discuss
discuss
one or two outstanding ionospheric
ionospheric problems
problems which
which
are of direct consequence
consequence in
in radio
radio communication.
communication.
E ". One feature
feature of
of the
the EE layer
layer about
about
" Sporadic E
which little is known
known is
is that
that of
of the
the localized
localized "" clouds
clouds ""
of high ionization which
which frequently
frequently occur
occur within
within the
the
layer, and which are known
known collectively
collectively as
as "Sporadic
"Sporadic
E". This remains as
as perhaps
perhaps the
the outstanding
outstanding
ionosphere, for
for no
no real
real notion
notion as
as toto
mystery of the ionosphere,
its cause yet exists.
exists.
The high ionization density
density of
of the
the sporadic
sporadic RE
clouds are capable of reflecting
reflecting radio
radio waves
waves of
of much
much
higher frequency
frequency than
than is
is the
the normal
normal layer.
layer. In
In fact,
fact,
density isis often
often high
high enough
enough toto
their ionization density
"blanket"
" blanket" the wave
wave from
from the
the FF22 layer,
layer, which
which lies
lies
would normally
normally be
be the
the refracting
refracting
higher up, and which would
long-distance communication.
communication.
medium for the wave in long-distance
frequencies which
whichwould
wouldhave
have
Fig. 11 shows the highest frequencies
been reflected from
from the
the E,
E, FFa2 and
and sporadic
sporadic EE atat
oblique incidence during
during aa day
day in
in June,
June, as
as obtained
obtained
from the vertical incidence
incidence ionospheric
ionospheric measuremeasuremid-latitude northern
northern hemisphere
hemisphere
ments made at aa mid-latitude
station.
statical. It is true
true that
that during
during June
June sporadic
sporadic BE isis
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especially prevalent in such
such latitudes,
latitudes, but
but itit isis seen
seen
that, for the greater part of
of the
the day,
day, its
its MUF
MUF (maxi(maxifrequency) was
was far
far higher
higher than
than that
that
mum usable frequency)
Thus, the
the sporadic
sporadic EE can
can
for the other layers. Thus,
modify the transmission
transmission mechanism
mechanism for
for long
long disdistances in an important
important manner.
manner.
Over most of the earth's
earth's surface
surface the
the sporadic
sporadic
phenomenon isis most
most marked:
marked: itit
nature of this phenomenon
for no
no apparent
apparent reason,
reason, remain
remain in
in
appears to form for
fox up to several
several hours,
hours, then
then decrease
decrease in
in
being for
disappear. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, in
in spite
spite of
of
intensity and disappear.
this, it has some well defined
defined general
general characteristics,
characteristics,
help to
to make
make clear.
clear. In
In point
point of
offact,
fact,
which Fig. 2 will help
several different
different types
types of
of sporadic
sporadic
there appear to be several
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Fig. I. Highest frequencies
frequencies on
on which
which transmission
transmission could
could
have been sustained during
during aa june
June day
day atat aa mid-latitude
mid-latitude
station.
northern hemisphere station.
given location.
location. There
There isis certainly
certainly
E, even at a given
difference between
between the
the types
types which
which
considerable difference
predominate over different
different zones
zones of
of the
the earth's
earth's
surface, as is evidenced
evidenced by,
by, amongst
amongst other
other things,
things,
distribution with
with time
time of
of day
day and
and
differences in the distribution
month of year. In the
the temperate
temperate zone,
zone, of
of which
which the
the
typical, itit isis seen
seen that
that the
the more
more
location of Slough is typical,
E is largely
largely aa summer-time
summer-time phenophenointense sporadic E
menon, and, at that
that time,
time, isis chiefly
chiefly prevalent
prevalent during
during
In the
the day.
the auroral
auroral zones
zones surrounding
surrounding the
the
which the
the Greenland
Greenland station
station isis
geomagnetic poles, of which
representative, it is
is prevalent
prevalent throughout
throughout the
the year,
year,
but is chiefly present at
at night,
night, with
with aa peak
peak occurrence
occurrence
before midnight. At aa station
station like
like Ibadan,
Ibadan, near
near the
the
geomagnetic equator
equator,1 itit is
is again
again prevalent
prevalent throughout
throughout
the year, but is largely confined
confined to
to the
the daytime,
daytime, with
with
a peak occurrence around
around noon.
noon. In
In all
all zones
zones itit isis
often present for more
more than
than 30%
30% of
of the
the time,
time, and
and in
in
the equatorial zone, during
during the
the daytime,
daytime, has
has such
such
a high degree of prevalence
prevalence as
as to
to be
be practically
practically aa
feature of the
the daytime
daytime ionosphere.
ionosphere. An
An
permanent feature
phenomenon such
such as
as this,
this, capable
capable of
of
ionospheric phenomenon
incidence, frequencies
frequencies higher
higher
reflecting, at oblique incidence,
Mcjs, and
than 25 Mc/s,
and present
present over
over certain
certain transmission
transmission
paths , for from 30% to
to over
over 90%
90% of
of the
the time,
time, isis
considerable importance,
importance, yet
yet the
the
evidently of considerable
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Research Dept,.
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means necessary for taking account
account of
ofits
its effects
effects are
are at
at
present inadequate.
The pronounced diurnal and seasonal
seasonal features
features in
in
its occurrence rate point
point to
to some
some sort
sort of
ofsolar
solar control,
control,
but, on the other hand, its
its generally
generally sporadic
sporadic nature
nature
would seem to indicate that
that itit is
is not
not directly
directly caused
caused
by the sun. In the auroral
auroral zones
zones the
the sporadic
sporadic EE
occurrence has a high
high degree
degree of
of correlation
correlation with
with
auroral and with geomagnetic
geomagnetic activity,
activity, and
<and both
both
of these phenomena are almost
almost certainly
certainly due
due to
to the
the
action of solar corpuscles which,
which, on
on arriving
arriving in
in the
the
vicinity of the earth, are carried
carried by
by its
its magnetic
magnetic field
field
towards the geomagnetic
geomagnetic poles.
poles. So
So the
the auroral
auroral
sporadic E may also be
be due
due to
to the
the effects
effects of
of these
these
corpuscles upon the atmospheric
atmospheri c gas.
gas. But
But over
over the
the
rest of the earth's surface
surface there
there is
is no
no such
such correlation,
correlation,
and the origin of the "clouds"
"clouds" remains
remains unknown.
unknown.
Various possibilities
possibilities · have
have been
been investigated
investigated by
by
different workers: for example,
exmnple, that
that they
they are
are due
due
to electric energy discharged into
into the
the EE layer
layer from
from
thunder-clo
uds in the troposphere,
thunder-clouds
troposphere , that
that they
they are
are aa
by-product of the large
large electric
electric currents
currents which
which
circulate in the ionosphere, that
that they
they are
are caused
caused by
by
meteors or by ionospheric
ionospheric winds.
winds. Some
Some evidence
evidence
has been presented in
in support
support of
of each
each of
of these
these
possibilities, but none
possibilities,
none has
has been
been by
by any
any means
means proven.
proven.
Night-tim e E Layer. In
Night-time
In general,
general, the
the behaviour
behaviour
of the E layer closely resembles
resembles that
that of
of aa Chapman
Chapman
layer, in which the maximum
maximum ionization
ionization isis proproportional to the square root
root of
of the
the cosine
cosine of
of the
the
sun's zenithal angle. This
This follows
follows from
from aa consideraconsideration of the rate of ion
ion production
production by
by the
the absorption
absorption
of solar radiation by
by the
the gas
gas molecules,
molecules, and
and of
of the
the
rate of recombination
recombinat ion and
and attachment,
attachment , which
which
depends on the density conditions
conditions in
in the
the atmospheric
atmospheri c
gas.
At the height of the E
E layer
layer the
the gas
gas isis relatively
relatively
dense, and during the day
day the
the ionization
ionization increases
increases
from a low value at sunrise
sunrise to
to reach
reach aa maximum
maximum
around noon, and to fall
fall again
again to
to aa low
low value
value around
around
sunset. After
Mter sunset
sunset it would
would be
be expected
expected to
to continue
continue
falling rapidly, and shortly
shortly to
to disappear
disappear entirely;
entirely;
AURORAL zonf
auroral
ZONE
(NARSARSSUAK, GREENLAND -GEOMAG. LAT. 7|0N)

but in point of fact, after
after falling
falling rapidly
rapidly for
for aa time
time
the rate of decay gradually
gradually diminishes
diminishes until,
until, somesometime before sunrise the
the ionization
ionization appears
appears to
to assume
assume
a constant value. The
The result
result is
is that
that the
the EE layer
layer
has a low but definite
ionization level
definite ·ionization
level throughout
throughout
the night. It would appear,
appear, therefore,
therefore, that
that there
there isis
a component in the E
E layer
layer ionization
ionization which
which has
has
a different recombination
recombinat ion rate
rate from
from that
that of
of the
the
main body of the daytime ionization,
ionization, and
and isis due
due
to a different cause,
cause, and that,
that, after
after dark
dark when
when the
the
ionization due to the
the sun
sun has
has disappeared,
disappeared , itit isis
this which is maintained.
maintained . Its
Its origin
origin isis not,
not, however
however,
known, though it has, for many
many years,
years, been
been thought
thought
to be due to the influx into
into the
the atmosphere
atmosphere of
of countcountless numbers of small meteors
meteors which,
which, by
by reason
reason of
of
their high velocity, could
could ionize
ionize the
the gas
gas atoms.
atoms. ItIt
would seem that the ions produced
produced in
in this
this way
way have
have
a lower ionization potential
potential and,
and, therefore,
therefore, aa slower
slower
recombinat ion rate, than those
recombination
those produced
produced by
by the
the sun,
sun,
and that, in this way, the
the ionization
ionization could
could be
be mainmaintained. This night-time
night-time E-layer
E-layer ionization
ionizationis,
is, at
at any
any
rate, of considerable
considerable importance
importance in
in communication,
communication,
and particularly so in the
the new
new system
system which
which uses
uses
ionospheric scattering as the
the transmission
transmissio n mechanism,
mechanism,
for this scattering occurs,
occurs, both
both by
by day
day and
and night,
night,
in the ionization " turbulences
turbulences "" permanently
permanentl y existexisting in the
E layer.
theE
Ionospher
ic Disturbances.
Disturban ces. Long-distance
Ionospheric
Long-distan ce comcommunication via the ionosphere
ionosphere isis subject
subject to
to relatively
relatively
frequent dislocation and
and interruption
interruptio n due
due to
to the
theeffects
effects
of ionospheric disturbances.
disturbances. Yet
Yet little
little definite
definite isis
known about the major kind
kind of
of disturbance
disturbance experiexperienced; or, at least, insufficient
insufficient is
is known
known about
about its
its
cause and the mechanism of its
its production
production to
to be
be put
put
to much practical use. If,
If, for
for example,
example,itit were
werepossible
possible
to tell within a day or
or two,
two, or
or even
even within
within several
several
hours, that such a disturbance
disturbance were
were coming,
coming, extenextenuating measures could often
often be
be taken
taken to
to prevent
prevent
its worst effects.
Ionospheric disturbances
disturbance s are
are of
of two
two distinct
distinct
kinds, though one kind is
is often
often associated
associated with
with the
the
other, and both have
have their
their origin
origin in
in the
the sun.
sun. The
The
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sequence of events in
in their
their occurrence
occurrence may
may be
be
somewhat as follows.
follows.
/til eruption occurs on
An
on the
the sun,
sun, usually
usually near
near aa
visible sunspot, and the
the eruption
eruption itself
itself may
may be
be
observed as a solar flare. The
The electromagnetic
electromagnetic
radiation from it covers aa wide
wide range
range of
of frequencies,
frequencies,
in addition to those of
of the
the visible
visible light,
light, including
including
(Continued on page
page 367)
367)
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some far into the ultra-violet part
the spectrum.
spectrum.
part of
of the
This latter penetrates into the earth's atmosphere
atmosphere
to the level of the D layer, where it
it temporarily
temporarily
raises the ionization to a very high
level. Radio
Radio
high level.
waves travelling through this much
enhanced
much enhanced
ionized region, where, at
at the
same time,
there is
is aa
the same
time, there
high density of neutral gas molecules,
are subject
subject
molecules, are
to a greatly increased amount of
of absorption,
absorption, due
due
to the frequency of the electron/mo
electron/molecule
collisions
lecule collisions
which they engender, and the resultant
resultant dissipation
dissipation
of their energy as heat. They therefore
therefore fail
fail to
reach
to reach
the ground again, and communica
communication
is interrupted
interrupted
tion is
by what is called a "
" sudden ionospheric disturbance."
disturbance ."
The condition giving rise to this
last long,
long,
this does
does not
not last
however, for the burst of solar radiation
radiation usually
usually
the recombinarecombinadies down within a few minutes
minutes and,
and, the
tion rate at the height of the D
layer being
being high,
high,
D layer
it usually
the abnormal ionization within
within it
usually disappears
disappears
within an hour.
The sequence of events so
far is
clear
so far
is pretty
pretty clear
and well established, and, since
since the
the incidence
incidence of
of
solar flares varies with the degree of
of sunspot
sunspot activity
activity
we should expect that of the sudden
sudden ionospheric
ionospheric
disturbance
disturbancess to correlate with sunspot activity
activity also.
also.
Fig. 3 shows that, - in general, there
there was,
was, over
over the
the
years 1947 to 1956, a good correlation between
between the
the
Annual Sunspot Number and
annual number
number
and the
the annual
of sudden ionospheric disturbance
disturbances.
s.
But the latter is not the cause of
of the
the major
major interinterruptions to which h.f. communication
subject
communica tion is
is subiect
(since it is of such short duration).
duration). At
At the
the same
same
time that the electromagnetic
electromagn etic radiation
radiation from
from the
the
flare occurs there is also emitted from
the solar
solar
from the
atmosphere , according to present ideas,
atmosphere,
ideas, aa stream
stream
of corpuscles, which, in the form
form of
of aa cone-shape
cone-shapedd
jet, has the disturbed solar region
region at
at its
apex. Though
Though
its apex.
the corpuscles constituting it
individual
it possess
possess individual
charges the stream as a whole
whole is
is neutral,
and the
neutral, and
the
corpuscles travel with a velocity of
of approximately
approximat ely
1,600 km/sec. The earth in its
its orbit
encounters this
this
orbit encounters
stream (if it is emitted in such aa direction
direction that
that this
this
is possible) about 26 hours later.
the corpuscles
corpuscles
later. As
As the
approach the earth they are affected by
by its
magnetic
its magnetic
field, and are swept towards the
magnetic poles,
the magnetic
poles,
so that the effects which they
they produce
produce are
are more
more
intense in zones surroundin
surroundingg the magnetic
magnetic poles
poles
(the auroral regions) than elsewhere. These
These effects
effects
are of several kinds, viz.:
Disturbanc es in the earth's magnetic
1. Disturbances
field (mag(magmagnetic field
netic storms).
storms),
2. Disturbances
(ionosphericc
Disturbanc es in the ionosphere (ionospheri
storms) consisting of abnormal decreases
the
decreases in
in the.
ionization level and in the height of
of the F
layer,
F 22 layer,
giving rise to deteriorations
radio prodeterioratio ns in h.f.
h.f. radio
propagation via that layer.
3. Displays of the polar aurorae
and the
setting up
up
aurorae and
the setting
of abnormal earth currents.
All these phenomena,
are
phenomena , it
it should
should be
be noted,
noted, are
different effects due to a common cause,
cause, the
the origin
origin
(or aa sunspot
sunspot region
with which
which
of which is a flare (or
region with
it is associated) on the sun.
sun. This
type of
of ionospheric
ionospheric
This type
disturbance constitutes the
the major form of
of interrupinterrupsince it
generally lasts
lasts
tion to h.f. radio services, since
it generally
and sometimes
sometimes for
for as
as long
for one or two days, and
long as
as aa
fortnight.
The problem of forecasting these disturbance
disturbances,
s,
which, given an up-to-date knowledge of
of the
the
positions of sunspots and the occurrence of
of flares,
flares,
might appear to be a simple one,
is, in
fact, very
very
one, is,
in fact,

difficult. This is because, whilst the
the sequence
sequence of
of
events leading to them appears often to
to be
be as
as just
just
described, in many other cases it
it appears
appears not
to be
not to
be
storms occur
there
so. Many ionospheric storms
occur without
without there
being a flare or even a sunspot on
on which
to pin
pin
which to
their occurrence, and, on the other
other hand,
hand, many
many
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Fig. 3. Variation with sunspot
activity in
in number
number of
of
sunspot activity
sudden ionospheric disturbances and
in number
and in
number of ionoiono~
spheric storm days.
sunspots cross the solar disc without g1vmg
giving rise
rise to
to
In short,
short, the
the solar/
any ionospheric disturbance.
disturbance . In
solar/
terrestrial relations appertaining
the build-up
build-up
appertainin g during the
and course of ionospheric storms are not
not yet
properly
yet properly
understood
understood,, and it is well appreciated that
that the
the
solar phenomena mentioned (and
solar data
data
(and other
other solar
obtained by visual and radio means) do not
not correlate
correlate
well with ionospheric disturbances.
disturbance s.
Fig. 3 the dotted curve is aa plot of
In Fig,
of -the
the annual
annual
number of days affected by ionospheric storms.
storms.
In 1947, when sunspot activity was
was at
at aa maximum,
maximum,
the number was high, having increased considerably
considerabl y
from the previous sunspot minimum, and
was,
and this
this was,
no doubt, due to the connection of
of many
storms
many storms
1951 when
the sunspot
sunspot
with sunspots. But in 1951
when the
activity was decreasing sharply, the number
of
number of
storm days was increasing, and continued to
increase
to increase
in 1952. Only towards sunspot minirimm
minimum in
1954
in 1954
did the number of storm days decrease
decrease to
very
to aa very
low value. The 1952 peak in storm
storm days
days correscorresponds with the well-known fact that,
that, during
the
during the
declining phase of sunspot activity, many
storms
many storms
of a type quite unconnected
sunspots occur.
occur.
unconnecte d with sunspots
These storms show a very marked tendency to
to repeat
repeat
themselves at 27-day
27 -day intervals, and the mean period
period
of the sun's synodic rotation, that is
after allowing
allowing
is after
its orbit,
is 27.3
27.3 days.
for the earth's motion in its
orbit, is
days.
Thus it is apparent that the cause of
of the
storms is
is aa
the storms
certain region on the sun, which will always ·be
be
"pointing
" pointing"" at the earth at approximately
27-day
approximat ely 27-day
intervals. But these solar regions—called
regions-ca lled M
M regions—
regionsshow no significant observable features to distinguish
them from the rest of the visible disc,
disc, unless
unless it
be,
it be,
as has occasionally been observed,
observed, aa localized
localized
magnetic field, which may be a clue as to
the special
special
to the
activity of the region.
Fig. 4 may be of interest in this
this connection.
connection.
During 1953 the ionospheric storms
storms associated
associated with
with
solar M regions were much in evidence,
evidence, and
6th May
and 6th
May
marked the beginning of such aa storm,
storm, as
as was
was
evidenced by a deterioration
over
deterioratio n in h.f. reception over
transatlanti c circuits. By calling this day
transatlantic
day and
the
and the
next five days occurring at 27-day intervals
intervals from
from
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t " zero days ", and by
by taking
taking the
the average
average reception
reception
quality for these circuits
circuits for
for the
the six
six periods
periods about
about
shown, the
these zero days as shown,
the full-line
full-line curve
curve was
was
obtained. This shows
shows that
that there
there was
was aa marked
marked
deterioration in reception
reception during
during the
the periods
periods followfollowing the days at 27-day
27-day intervals
intervals from
from 6th
6th May.
May.
In 1955 the M-region
M-region storms
storms had
had subsided
subsided and
and the
the
storms which occurred
occurred may
may have
have been
been due
due to
to sunsunspots. A disturbance started
started on
on 25th
25th May
May and,
and, in
in
the same manner as
as described,
described, the
the dashed
dashed curve
curve
was plotted for the average
average of
of reception
reception during
during six
six
periods at 27-day intervals
intervals from
from it.
it. The
The dotted
dotted
curve is that giving
giving the
the average
average reception
reception during
during
the periods around six
six zero
zero days
days which
which were
were the
the
days following the central
central meridian
meridian passage
passage of
of six
six
large sunspots during
during 1955,
1955, which
which occurred
occurred at
at
May 21.3, June 16.4,
16.4, Aug.
Aug. 10.9,
10.9, Oct.
Oct. 7.0,
7.0, Oct.
Oct. 28.8
28.8
and Nov. 13.6. Neither
Neither the
the dashed
dashed nor
nor the
the dotted
dotted
curves show any significant
significant reception
reception variation
variation conconnected with the zero days,
days, the
the inference
inference being
being that
that
during 1955 there was
was neither
neither aa marked
marked 27-day
27 -day
recurrence tendency in
in the
the ionospheric
ionospheric storms,
storms, nor
nor
any marked connection between
between the
the storms
storms and
and the
the
passage of the six sunspots
sunspots across
across the
the sun's
sun's central
central
meridian.
It is of interest
interest to note
note that
that geophysicists
geophysicists are
are able
able
to distinguish the magnetic
magnetic storms
storms associated
associated with
with
M regions from those due
due to
to other
other solar
solar causes,
causes,
such as sunspots. The
The latter
latter are
are usually
usually of
of the
the type
type
with a sudden commencement
commencement (S-C
(S-C type)
type) as
as though
though
they were produced
produced by
by the
the sudden
sudden beginning
beginning of
of aa
corpuscular stream,
stream, whereas
whereas the
the recurring
recurring storms
storms
are more often of
of the
the non-S-C
non-S-C type,
type, as
as though
though
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Fig. 4. Superposed epoch
epoch curves
curves for
for quality
quality of
of h.f.
h.f. rereception from eastern America
America based
based on
on the
the first
first day
day of
of
the following events:
27-day intervals
intervals from
Full-line curve: Six 27-day
from 6th
6th May,
May, 1953.
1953.
Chain dot curve: Six 27-day
27-day intervals
intervals from
from 25th
25th May,
May, 1955.
/955.
following CMP
Dotted curve: Day following
CMP of
of six
six large
large sunspots
sunspots
1955.
=good;
=fair
Reception quality: 77 =
good; 66 =
fair toto good;
fair.
good; 55 =
=fair.
persistent and
and long-lived
long-lived stream.
produced by a persistent
stream. ItIt
been possible
has not, however, been
possible to
to distinguish
distinguish
of ionospheric
ionospheric storms
different types of
storms in
in this
this way,
way,
except by reference
reference to their
their magnetic
magnetic counterparts.
counterparts.
It will be gathered
gathered from
from the
the above—and
above-and that
that isis
the point of this
this discussion—that
discussion-that much
much remains
remains to
to
be learnt about this interesting
interesting subject,
subject, and
and the
the solarsolarrequire to
terrestrial relations require
to be
be better
better understood,
understood,
use can
can be
before much practical use
be made
made of
of the
the data.
data.
These, then, are three ionospheric
ionospheric problems
problems affectaffecting radio communications.
communications. And
And there
there remain,
remain, of
of
others. The
The IGY
IGY world-wide
course, many others.
world-wide data
data
should, when analysed and
and co-ordinated,
co-ordinated, throw
throw
some helpful fight
light upon
upon some
some of
of them.
them.
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New Electronic Developments
Developments at
at the
the 22nd
22nd Salon
Salon International
International de
de I'Aeronautique
I' Aeronautique

V
\

f isitors
ISITORS to aeronautical
aeronautical exhibitions
exhibitions are
are now
now
accustomed to a large proportion
proportion of
of the
the apparatus
apparatus
shown being of an electronic
electronic nature
nature and
and for
for new
new
systems and devices to
to appear
appear each
each year.
year. However,
However,
although electronics are
are now
now more
more important
important than
than
ever for the successful
successful and
and safe
safe operation
operation of
of aircraft,
aircraft,
a period of stabilization
stabilization is
is being
being reached
reached when
when the
the
accent is more on the
the improvement
improvement of
of apparatus
apparatus
and its reliability
reliability than
than on
on new
new devices.
devices.
This position was confirmed
confirmed at
at the
the 22nd
22nd Salon
Salon
International de I'Aeronautique
1'Aeronautique held
held at
at Le
Le Bourget
Bourget
aerodrome near Paris recently,
recently, where
where aeronautical
aeronautical
electronic equipment from aa number
number of
of countries
countries
was shown. Specifications
Specifications of
of apparatus
apparatus were
were more
more
comprehensive than
than hitherto,
hitherto, and
and guarantees
guarantees of
of
satisfactory performance at
at altitudes
altitudes in
in excess
excess of
of
the existing world's record
record were
were given
given for
for some
some of
of
the apparatus exhibited.
exhibited. As
As an
an example,
example, for
for such
such aa
simple device as a 75-Mc/s
75-Mc/s marker
marker receiver
receiver aerial
aerial for
for
use with radio ranges
ranges and
and instrument
instrument landing
landing
systems (ILS), Collins supply
supply curves
curves of
of the
theov.s.w.r.
v.s.w.r.
over a temperature range
C and
range between
between —
- 60
60°C
and·

o
+
60°C
-|-60
C together with aa polar
polar diagram
diagram of
of reception.
reception.

S.T.C. quote the aerodynamic
aerodynamic drag
drag of
of their
their Bent
Bent
Sleeve v.h.f. aerial
aerial as
as 6.25
6.25 lb
lb at
at 400
400 m.p.h.
m.p.h. The
The
operating life of
of the
the American
American DF301
D F30 1 airborne
airborne
DF equipment is quoted both
both in
in terms
terms of
of stability
stability
before readjustment of
of pre-set
pre-set controls
controls isis required
required
and in terms of minimum
mini.m um operational
operational hours
hours before
before
removal for a bench test
test is
is needed,
needed, these
these characterischaracterisequated to
tics being equated
to the
the gg forces,
forces, vibration
vibration and
and
acoustic noise of very
very high-speed
high-speed aircraft.
aircraft.
An examination of the
the latest
latest airborne
airborne radio
radio equipequipment shows that much
much thought
thought is
is being
being given
given to
to
rapid servicing facilities, not
not only
only for
for military
military
apparatus but also for that
that used
used in
in ·civilian
civilian aircraft.
aircraft.
If it is borne in mind
mind that
that the
the .Boeing
Boeing Type
Type 707
707 jet
jet
air transport is designed
designed to
to carry
carry 55,000
55,000 passengers
passengers
per year across the
the Atlantic
Atlantic (equivalent
(equivalent to
to the
the
number carried
carried by aa large
large ocean-going
ocean-going finer)
liner) the
the
small amount of time which
which this
this aircraft
aircraft can
can be
be on
on
the ground for servicing
servicing will
will be
be appreciated.
appreciated. The
The
introduction of this aircraft
aircraft into
into regular
regular service
service in
in
the very near future will
will probably
probably bring
bring about
about drastic
drastic
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changes in aeronautical radio and
and radar
radar technique,
technique,
as well as in equipment design, as
as itit will
will fly
fly at
at twice
twice
the altitude and twice the speed of
of existing
existing airliners.
airhners.
As these aircraft will be
be entering
entering control
control zones
zones
where aircraft of much slower
slower speed are
are flying
flying and,
and,
due to their high speed, will only
only be
be visible
visible for
for aa
relatively short period on surveillance
surveillance radars,
radars, their
their
essential. At
At present
present
early identification will be essentiaL
the procedure for identification
identification is
is for
for aircraft
aircraft to
to
under observation
observation from
from the
the
carry out a turn while under
radar; such a manceuvre
manoeuvre would of
of course
course be
be. unsuitunsuitable for the fast jet aircraft and
and to meet
meet the
the new
new
requiremen~ Collins have introduced
requirement
introduced their
their Type
Type
621A Air Traffic Control Interrogator-Transpon
Interrogator-Transponder.
der.
With this system a directional
directional aerial
aerial and
and associated
associated
transmitter and receiver are
are installed
installed at
at the
the ground
ground
radar site and the aerial rotation
rotation isis synchronized
synchronized
with that of the surveillance
surveillance radar.
radar. The
The ground
ground
station sends out a pair of spaced pulses
pulses on
on aa frequency
frequency
of 1,030 Mc/s which is received
received in
in the
the aircraft.
aircraft.
The reply is sent back from
from the aircraft
aircraft on
on aa frequency
frequency
Mcjs and consists of aa group
of 1,090 Mc/s
group of
of 22 to
to 88
pulses, each spaced by 2.9 11-sec.
/^sec.
Exhibits at the Paris Salon showed
showed that
that transistors
transistors
are gradually finding their way
way into
into aircraft
aircraft equipequipment where they are making an important
important contribucontribution to the reduction in the
the size
size of
of units.
units. AA typical
typical
fully transistorized item of airborne
airborne equipment
equipment was
was
shown by Collins in the form of their
their "" Interphone
Interphone ""
which measures 12
1211
deep, 2-!
21 in
in wide
wide and
and
1\ in deep,
7i in high and weighs about 5 lb.
lb.
For medium frequency
frequency operation
operation transistors
transistors in
in
their present state of development
development work
work satisfactorily
satisfactorily
and it is therefore logical that aa fully
fully transistorized
transistorized
radio compass should be produced for
for airborne
airborne use.
use.
Lear Incorporated appear to be
be the
the first
first manufacmanufacturers to introduce such an instrument;
instrument; itit isis their
their
ADF100.
model AD
F100. A total of 23
23 transistors
transistors isis used
used
with the Type 2N247 in the radio
radio frequency
frequency stages,
stages,
the Type 2N139 in the i.f. amplifier
amplifier and
and aa 2N158
2N158
supplying the AF output of 150 mW.
mW. In
In this
this receiver
receiver
80% of the circuits are of etched type
type and
and of
of stanstandardized (modular) construction with
with plug-in
plug-in units
units
to facilitate servicing. The
The performance
performance of
of the
the
ADF lOO is equal to that of aa conventional
ADF100
conventional instruinstrument, the full band from 1,705 to
to 190
190 kc/s
kc/s being
being
covered, with a sensitivity varying
varying between
between 10
10 and
and
20 microvolts for a 50-milliwatt output.
output. The
The compass
compass
bearing accuracy and sensitivity
sensitivity are
are ±±2°
with aa
2° with
signal of 50 microvolts per metre. The
The total
total weight
weight

lb and its
its current
current drain
drain
of the equipment is under 20 lb

does not exceed 0.
0.75
75 A.
Doubtless transistors will find
find increasing
increasing uses
uses in
in
aircraft, not only for radio and
and radar
radar units
units but
but also
also
mechanisms. S.T.C.
S.T.C.
for instrumentation and servo mechanisms.
exhibited a device in this latter category,
category, the
the type
type
A1205 Transistorized Aircraft Catastrophic
Catastrophic Warning
Warning
Unit, designed to alert a pilot of
of an
an aircraft
aircraft acoustiacoustically to an emergency. Normally this
this isis done
done visually
visually
by warning lights on the dashboard,
dashboard, which illuminate
illuminate
circumstances. The
The A1205
A1205
in similar emergency circumstances.
Unit is connected into the circuit which
which normally
normally
operates these lights and it generates
generates aa sound
sound closely
closely
resembling that of an alarm
alarm bell.
bell.
At the last Paris Salon in 1955, one
one prototype
prototype
u.h.f. airborne equipment was shown
shown for
for the
the first
first
time publicly in Europe. This
This year
year one
one American
American
and three French made airborne u.h.f.
u.h.f. equipments
equipments
were on view, in addition to aa comprehensive
comprehensive
range of u.h.f. ground station
station transmitters
transmitters and
and
receivers. The u.h.f. band
band lying
lying between
between 225
225 and
and
399.9 Mc/s will be used exClusively
exclusively by
by military
military
aircraft eventually, but at present
present aa large
large number
number of
of
American aircraft operating
operating in
in Europe
Europe are
are using
using
this band for communications.

More Channels
Operational needs with modern
modern aircraft
aircraft engaged
engaged
on military duties are evidently
evidently very
very exacting,
exacting,
since, whereas in the 1939-45 war
war aa total
total of
of 12
12 v.h.f.
v.h.f.
frequencies sufficed for
for most operational
operational needs,
needs,
today a total of 1,
1,750
channels isis required,
required, any
any
750 channels
of which can be selected by the
the pilot,
pilot, and
and 20
20 are
are
needed for instant use. In
In addition,
addition, aa guard-freguard-frequency receiver, entirely separate
separate from
from the
the main
main
receiver, is essential for command
command purposes.
purposes. Such
Such
a specification has made it necessary
necessary to
to develop
develop
most advanced techniques in circuits
circuits and
and construcconstruction of sub-miniature units.
units. In the
the American
American u.h.f.
u.h.f.
transmitter-receiver ARC52, pressurization
pressurization isis used
used
to prevent flash-over at maximum
maximum altitudes
altitudes of
of workworking, which are in the neighbourhood
neighbourhood of
of 70,000ft.
70,000ft.
In all of the airborne equipments exhibited,
exhibited, printed
printed
wiring, modular construction and
and sub-miniature
sub-miniature
components are used. Pencil and sealed-disc
sealed-disc valves
valves
are fitted in the r.f. circuits and
and cavity
cavity tuning
tuning isis
included in receiver input and
and transmitter
transmitter output
output
circuits. The table shows the
the main
main characteristics
characteristics
of these exhibits.

Type FR308 lifejacket beacon
""transceiver"
transceiver " for
airmen forced down
in the sea.

Lear transistorized radio compass
comfioss,, Type
Type ADF/00.
ADFI00.
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Collins Type 62IA
62/A Air
Air Traffic Control
Control
Transponder for
(or aircraft identification
identification
on ground surveillance radars.

R * i

In the u.h.f. equipments
equipments at
at the
the Salon,
Salon, all
all the
the
control boxes are provided
provided with
with aa 20-frequency
20-frequency
selector switch and also
also with
with aa tuning
tuning arrangement
arrangement
consisting of four dials with
with which
which the
the hundreds,
hundreds,
tens, units and tenths
tenths of
of megacycles
megacycles are
are selected.
selected.
the 20
20 frequencies
frequencies isis very
very much
much
The pre-setting of the
previous multi-channel
multi-channel apparatus,
simpler than with previous
apparatus,
such as Service v.h.f.
v.h.f. types,
types, and
and isis all
all done
done at
at the
the
control box. A switch
switch turret
turret is
is removed
removed and
and the
the
contacts corresponding to
to each
each channel
channel are
are adjusted
adjusted
required by
by setting
setting them
to the frequency required
them up
up against
against
a calibrated scale engraved
engraved on
on the
the turret.
turret.
1,750 channels
channels required,
required, aa master
To provide the 1,750
master
oscillator unit is used in
in current
current designs.
designs. Its
Its output
output
amplified directly
directly up
is multiplied and amplified
up to
to the
the frefrequencies required for
for the
the first
first local
local oscillator
oscillator in
in

Control box of S.F.R. Type SU205 u.h.f.
u.h.f. aircraft
aircraft equipment.
equipment.

~

~~

~~

No. of crystals

Stability
Power output
(watts)
Max. working altitude (x 1,000ft.)
No. of valves

Channels

radio compass
compass dial
tion on a normal radio
dial display
display and
and
has a bearing accuracy
accuracy under
under service
service conditions
conditions
an ""indicator
of ±5°, and an
indicator hunt
" of
hunt"
of one
one degree
degree
on level flight. It is
is designed
designed to
to operate
operate to
to altitudes
altitudes
between temperature
of 70,000 ft and o between
temperature limits
limits of
of
-—55°C
55°C and +100
+ 100°C.
C.
The DF aerial, which in
in the
the form
form of
of aa loop
loop flush-i
flush-!
aircraft fuselage,
fuselage, receives
mounted in the aircraft
receives the
the signal
signal
mechanically-operated switch
and a mechanically-operated
switch reverses
reverses the
the'
polar diagram at aa frequency
frequency of
of 100
100 c/s.
cjs. This
This
effect of
switching has the effect
-..;"'"":"
of modulating
modulating the
the signal
signal
....:I
> it"'
';.t!
|
"'>Cll
with a square
square wave,
wave, the
3
the amplitude
amplitude and
and phase
phase of
of,
,..
1:1.
~
"'
....
~g
Gi
Me"'c .,..
'i
which varies with the
the angle
angle of
of the
the aerial.
aerial. The
The
:::~"'
~
c
>
:i-=
ot
c
Make
Make
Weight
:aIll ._Ill .ox 0 U)enVCll u Weight
modulated signal is
is · fed
fed to
to the
the receiver
receiver where
Ill
where itit
.c
Cll~
....
£>>a: 0ci
is amplified and the r.f.
r.f. component
en
component isis removed.
u
removed.'
.cu
ci
0
><"tt
u
u
z Cll z
A.
The 100 c/s square wave
wave is
Ill :I
is then
then passed
passed to
to aa phase
phase
a:
I: ...
DC
detector which in
in turn
turn feeds aa saturable
saturable transformer
transformer
--- - -- - -- - -- - -- --- controlling
drive motor,
the aerial drive
motor, which
which can
can turn
turn
S.A.R.A.M. Type
Type 20
S.A.R.A.M.
20 ±10
65
65
± 10 15
IS
55 -- 25
25 kg
kg
it
in
either
direction,
and
which
will
find
the
and
which
will
find
the null
null
7-50
7-50
kc/s
kc/s
position when the input
input level
level to
to the
the receiver
receiver isis.
S.F.R. Type
S.F.R.
Type
20
20
10 -— 65
65
55 18
25 kg
kg
18 25
constant and there is
is zero
zero error
error signal.
signal. A
".. 10
A synsynSU205
SU205
chronous transmitter associated
associated with
with the
the aerial
aerial
Derveaux Type
Type
Derveaux
—
20
20
99
kg
25 kg
—
—
- 2121 25
motor feeds the necessary
necessary voltage
voltage to
".
to the
the pilot's
pilot's
I57B
157B
(pressurized)
(pressurized)
bearing indicator.
--------A useful outcome of
of the
the introduction
introduction of
of the
the u.h.f.
u.h.f.
Collins Type
Type
Collins
19
19 -20
70
43
70 43
23
kg
36
36
55
23 kg
"" 20
ARC52
ARC52
improvement in
radio compass is an improvement
in the
the Air
Air Sea
Sea
(pressurized)
(pressurized)
is now
Rescue service. It is
now possible
possible to
to home
home on
on to
to aa
u.h.f. signal and as aa consequence
consequence of
of this
this developdeveloptransmitters, such
ment very small transmitters,
such as
as the
the British
British
the double superheterodyne
superheterodyne receiver.
receiver. At
At the
the v.h.f.
v.h.f. Ultra " Sarah
Sarah"
the Burndept
" and the
Talbe," have
Burndept ""Talbe,"
have
stage of multiplication
multiplication some
some output
output isis drawn
drawn for
for been designed which can be
be carried
carried in
in the
the "" Mae
Mae
the transmitter and it isis applied
applied to
to aa transposition
transposition West" fife
life jackets
jackets worn
worn by
by Service
Service pilots
pilots and
and which
which
stage where it is heterodyned
heterodyned with
with aa crystal-controlled
crystal-controlled can be used to enable
enable search
search aircraft
aircraft to
to locate
locate
oscillator.
This arrangement
arrangement enables
enables the
the same
same " ditched " airmen. A
A further
further example
example of
of these
these.
fundamental frequency to
to be
be used
used both
both for
for transtrans- life jacket equipments is
is the
the Type
Type FR308
FR308 made
made
mission and for the receiver
receiver local
local oscillator.
oscillator. The
The by Telecommunications
Telecommunications Radioelectriques
Radioelectriques et
et TeleTelefrequency of the master
master oscillator
oscillator isis held
held stable
stable phoniques. This model
model gives
gives aa tone-modulated
tone-modulated
by a frequency-controlled stage
stage consisting
consisting of
of aa transmission
transmission on the u.h.f.
u.h.f. channel
channel of
of 243
243 Mc/s,
Mc/s, the
the
number of crystal oscillators
oscillators operating
operating into
into aa phase
phase international
internationaf distress frequency,
frequency, and
and also
also has
has facilfacil- j
discriminator. The output
output from
from this
this stage
stage isis used
used ities for the transmission
transmission of
of speech
speech and
and for
for reception
reception
to control a reactor valve
valve working
working directly
directly on
on the
the of u.h.f. signals. The
The speech
speech sending
sending and
and receiving
receiving
master oscillator and
and also
also on
on the
the motor
motor driving
driving the
the facilities have been included
included for
for the
the practical
practical reason
reason
controls of
variable tuning controls
of the
the multiplier,
multiplier, amphfier
amplifier that it is often easier
easier for
for aa "" ditched
ditched "" airman
airman to
to
and output stages associated
associated ·with
with the
the transmitter;
transmitter; see the search aircraft
aircraft against
against aa background
background of
of sky
sky
and the multipher,
multiplier, amplifier
amplifier and
and input
input stages
stages of
of than for the search aircrew
aircrew to
to see
see the
the man
man in
in the
the,
the receiver.
water against a background of
of sea,
sea; and
and itit has
has been
been'
An interesting accessory
accessory to
to the
the u.h.f.
u.h.f. airborne
airborne found that if the "" ditched"
ditched " airman
airman can
can comcomequipment, the Collins
Collins DF301,
DF301, was
was shown
shown for
for the
the municate with the aircraft
aircraft he
he" can
can often
often guide
guide the
the
first time in Europe.
Europe. It
It presents
presents bearing
bearing informainforma- aircraft to his position.
position.
I
I
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DITOR

LEJfiER S TOT

correspondents
his correspondents
by his
expressed by
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed

Gramophone Reproduction
IN
your June
issue Mr. D. A. Barlow refers to my article
June issue
IN your
in Electronic Engineering for May 1950 and he suggests
in
that
that the three components of load on the walls of aa gramophone record groove, the lateral stiffnes, the lateral inertia
phone
and the vertical stiffness, do not add but that they are
and
complementary.
largely complementary.
.Consider Fig. 11 where a plan of a groove is shown cut
with a~ pulse of long .w~velength
wavelength and large amplitude, and
w1th
superimposed on this
1s a short wavelength modulation.
th1s is
sup_enmposed
passages.
This type of cut
~ut often happens with loud music passages.
Th1s
The force
actmg on the needle due to the long wavelength
f~rce acting
pulse is
product of the horizontal stiffness
1s equal to the ·product
pulse
of ·the
the movement
m_ovement and the amplitude of the pulse. The
of
wavelength
force acting
ac~mg_ on the needle due to the short wavelength
force
inertia
modulation
is equal to the product of the horizontal inertia
modulatiOn 1s
the
the needle; the
of the movement and the acceleration of the
be obwill be
which will
latter should not be greater than that which
latter
tained when the minimum radius of curvature of the
modulation is approximately equal to that of the radius
of the need
needle tip.
Now in position A, Fig. 1, it is true to say that the
mertial
inertial force acts on one groove wall and the stiffness
force on the other
other. But in position B this is not true and
the two forces add. Thus the tracking 65
weight must be
forces.sufficient to counteract these added fore
Fig. 2 shows a plan of a groove and the consequent
effect.
pinch effect.
vertical motion of the needle due to the pinch
Without modulation of the groove the needle remains in
pulsed
its lowest position such as at C. If the needle is pffised
vertically then no extra tracking weight is required to
hold the needle down, in fact the force between the needle
d_ue to the action of the vertical
and the groove is increased due
stiffness of the cantilever. But suppose we have aa modulation giving a large-pinch effect amplitude continuing for
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Fig. 22
Fig.

the
load
on
the
groove
wall
will
be
be increased.
the static
static the
loadload
on will
the be
groove
wall
will
be
increased.
Moreover
greater
still
at
points
such
Moreover
the
load
will
be
greater
still
at
points
such as
as
pF, eS
p
;
yy
hen
there
are
only
a
few
pulses
of
ec a
w
pulses of vertical
especially
when
there
are
only
a
few
pulses
vertical
^
gested
of
ickup sug
motion. T
Thiss makes
makes the
the desi
design
of the
the pickup
suggested
impossible.
even
difficult)
perhaps
more
difficult,
perhaps
impossible.
even more
Be
that
as
it
may
it
is
heartening
to
see
yet
one
more
Be
B~ that as it may it is heartening to see yet one more
article
someone striving for better quality
written
by
article written
ffrom
records.
worst
fault
rom gramophone
records.. The
gramophone
records.
The
worst overmodulation.
fault of
of present
present
5
eleration
record
records
is ^
their rad;us
radius or
or acc
acceleration
overmodulation.
rec9rdss is
companies
are
like
a
railway
company
The
The recording
recording
companies
are · like a mrailway
company
1
^prove
' their
the
"Rocket"
who
iimprove
fr0
Rocket "
who slowly
slowly
their service
service
from
the faster,
" Rocket"
j
ime—the
trains
travel
d
to
tthe
le present
time-the trains travel faster, are
pr.esent ttime—the
days
to mf
present
are
J
able,
their
meals
become
eatable—but
m
re CO
ort
eatable-but they
more
comfortable,
their nate
mealshabit
become
eatable—but
they
^
of
laying
their
tracks
do
unfortU
do, ,not
not cure
cure otheers
unfortunate
habit ofkeen
laying their of
tracks
so
ha
Ccorners
m
the trains
with sharp
so that
that the
trains keep comins
coming of the
the
rails!
I maintain that some of the records cut before the
war, e.g.—the
e.g.-the Weingartner Beethoven Symphonies, are
superior to most of those of the present day. On these
old records there was a recording high-frequency cut-off
at about 6,000 c/s and the modulation depth was lower
than that of to-day, consequently there was no radius
overmodulation. I would like better quality even at the
expense of the high-frequency boost on recording which
would give a noisier playback, or at the expense of the
frequency response on recording which would give aa
consequent narrow playback frequency response, and
of
then nobody could ask me to enthuse over the sound of
orchestxal
pennies dropping or the spurious noises of orchestral
Fig.
instruments.. . However, as I grow older I tend towards
instruments
. the philosophy suggested in your
treat
.
your. June editorial and treat
perlive peraa time longer than half .the inverse of the low-frequency . · distortions as Il do coughs and · splutters in a .live
which
m'usic~something I do not like but which
formance of music—something
vertical resonance (and this happens often on records),
I must ignore.
will
then the pickup head will be raised and the needle will
MALLE'IT.
Aldershot.
Aldershot,
E. S. MALLETT.
take up a mean position such as that shown by the line
D and when the needle drops to a point such as EE the
Barlow's
Mr.
on
I FEEL that I should comment
Mr. D. A. Barlow's
by
vertical force on .the needle will have been reduced by
practice.
the practice
be the
to be
the product of the vertical stiffness of the cantilever and remark in the May issue that " it used
lac- or lacwax or
of record companies to monitor the original wax
the
~e maximum vertical amplitude (DE). This amplitude
quer disc before plating to make the master." ·
originally
is not likely to be more than one-fifth of that I originally
iS
E. '
joined J. E.
It was toward the end of 1922 that II joined
suggested, this later figure assumes a maximum velocity
Dept.
Hough, Ltd., to organise the Radio Research Dept.
of
em/sec at 70 r.p.m. Unfortunately this
20 cm/sec
of cut of 20
Ltd.)
That company (which later became Edison Bell, Ltd.)
the
reduction of vertical force occurs at a point when the
and
gramophones, and
was then making Edison Bell records, gramophones,
s.tiffness and inertia is a maximum
force due to lateral stiffness
make
to make
wished to
and wished
also mouldings for the radio trade, ·and
so
that it is essential that the tracking weight counteract
so that
the sum of the three forces considered. Incidentally the components and sets.
studio.
the studio.
in the
used in
hom recording was used
At that time, horn
vertical
yertical inertia may be ignored, not because it is unspecial
to aa special
coupled to
That is, one or more horns were coupled
unportant but because its contribution to the tracking
important
driving the sapphire cutting stylus directly.
soundbox driving
As
cqnsidered. As
weight
Weight is small in the design of pickup considered.
it occurred
the firm long before it
the tracking weight is greater than the author suggests, I had not been with the"
.
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forcarried forbe carried
would be
intact would
left intact
be left
the master wax must be
circles.
professional circles.
ward indefinitely in professional
VOIGT.
H. VOIGT.
A. H.
G. A.
P. G.
Toronto.
P.

some
and some
amplifiers and
microphone, amplifiers
to me that with aa microphone,
did
B.B.C. did
the B.B.C.
(as the
electrically (as
cutting device actuated electrically
better
record aa better
to record
possible to
be possible
its · carrier), it should be
sounds.
original sounds.
representation of the original
to
allowed to
was allowed
and II was
received and
The suggestion was well received
work
_radio work
my radio
when my
subject when
the subject
make experiments on the
studio
the studio
of the
out of
and out
in and
was in
1924 II was
permitted. So by 1924
their
of their
knowledge of
first-hand knowledge
had first-hand
quite often and had
methods.
diaslack diaused aa slack
which used
By 1926, the new system which
cutter
coil cutter
moving coil
and aa moving
microphone and
phragm condenser microphone
with
months with
six months
spent six
1927 II spent
in 1927
was being operated, and in
to
expedition to
recording expedition
on aa recording
duplicate equipment on
titles.
600 titles.
over 600
recorded over
where II recorded
Zagreb, Jugoslavia, where
for
trip for
last trip
my last
and my
followed and
Other foreign expeditions followed
rewere rewe were
where we
Scotland where
to Scotland
1933 to
WlJS in 1933
Edison Bell was
operaceased operaBell ceased
Edison Bell
label. Edison
Beltona label.
cording for the Beltona
to
claim to
therefore claim
can therefore
year. II can
that year.
tions in the slump that
practised
as practised
recording as
of recording
knowledge of
have an intimate knowledge
1933.
ending 1933.
decade ending
the decade
in the
at Edison Bell in
were
waxes were
master waxes
period master
that period
During the whole of that
idea
anidea
Suchan
processing. Such
to processing.
prior to
(monitored) prior
never played (monitored)
coneveryone conby everyone
instantly by
condemned instantly
would have been condemned
making
for making
used for
wax used
the wax
for the
work, for
nected with the work,
have
certainly have
most certainly
would most
and would
soft and
masters was very soft
seriously.
been damaged most seriously.
arisen
have arisen
may have
monitored may
were monitored
The idea that waxes were
played
regularly played
were regularly
waxes were
certain waxes
from the fact that certain
were
however were
purpose however
that purpose
back. The waxes used for that
made aa
and made
waxes and
test waxes
called test
were called
of a harder texture, were
had
music had
the music
When the
cut. When
being cut.
hissing noise while being
remusicians rethe musicians
time, the
the time,
into the
been selected, cut to fit into
recordtrial recordmake aa trial
to make
was to
thing was
hearsed etc., the usual thing
played
immediately played
then immediately
was then
This was
ing on to a test wax. This
machine.
special machine.
on aa special
back to the artists on
waxes
master waxes
any master
allowed any
recording, I allowed
When I was recording,
and
off and
cool off
to cool
fa~lts to
musical faults
spoiled by technical or musical
releasing
before releasing
session before
the session
after the
privately after
played them privately
on
check on
better check
me aa better
gave me
This gave
them for re-shaving. This
backsilent backits silent
with its
wax with
better wax
the equipment, for the better
wax.
test wax.
noisy test
the noisy
than the
ground was more revealing than
loudspeakers
and loudspeakers
pickups and
time pickups
Needless to say, in due time
how
matter how
no matter
but no
system, but
playback system,
were used for the playback
were
masters were
satisfactory masters
be, satisfactory
might be,
delicate the pickup might
processing.
never played prior to processing.
and II
development and
subsequent development
Lacquer discs are a subsequent
using
when using
did when
companies did
do not know what other companies
that
tradition that
the tradition
that the
expect that
would expect
these. However, I would

SHORT-WAVE
AVE
SHORT-W
MONTREAL
Mc/s
50
9=HE~l=EE~..o!-

Services Charges
Charges
U.S.A.
the U.S.A.,
in the
TV in
colour TV
of colour
MR. MAYER, in his review of
repcr~
who report
those who
of those
imagination" of
refers to the "lively imagination"
Your
installed. Your
set installed.
per set
required per
that an engineer is required
same
the same
of the
deal of
good deal
of aa good
contributor has made use of
charge
service charge
comprehensive service
the comprehensive
thing in quoting £17 as the
receiver.
17-in receiver.
black-and-white 17-in
in this country for aa black-and-white
anper an£7 per
for £7
facilities for
these facilities
My own company offers these
£9.
only £9.
trace isis only
can trace
quotation II can
num; the dearest quotation
coloured
not coloured
are not
conclusions are
his conclusions
It is to be hoped that his
the
in the
conditions in
of conditions
figures of
imaginative figures
by any other imaginative
SOKEL,
MAURICE SOKEL,
U.K.
MAURICE
Ltd.
Television, Ltd.
and Television,
Radio and
Edgware.
JMS Radio

~ONDITioN ·s
CONDITIONS
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August
for August
Prediction for
Prediction

JOHANNESBURG

BUENOS AIRES
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Trials
Channelling Trials
25 -kef s Channelling
Mobile Radio 25-kc[s
the
regarding the
256) regarding
(p. 256)
issue (p.
June issue
THE report in your June
not
equipment, isis not
mobile equipment,
25-kc/ s mobile
Post Office trials of 25-kc/s
Mobile
the Mobile
by the
recommended by
as recommended
quite accurate. Trials, as
this
of this
May of
in May
commenced in
in fact commenced
Radio Committee in
chanadjacent chanthree adjacent
using three
way using
under way
year, and are now under
area.
London area.
the London
in the
operating in
and operating
band and
nels in the low band
" Ranger "
standard "Ranger"
with standard
out with
They are being carried out
Company.
our Company.
by our
manufac;tured by
equipment manufactured
referred
specification referred
channelling specification
25-kc/ s channelling
The target ·25-kc/s
with
established with
been established
has been
report, has
to in the Committee's report,
same
the same
on the
based on
is based
and is
manufacturers' agreement,
agreement, and
channel
of channel
degree of
same degree
the same
principles and requires the
Pye
The Pye
specification. The
50-kc/s specification.
isolation laid down in the 50-kc/s
25-kc/ s
this 25-kc/s
to this
approved to
been approved
equipment has recently been
meeting
mobiles meeting
Ranger " mobiles
500 " Ranger"
some 500
specification and some
alone.
country alone.
this country
in this
constant use in
it are now in constant
25-kc/ s
recommend 25-kc/s
to recommend
is to
policy is
Our Company policy
schemes
mobile schemes
standard mobile
all standard
channelling equipment
equipment for all
present
at present
are at
channels are
the channels
though the
in this country even though
series"
all ""Ranger
time all
same time
the same
At the
spaced at 50 kc/s. At
Ranger series
"
to
standard to
one standard
from one
convertible from
equipment is readily convertible
little
have little
will have
users will
circumstances users
another. In these circumstances
them
give them
will give
specification will
which specification
difficulty in deciding which
channel
of channel
minimum of
the minimum
maximum technical life and
and the
sharing in the longer term. '
HUMPHREYS,
Cambridge.
J.J. R. HUMPHREYS,
Cambridge.
Ltd.
Pye Telecommunications, Ltd.
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Multi-Valve Cathode Follower
2-PRACTICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Circuits
Multi-Valve

2—PRACTICAL

Circuits
By J.
).

G.

Cathode

THOMASON,
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+300V
lOOk fl.
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tMfl.
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Fig. 8. Two-stage shunt feedback cathode follower.
follower.
WIRELESS
Wireless WORLD,
World, AUGUST
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DESIGN

CONSIDERATIONS

(Concluded
{Concluded from p. 313 of the previous issue)

B.Sc.

I HE various cathode followers described so
so far
far may
be classed as single-stage circuits since
since only one
one
valve is directly providing loop gain, other valves
(or neon tubes) merely improving the gain and
signal-handling capacity of this valve.
Two-stage
Follower.—Where a greater
T
wo- stage Cathode Follower.-Where
to
increase in performance is required, it is logical ~o
try to add an extra stage to the cathode follower
follower in
in
order to secure a larger loop gain and feedback
feedback
factor. It is not a straightforward matter of adding
adding
a stage to the forward circuit as in the conventional
conventional
negative feedback system, since the negative feedfeedback in the cathode follower is inherent with the
the
configuration and not an external connection imposed by the designer. The only way in which
which
negative feedback may be applied to two cascaded
plain amplifying stages is by making a connection
from the anode of the second valve to the cathode
cathode
of the first valve. The output is taken from
from the
the
anode of the second valve. Both valves now
now give
give
gain in the forward circuit, which is superior
superior to
to the
the
use of local feedback in individual stages.
For operation at frequencies down to zero frefrequency, however, an anode output terminal
terminal is often
inconvenient because of the inherent large positive
quiescent voltage (say, +
150 V). A simple resistive
+150
resistive
d.c. coupling network connected to a negative line can
be used to obtain zero quiescent output voltage,
voltage,
but the price paid is a higher output impedance~
impedance.
For this reason it is attractive to add an
an extra
stage in cascade with the basic cathode follower
follower
and to make a shunt feedback connection from
from the

·~

Follower

cathode follower output to the grid of
of the
the first
first
circuit is
valve. A simple example of such a circuit
shown in Fig. 8, using the 12AT7 double triode.
triode.
feedback loop, via
via
The 'gain of the outer negative feedback
the two 11 MO
MQ resistors is about 12
12 and this
this
reduces the output impedance of the overall circuit
to about 16 ohms compared with the 200 ohms
of the second triode as a simple cathode follower.
follower.
feedback amplifier
The circuit will function as a feedback
if the ratio of the feedback resistor (R
(R2;)) to
to feed-in
feed-in
resistor (R
(R,)
figure
1 ) values is increased above the figure
It may
may be
of unity used in the circuit in Fig. 8. It
shown that in any shunt feedback system the overall
gain G is given by:
by;

R2
L
= - Rl • 1 + L . .
(9)
(9)
^-R/I+T
where R
R,1 and R 2 are the values of the feed-in
feed-in and
and
L is the loop
loop
feed-back resistors respectively and L
gain of the system. The minus sign indicates aa
phase reversal. By careful adjustment of R
R,1 and
and R
R22
it is possible to make the circuit give an overall gain
gain
of exactly unity if required. This condition would
would
only hold for a certain value of L, however, i.e.
R2 =
= Ri
R 1 (1 +
. .(10)
(10)
+ 1/L) . .
The quiescent output voltage of the circuit
(earthed input terminal) will be positive and equal to
(R
R 2)/R1 times the grid bias on the left-hand
(Ri1 +
+ RzVRi
triode e.g. approximately +
-|- 3.5 V
V for
for the circuit
circuit
values shown, corresponding to a grid-cathode
voltage of -1.75
—1.75 V in the left-hand valve.
The circuit is a multiple-loop negative feedback
feedback
system, but as the inner loop (i.e. the output stage
stage
cathode follower on its own) is stable and the
the outer
loop remains stable whether the inner loop is operative or not, it is quite permissible to analyse the
the
system disregarding the fact that the cathode
cathode
from an
an
follower stage derives its characteristics from
inherent feedback connection
connection..
In this circuit, however, the input impedance is no
no
longer determined by the inherent series feedback
feedback
of the cathode follower but is controlled by
by the
the
overall shunt feedback, giving a low input impedance
impedance
(equal to RD
R,, approx.) which may limit the applications of the circuit as a buffer stage. Where it is
is
desired to retain the high input impedance the
the
added triode amplifier stage in Fig. 8 may conveniconveniently be replaced by a long-tailed pair as shown in
Fig. 9. The long-tailed pair (or "difference
" difference amplifier ") now performs the dual function of mixing,
i.e. subtracting the input and feed-back
feed-back voltages,
voltages,
and also providing extra gain for
for the external negative feedback loop. The
The long-tailed pair gives only
half the gain of the single stage, but this loss is
is conconveniently offset by changing to a low current high-p,
high-/t
valve such as the 12AX7, since one half is no longer
G
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+:SOOV
required to function as an output
stage. The loss of loop gain in
the feed-back and feed-in resis330k1l.
tors of Fig. 8 is eliminated and
the circuit shown has a gain of
19 round the external loop. The
feedback factor is thus 20, giving
o·o1,u.F
1·2M.!t
an output impedance of 10 ohms
compared with the 200 ohms of
the cathode-follower stage alone.
470.0.
Note that a control is provided
for arranging to feed back only |NpuT
a fraction of the output voltage
so that the finite feedback factor
680k.fi.
may be allowed for an exactly
unity gain obtained.
A further useful feature of the
circuit shown in Fig. 9 is its
ability to provide a quiescent
output voltage of zero. This
2·2MJl.
330k1l.
condition is set up when the
long-tailed pair is adjusted so that
-3ooV
the two grid voltages must be
Fig.
l'1 9. Two-stage cathode follower with difference amplifier.
equal for the current partition to
be such that the anode voltage
of the right-hand valve sits at the design value. the individual phase reversals of the extra stages
The " balance " control shown enables this condition add to give no total phase reversal, and it is therefore
to be found since, for a given current partition, it possible to revert to cathode feedback in the first
varies the anode voltage of the left-hand valve and stage, as in the simple cathode follower or the twotherefore its grid base with respect to the right-hand stage a.c. circuit mentioned earlier. A simple
valve. This circuit is particularly useful where a version of this three-stage cathode follower is shown
simple buffer circuit is required which introduces in Fig. 10, using a double triode to provide the two
neither attenuation nor d.c. shift. The long-tailed extra stages. Series feedback is provided by injectpair also assists in reducing drift due to heater ing almost the entire voltage from the output cathode
fluctuations and cathode ageing, giving an improve- follower into the input valve cathode. With the
ment factor of about 10 compared with the single- component values shown, the measured loop gain
ended circuits.
at 500 c/s is about 4000. At zero frequency the gain
There are no stability problems with the multi- falls to about 700 due to losses in the inter-stage
stage feedback circuits shown in Figs. 8 and 9. couplings and the local feedback caused by the
In the circuit of Fig. 8, there are two lags of almost cathode resistor of the input valve.
equal time constant, at the amplifier triode anode
The input stage and second stage are both conand at its grid, a situation which can give a danger- nected as low-consumption voltage amplifier stages,
ously large phase lag when considering also the using the high-/i
high- fL triode, 12AX7. The output
output stage
third small time constant lag at the cathode-follower is conveniently made a simple cathode-follower
cathode. The low value of loop gain in the circuit using a single triode, a pentode or a double triode.
given, however, precludes the danger of oscillation The output cathode-follower load is divided so that
and where a valve of higher gain is used, the lag at a fraction of the output may be fed back, to secure
the amplifier stage grid could be removed by shunting an overall gain of exactly unity for operation at very
R
R.,2 with a 22 pF capacitor. The frequency response low frequencies. The quiescent output voltage may
of the overall system is restored by similarly bypassing be ·adjusted
adjusted to be zero by arranging cathode bias
R,1 with the same value of capacitance. This stabiliza- on the first stage as shown. With the input earthed,
R
tion method, of course, places an extra 22 pF the 1.5
k n resistor and 11 k LI
n potentiometer com1,5 k-0
capacitive load on the signal source.
bination may be set so that their voltage drop is
The circuit of Fig. 9 is inherently more stable equal to the 1.6 volts grid bias required by the input
since there are only two lags, the lag of large time stage plus the 3.1 volt drop across the 270-ohm
fLF cathode decoupling capacitor
constant at the right-hand anode of the long-tailed resistor. The 100 /jF
cjs,
2/Lsec)and
~mall time
time·constant is effective for frequencies down to about 1I c/s,
pair (about 2iJ.sec)
and the lag of small
at the cathode-follower
cathode-follower stage cathode (about 0.005 and at z.f. the stage gain is reduced to one-third
approximately by the presence of this cathode biasftsec).
fLSec).
In both circuits the capacitor in the d.c. intervalve sing resistance.
The feedback loop is not inherently stable since
coupling network prevents the formation of an
amplifying ·stage
extra lag at the cathode-follower grid, at the expense there are three lags, at each of the amphfying
stage
of increasing the time constant of the lag at the anodes and at the output cathode follower cathode.
preceding anode. It is, of course, standard practice Allowing 130 pF at the first valve anode, including
in negative feedback work to reduce the number of anode-earth capacitance (0.4 pF), Miller effect at
lags to the absolute minimum in the interests of the grid of the second valve (110 pF), and wiring
capacitance (20 pF), would give a lag of
oftime
constant:
stability.
time constant;
(65 kn)
k n) (130 pF) = 8.5 /isec,
fLSec. (approx.)
Two Examples of Complex Multi-stage Cathode
The lag at the second valve anode is formed by,
Circuits.-When two amplifying stages
Follower Circuits.—When
(Continued
{Continued on page 375)
are added in cascade with the basic cathode follower
WIRELESS World,
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earth,3 giving a time consay 20 pF capacitance to earth
stant:—
stant:p.sec. (approx.)
= 1.3 //sec.
kn) (20 pF) =
(65 k£i)
In both cases the anode-earth resistance is calculated
as the value of the load resistance in parallel with the
kn).
valve differential anode resistance (80 kfl).
The time constant of the lag at the output is calculated from the differential resistance at the out(IOO ohms) and say 30 pF load
put stage cathode (100
giving:capacitance, giving:—
0.003 p.sec. (approx.)
= 0.003//sec.
(100 ohms) (30 pF) =
(IOO
The phase advance provided by the cathode decoupling of the input stage and the two inter-stage
couplings is arranged to be distributed over the band
1I c/s to 200 c/s (approx.) and does not affect the h.f.
stability of the loop. The phase advance contributed
IOO pF capacitor shunting the 270-ohm resistor
by the 100
is negligible at any frequency. The simple theory
of the stability of the three-lag feedback loop indicates that with these three values of time constant,
a h.f. loop gain of 2,940 (approx.) or higher will
make the loop unstable. This critical value of loop
formula:gain L is calculated from the formula:—

*)

ring-of-three '' fast pulsefamiliar " ring-of-three"
becomes the famihar
counting amplifier commonly used in nuclear physics.
IO,
It is important to note that in the circuit of Fig. 10,
the fraction of the output voltage which must be
fed back in order to secure unity overall gain has
+loop
gain)/(1 +
not the value (loop gain)/(l
loop gain) which was
used in the shunt feedback circuits (Fig. 8). The
cathode injection method of subtracting the input
and feed-back voltages does not give a perfect subtraction of the grid and cathode voltages since for
a fixed anode current in the first stage, the difference
between the grid and cathode voltages varies with
the working anode-cathode voltage (screen-cathode
voltage for a pentode). The ratio is simply the
amplification factor //J.L of the first valve and it is seen
that even if the stages following the input valve
gave infinite gain, it would still be necessary to feed
p.) of the output voltage in
p.f(I ++ //)
back a fraction ///(I
order to secure an overall gain of unity. In the
IO, the //p. of the first valve is
circuit shown in Fig. 10,
IOO
100 and with a loop gain of 700 at z.f., it is necessary
I/90 of the output voltage to
to feed back about 1/90
obtain unity overall gain at low frequencies and z.f.
The overall gain stabihty
stability must therefore be controlled
largely by the characteristics of the first valve, however high the loop gain. Several ingenious refinements are available to remove this weakness of the
circuit, the simplest being to use a pentode input
stage with a.c. bootstrap screen decoupling, similar
to the circuit in Fig. 6 in the first part of this article.
Imperfect signal subtraction caused by the changing valve operating conditions also occurs in the
long-tailed pair. In the circuit of Fig. 9, for example, variations in the " tail " current of the double
triode necessitates feeding back an appreciably
larger voltage to the right-hand grid than the fraction
+loop
gain)/(11 +
(loop gain)/(
loop gain), to give unity overall
gain. For example, suppose the " balance " control
in Fig. 9 has been adjusted so that with zero input

1 +
—
+ —
~)(I
n
m
where m and n are the respective ratios of the two
larger time constants to the smallest one. In this
design, stability has been achieved by the common
method of increasing the largest time constant, in
this case increasing the time constant of the lag at
p.sec
p.sec. to 333 //sec
the input stage anode from 8.5 //sec.
0.005-p.F capacitor shown shunt(approx.) using the 0.005-//F
ing the anode load resistor.
The critical value of loop gain is increased to
about 110,000, giving a generous gain margin and
applications where
adequate bandwidth for most apphcations
circuitry with triode amplifying stages is considered
appropriate. The phase _margin is 90° over most
of the cut-off interval. Low
frequence stability is assured
by the absence of a.c. coup1—
lings and the staggering of
I
330k0
the phase-advance time con390kfl|
390 kn
stants. The output stage
b
shown in Fig. 10
isokfll
IS.Okfi
IO operates
11.5 mA quiescent current
>
at 11.6
loooijaF _[
and the overall output imIMfi
]" ooi/^FT
O.I3 ohm
pedance is about 0.13
at z.f., falling to about 0.025
cfs.
ohm at 500 c/s.
_
—
The circuit shown in
.
Fig. 10 has a very large 0 j,
loop gain at mid-band fre- .INPUT
input
1 [2A'
quencies and if a smaller
V N
fraction of the output voltL__
age is fed back, some of
the loop gain may be coniooosjaF
ceded in exchange for overall
gain. The reduced feedback
i-5kfl< ioou
5
(6(r)
is achieved simply by altering the ratio of the resistors
T""""""
forming the output stage
cathode load, at the same
-J?—/vwj 1k
time adjusting the d.c. con"BALANCE"'
ditions, or else changing to
"balance'
couplings. In this form
a.c. couphngs.
'
it is usual to replace the
triode amplifying stages by
/0. Three-stage cathode follower.
Fig. 10.
pentodes, when the circuit
L
(m +
= (m
L =

+
n) (I1 +
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1vvoltage
oltage the two grid
grid voltages
voltages need
need to
to be
be equal
equal to
to
produce a given voltage
voltage at
at the
the right-hand
right-hand anode
anode
(say +150
+ I50 V, which would
would give
give zero
zero output
output voltage
voltage
from the output cathode follower).
follower). If
If the
the left-hand
left-hand
grid voltage is now made, say
say +50
+50 V,
V, the
the +150
+ I50 V
V
at the right-hand anode
anode will
will only
only be
be restored
restored if
if the
the
right-hand grid voltage
voltage is
is made
made slightly
slightly lower
lower than
than
+50 V. The common
common cathode
cathode voltage
voltage has
has increased,
increased,
also by about 50 V, turning
turning on
on an
an extra
extra 0.15
O.I5 mA
rnA
tail " resistor.
in the 330 kil
kQ common
common cathode
cathode ""tail"
resistor.
All this extra current, however,
however, must
must flow
flow into
into the
the
left-hand triode since the
the current
current in
in the
the right-hand
right-hand
triode is constant, by
by virtue
virtue of
of its
its assumed
assumed fixed
fixed
anode voltage. It
It is seen,
seen, therefore,
therefore, that
that the
the grid
grid
of the left-hand valve
valve will
will need
need to
to become
become more
more

--------------~---.------~+

TO SUCCEEDING
STAGES

...
BATTERY:

_._I

INPUT

FEEDBACK VOLTAGE
FROM
LAST STAGE

Fig. 11.
II. Basic precision difference
difference amplifier
amplifier (Benjamin
(Benjamin
and Tomlin).

positive than that of the
the right-hand
right-hand grid
grid by
by aa voltage
voltage
equal to the increase in current
current divided
divided by
by the
the workworking mutual conductance,
conductance, in
in this
this example:—
example:.
O.I5mA
0.15mA =
ImAN = 0.15
1—rrrr
O.I5 volt
ImA/V
Both grid-cathode voltages
voltages must
must now
now be
be less
less since
since
both valves have suffered
suffered aa reduction
reduction of
of 50
50 V
V in
in
anode-cathod
anode-cathodee voltage whilst
whilst one
one passes
passes the
the same
same
current as previously and
and the
the other
other even
even more
more curcurrent. In general,
general, however,
however, the
the simple
simple long-tailed
long-tailed
pair is a better difference amphfier
than
the
cathodeamplifier than the cathodeinjection stage, since the unbalance
unbalance for
for aa given
given input
input
voltage is seen to depend on
on (mutual
(mutual conductance)
conductance) Xx
(tail resistor), which can
can be
be made
made appreciably
appreciably higher
higher
than the ^11- of a single
single stage
stage without
without bootstrap
bootstrap rerefinements.
The major source of imperfection
imperfection in
in the
the longlongtailed pair difference amphfier
amplifier can
can be
be removed
removed

by replacing the " tail " resistor
resistor by
by aa good
good approxiapproXimation to a constant current
current generator.
generator. The
The simple
simple
pentode " tail " as used
used in
in Fig.
Fig. 77 of
of the
the first
first part
part
of this article is usually
usually convenient,
convenient, giving
giving aa differendifferential anode resistance of
of tens
tens of
of megohms
megohms for
for values
values
Rc of about 22 or 33 kQ,
of R,,
with the
kQ, with
the grid
grid returned
returned
to a voltage of between
between +
+ 10
I0 V
V and
and +
+ 20
20 VV
referred to the lower end
end of
of R
R0. The
The long-tailed
long-tailed pair
pair
using this refinement is
is capable
capable of
of good
good accuracy,
accuracy,
since the extra " tail " current
current turned
turned on
on or
or off
off with
with
varying cathode voltage
voltage can
can be
be made
made negligible.
negligible.
Even when the valves in
in the
the long-tailed
long-tailed pair
pair are
are
operated at constant current,
current, the
the changing
changing anodeanodecathode (or screen-cathode)
screen-cathod e) voltage
voltage will
will cause
cause slight
slight
unbalance unless the valve characteristics
characteristics are
are identical
identical
An ingenious circuit*
circuit* for
for overcoming
overcoming this
this problem
problem
has been reported by Benjamin
Benjamin and
and Tomlin.
Tomlin. AuxiAuxiliary cathode followers are
are used
used to
to maintain
maintain aa conconstant anode-cathode
anode-cathod e voltage in
in each
each valve
valve of
of the
the
long-tailed pair, even
even though
though the
the. input
input voltage
voltage isis
varying. The basic circuit
circuit is
is illustrated
illustrated in
in Fig.
Fig. 11,
11,
where V3 and V4
V4 form the
the input
input long-tailed
long-tailed pair
pair
of a feedback circuit and
and VI
VI and
and V2
V2 are
are cathode
cathode
followers which maintain
maintain the anodes
anodes of
of V3
V3 and
and V4
V4
at a voltage eebb higher
higher than
than that
that of
of the
the input
input grid,
grid,
whatever the input voltage.
voltage. The
The valve
valve V5
V5 provides
provides
an almost constant current
current to
to the
the common
common cathodes
cathodes
of V3 and V4.
V4. The load
load resistors
resistors for
for V3
V3 and
and V4
V4 are
are
transposed to the anodes of
of VI
VI and
and V2
V2 as
as shown.
shown.
In practice, the battery
battery might
might be
be replaced
replaced by
by aa
neon tube connected to
to the
the long-tailed
long-tailed pair
pair cathode
cathode
(similar to the circuit
circuit of
of Fig.
Fig. 55 in
in the
the first
first part).
part).
Alternatively where further stages
stages are
are used
used to
to give
give
a high loop gain, a method
method described
described by
by Benjamin
Benjamin
and Tomlin is more convenient.
convenient. In
In Fig.
Fig. 12,
I2, V3
V3 and
and
V4 form the precision long-tailed
long-tailed pair
pair triodes,
triodes, using
using
VI and V2 to
to maintain
maintain substantially
substantially constant
constant
anode-cathod
anode-cathodee voltages and
and V5
V5 to
to maintain
maintain subsubstantially constant
constant anode currents.
currents. The
The output
output from
from
the precision long-tailed pair
pair is
is taken
taken from
from the
the anode
anode
of VI and direct-coupled
direct-couple d to
to the
the amplifying
amplifying stage
stage V6
V6
as shown. The coupling
coupling between
between V6
V6 and
and the
the output
output
cathode follower V7 uses
uses aa further
further constant-current
constant-curr ent
valve V8, as the lower element
element in
in the
the coupling
coupling netnetwork. The high differential
differential anode
anode resistance
resistance of
of V8
V8
ensures that almost the full voltage
voltage excursion
excursion at
at the
the
anode of V6 appears at
at the
the grid
grid of
of V7.
V7. When
When the
the
overall gain is made
made unity, the
the output
output voltage
voltage will
will
exactly equal that at the
the input
input and
and also
also the
the voltage
voltage
on the grid of V7 will be
be almost
almost equal
equal to
to that
that at
at the
the
output, being slightly larger
larger in
in fact,
fact, due
due to
to the
the slight
slight
loss in V7. Due to the absence
absence of
of attenuation
attenuation in
in the
the
coupling network between
between V6
V6 and
and V7,
V7, itit may
may theretherefore be assumed that at
at the
the tapping
tapping point
point in
in the
the
resistors in this coupling network,
network, the
the voltage
voltage isis also
also
equal to that at the input,
input, except
except for
for aa positive
positive bias,
bias,
and a tapping point
point may
may therefore
therefore be
be chosen
chosen to
to
provide the correct
correct drive
drive voltage
voltage for
for the
the cathode
cathode
followers VI and V2.
V2.
The z.f. loop gain of the
the circuit
circuit in
in Fig.
Fig. 12t
I2 t isis
about 10,000 and it
it is
is seen
seen that
that aa fraction
fraction (loop
(loop
gain)/(1 +
gain)/(l
+ loop gain) of
of the
the output
output voltage
voltage isis fed
fed
back to the input
input precision
precision long-tailed
long-tailed pair,
pair, no
no
allowance being made for imperfect
imperfect subtraction
subtraction of
of
the two grid voltages.
voltages.
The 500-ohm ""balance"
balance" potentiometer
potentiomete r in
in the
the
cathode circuits of V3 and
and V4
V4 enables
enables the
the output
output
* Included
Included in
in aa publication
publication of
of the
the Royal
Royal Naval
Naval Scientific
Scientific Service
Service
(May, 1954)
1954)
(May,
+t This
This is
is aa variant
variant suggested
suggested by
by the
the author.
author.
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■(•500V
+500V
+300V

HEaSii

i
i

i

X

BALANCE

"BALANCE"

A soon

6AM6

-3ooV
— 300V

Fig. 12.

with precision
Multi-stage cathode follower with
Multi-stage
precision difference
difference circuit.
circuit.

time constant is less likely to
to cause
cause overoverto be set to zero for
for zero
zero input,
input, and
and this
this initial
initial increased
high-fre quency signals.
adjustment
symmetryy once
once loading with high-frequency
nt for V3 and V4 grid-base symmetr
adjustme
interesti ng to note that in
in the
the precision
precision longlongIt is interesting
independ ent of
set, should be independent
of the
the varying
varying input
input tailed
11
(Figs.
V4
and
V3
the
pair,
triodes
(Figs.
11 and
and 12)
12)
gain
z.f.
the
twice
about
is
about twice the z.f. gain
voltage. The h.f. gain
give a stage gain of
of the
the full
full value
value of
of
due to the z.f. loss in the coupling
coupling network
network at
at the
the grid
grid are enabled totion
factor /L,
n, by virtue of
of their
their constant
constant
amplifica
~heir amplification
of V6.
. , • • f their
anode-cathode
thode voltages.
The loop gain is quite high and,
and, as
as in
in the
the circuit
circuit of
ot anode-ca
re for Unity Gain Cathod
Setting-up
Procedure
Cathodee
-up Procedu
Setting
constant
time
the
increase
to
y
necessar to increase the time constant
Fig. 10, it is necessary
of
method
effective
simple
Followers.—A
but
method
of
ers.-A
Follow
stability.
h.f.
of one of the lags in order
order to
to ensure
ensure h.f. stability.
nts
adjustme
"
gain
set
"
and
the
"
balance
"
"
gain
"
adjustments
setting
The anode load resistor of the
the second
second triode
triode is
is shown
shown
multi-valve cathode follower
follower of
of the
the types
types disdispadded with the 0.01 ILF capacitor
capacitor,, choosing
choosing aa point
point for a multi-valve
an
that of Fig. 8 which gives
(except
gives
an overall
overall
cussed
the
that
so
small
is
level
signal
the
in the loop where
signal level is small so that the
V
·0-50
The
illustrate d in
in Fig.
Fig. 13.
13. The 0-50 m
mV
phase reversal) is illustrated
meter is switched as shown to read either
either output
output with
with
followers.
balance " position)
Fig. 13. Test circuit for cathode
cathode followers.
position),, or
or the
the
earthed input (" set balance"
differencee between output and input ("
(" set
set gain
gain ")
")
differenc
alter:..
control
Progressive setting of each
each control alterposition. Progressive
'SET GAIN'^i "BALANCE"
/ ''
nately until the meter reads zero
zero in
in both
both positions
positions
condition s of
of zero
zero quiescen
quiescentt
is seen to set up the conditions
eously with
output voltage simultan
simultaneously
with exactly
exactly unity
unity
0-50™V(^ )
gain for a 30-V, signal (i.e. ab<;mt
about half the overload
gain
level). For the circuits ·with
with extremel
extremelyy high
high loop
loop
INPUT
CATHODE
gain (Figs. 10 and 12), a somewha
somewhatt more sensitive
sensitive
FOLLOWER OUTPUT
millivoltmeter
necessaryy if the
the setting
setting is
is
millivoltmeter would be necessar
required to the utmost accuracy made
made possible
possible by
by
the precision of the circuits.
"SET GAIN" 1+
'BALANCE"
ALANCE"
"B
I
I! :\OV
50 V
ic
Receiver ": An
"Portable
An 8-.uF
8-mF elec::!olyt
electrolytic
Transisto r Receiver":
"Portabl e Transistor
..!.
14
capacitor (C„)
lead ftom
from R
R,,
(Cu) should be inserted in the lead
capacitor
to the earth line in the circuit
circuit diagram
diagram of
of this
this set
set on
on page
page
341 in the July iss~e.
issue. - It should
should be
be connecte
connectedd with
with the
the
34.1
T
positive lead to earth.
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Lim iters and Disc rim inat ors for
Limiters

and

5.-MEAS
UREMEN T OF A.M.
-MEASUREMENT

Discriminators

SUPPRESSION
RATIO
SUPPRES SION RATIO

THE
Jl HE purpose of a limiter stage in a f.m. receiver
receiver
is to reduce the magnitude of the amplitudeamplitude-modulamodulation component of an applied signal. The
The performperformance of a limiter may be judged by the degree
degree of
of
reduction of the modulation depth which it ·achieves,
achieves,
and this degree of reduction may be termed
a.m.
termed the
the a.m.
reduction factor. However, a figure for the
the reduction
reduction
of the modulation depth would not be directly applicapplicable to self-limiting
self-limitin g detectors such as the ratio detector.
detector.
Furthermor
e, many discriminators
Furthermore,
discriminat ors have some degree
degree
of inherent a.m. rejection. For example, with
with aa
perfectly balanced Foster-Seeley
Foster-Seel ey discriminator
discriminat or there
there
is zero output when the carrier is at the
the centre
centre
frequency and hence no output if the carrier
amplicarrier is
is amplitude modulated. Thus a criterion is required which
which
provides a figure of merit for a combinatio
combinationn of
of limiter
limiter
and discriminator,
discriminat or, and which is applicable to
selfto self-

SIGNAL FREQUENCY

(d)

(b)

Fig. I. Oscillograms of a.f. output from
from perfectly
perfectly balanced
balanced
Foster-Seeley discriminator with input signal
signal simultaneously
simultaneously
modulated in amplitude and frequency (o)
(a) with
with sawtooth
sawtooth
time-base (b)
(fa) f.m. component applied to X
time
X plates
plates as
as time
base.
limiting
discriminat ors. Such a criterion is
h mi ting discriminators.
is obtained
obtained
by employing a test signal modulated simultaneously
simultaneou sly
in frequency and amphtude,
amplitude, and measuring the
the ratio
ratio
of the components
component s of the output signal due
due to
to the
the
component s of the signal modulation respectively.
two components
respectively.
This criterion is termed the a.m. suppression ratio.
ratio.
If a limiter has aa given a.m. reduction factor,
factor~ it
it
would appear that its effect, in combination
combinatio n with
with aa
discriminat or, would be to increase the
given discriminator,
the a.m.
a.m.
suppression ratio by an amount equal to
to the
the a.m.
a.m.
reduction factor. However, this is not always
always true
true as
as
the limiter may introduce spurious f.m. in
in the
the course
course
limiting action.
of its Umiting
However, there is general agreement as
as yet
yet as
as to
to
the test conditions to be employed in
in making
making aa
measureme nt of a.m. suppression ratio; the
measurement
the result
result
is that any one device may have aa number
number of
of
values of a.m. suppression ratio, depending on
on
the conditions of measurement.
also the
measureme nt. There is
is also
the
undesirable result that the minimum figure
figure for
for
the a.m. suppression
S.!Jppression ratio of aa receiver,
receiver, under
under
given conditions
c0nditions of operation, is subject to
to aa marmaruncertainty , unless the conditions adopted
gin of uncertainty,
adopted
for the measurement
measureme nt of the a.m. suppression
suppression ratio
ratio
are defined. In this article, the definition and
and measuremeasure-

for

: TYPES OF
L1MITER
OF LIMITER

ment of the a.m. suppression ratio is that
that recomrecommended by the B.B.C. Research Dept. The modulamodulation depth of both a.m. and f.m. components
component s of
of
the test signal is 40 per cent (±30 kc/s frequency
frequency
swing for the f.m. component)
component ) and the
the frequencies
frequencies
of the f.m. and a.m. components
100 c/s
component s are 100
cjs and
and
respectively. The measurement
2 kc/s respectively.
measureme nt is
is carried
carried
out as follows.
The apparatus under test is fed from
from aa signal
signal
generator which can be modulated simultaneously
simultaneou sly
in amplitude and frequency. The a.f.
output is
a.f. output
is
fed to a power-measuring
power-mea suring instrument,
instrument , preceded
preceded
by a standard aural weighting network. (This
(This
network has a frequency response substantially
substantiall y
flat in the region of 2 kc/s, where measurements
measureme nts are
are
made, and therefore does not appreciably affect
affect
measureme nts, save in exceptional circumstances,
the measurements,
circumstanc es,
as, for example, when the a.m. component produces
produces
a substantia]
substantial output of high-order harmonic
harmonic comcomponents.) The input signal is set to the
the required
required
amplitude for the test, and is first modulated by
by
f.m. only to a swing of 35 kc/s by aa signal
signal at
at 22 kc/s.
kc/s.
The a.f. power output Pi
(If
P1 is then measured.
measured. .(If
the apparatus under test is a complete receiver,
receiver,
the gain control is adjusted to give the
the standard
standard
power output of 50 mW).
value of
m W). The value
of 35
35 kc/s
kc/s
frequency swing is greater than the modulation depth
depth
of 40 per cent specified, and is used to
for the
to allow
allow for
the
effect of aa' 50 microsecond
microsecon d de-emphasis
de-emphasi s network,
network,
so that the a.f. power output is the same
same as
as that
that which
which
would be obtained with a signal of ±30
± 30 kc/s
kc/s frequency
frequency
swing at 100 c/s.
cjs.
The frequency-modulating
frequency-m odulating signal is then
to
then set
set to
100 c/s,
cjs, and the frequency swing to
to ±30
±30 kc/s.
kc/s. The
The
amplitude modulation signal at 2 kc/s is then
applied,
then applied,
with a modulation depth of 40 per
per cent.
cent. The
The
fundamenta
l-frequency component in the output
fundamental-frequency
output
due to the frequency modulation is
is then
then filtered
filtered
out by means of a high-pass filter having
having aa cut-off
cut-off
frequency of 250 c/s.
cjs. The a.f. power output
output P
P 22
due to the remainder of the signal is
is then
then measured.
measured.
The a.m. suppression ratio is then the
ratio of
the ratio
of
P
Pi1 to P22 expressed in decibels.
It was mentioned earlier that
Foster-Seeley
that the
the Foster-Seel
ey
discriminat
or has some degree of inherent a.m.
discriminator
a.m.
rejection, and its a.m. suppression ratio
ratio can
can be
be
calculated as follows. In an ideal discriminator
discriminat or of
of
this type, the a.f. output is very nearly
nearly equal
equal to
to
l.f,
I./, over a region near the centre frequency,
frequency, where
where
I is the magnitude of the input signal current,
current, and
and
f/ is the difference between the signal frequency
frequency and
and
the centre . frequency. If the input
input current
current II is
is
amplitude modulated, its value is given by
by (l±m
(1 +m
cosco
cosw22f)
t) I, where m is the
the amplitude
amplitude modulation
modulation
depth expressed as a fraction, <o
and /
w 22 =
= 27Tj2 , and
j 22 is
is
the frequency of the a.m. component.
component . If
If the
the
f.m. component has aa frequency of
of /i,
j 1, then
then the
the
a.f. output is proportional
proportiona l to {\+m
(1 +m coscu
cosw22t)
t) coscoit.
cosw 1t.
Such an output gives rise to oscillograms
oscillogram s of
of the
the type
type
shown in Fig. 1. The expression for the
a.f. output
the a.f.
output
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Receivers
F.M.
P.M.
Receivers

JOHNSTONE*, B.Sc.
B.Sc.
By G. G. JOHNSTONE*,

page 280
280 of
(Concluded from page
of the
the June
June 1957
1957 issue)
issue)

precisely similar
similar to
to the
the expression
expression for
for
waveform is precisely
amplitude-modulated carrier.
carrier. It
It can
can be
be resolved
resolved
an amplitude-modulated
into three components,
components, corresponding
corresponding to
to the
the carrier
carrier
of an
an a.m.
a.m. signal.
signal. However,
However, the
the
and sidebands of
component in
in this
this case
case isis the
the fundamental
fundamental
" carrier " component
of output
output due
due to
to the
the frequency
frequency
frequency component of
the power
power output
output due
due to
to this
this
modulation, and the
component alone may be
be taken
taken as
as unity.
unity. When
When this
this
component due to
to the
the frequency
frequency modulation
modulation isis
filtered out, there
there remains
remains two
two components
components due
due to
to
modulation. These
These are
are of
of equal
equal
the amplitude modulation.
amplitude, m/2, and have
have frequencies
frequencies (f
(!l1 —
- /»)
/ 2) and
and
(f1 +
+ // 22).). With the
(/,
the test
test frequencies
frequencies postulated,
postulated, i.e.,
i.e.,
100 c/s for the f.m.
f.m. component
component and
and 22 kc/s
kc/s for
for the
the
these two
two residual
residual components
components of
of
a.m. component, these
the a.f. output have
have frequencies
frequencies of
of 1900
1900 c/s
c/s and
and
cfs. The total
total power
power output
output isis then
then propro2100 c/s.
2(m/2) 2 =
= m
m22i2.
/2. With
With the
the value
value of
of
portional to 2(m/2y
m
this power
power output
output isis proportional
proportional
m postulated, 0.4, this
to 0.08. Thus the
the ratio
ratio of
of the
the power
power outputs
outputs due
due to
to
to that
that due
due to
to the
the a.m.
a.m. comcomthe f.m. component to
some 11
11 dB.
dB. However,
However, this
this
ponent is 11 :: 0.08, i.e., some
allowance for
for the
the effect
effect of
of the
the
figure includes no allowance
· de-emphasis network, which
which introduces
introduces aa loss
loss of
of
region of
of 22 kc/s;
kc/s; thus
thus the
the value
value of
of
some 1.5 dB in the region
ratio is
is some
some 12.5
12.5 dB.
dB.
the a.m. suppression ratio
T he effect of a change
change of
of test
test conditions
conditions upon
upon the
the
The
suppression ratio
ratio can
can be
be judged
judged
value of the a.m. suppression
the amplitude
amplitude modulation
modulation
from the foregoing; ifif the
been 30
30 per
per cent.,
cent., the
the a.m.
a.m. supsupdepth used had been
be 15
15 dB.
dB.
pression ratio would be
If the input signal carrier
carrier frequency
frequency is
is not
not precisely
precisely
at the centre frequency
frequency of
of the
the discriminator
discriminator charcharacteristic, the a.m.
a.m. suppression
suppression ratio
ratio alters.
alters. The
The
the input
input signal
signal simultaneously
simultaneously
output signal, with the
and f.m.,
f.m., is
is then
then proportional
proportional to
to
modulated by a.m. and
+ m cos a)w22t)(F
t)(F cos
cos cujt
(1 +
w1t —
- /„),
j 0 ), where
where f/ 00 isis the
the
the carrier
carrier frequency
frequency from
from the
the
displacement of the
the discriminator,
discriminator, and
and FF isis the
the
centre frequency of the
frequency swing of the
the f.m.
f.m. component.
component. The
The types
types
of oscillogram obtained
ol)tained under
under these
these conditions
conditions are
are
2. In addition
addition to
to the
the two
two components,
components,
shown in Fig. 2.
m/2 relative
relative to
to the
each of amplitude m/2
the fundamental
fundamental
f.m. component,
component, discussed
discussed previously,
previously,
frequency f.m.
frequency displaced
displaced by
by frequency
frequency ffo0 from
from
Fig. 2. Carrier frequency
centre frequency.
A.F.
OUTPUT

SIGNAL
FREQUENCY

I
SIGNAL
·: FREQUENCY

(d)

(b)

A.F.

OUTPUT

SIGNAL FREQUENCY

(d)

(b)

Fig. 3. Oscillograms of
of a.f.
a.f. output
output from
from aa counter-type
counter-type
discriminator with Input
input signal
signal modulated
modulated simultaneously
simultaneously
in amplitude and frequency
frequency (a)
(a) with
with sawtooth
sawtooth time
time base
base (b)
(b)
(.m.
component applied to X
f.m. component
X plates
plates as
as time
time base.
base.

further a.f.
a.f. component
there is now a further
component of
of amplitude
amplitude
m/00/F at the a.m.
a.m. modulating
modulating frequency
frequency /,.
/ 2 • The
The
power output due
to
to the
the a.m.
a.m. component
component isis thus
thus
22
2 22 22
increased to (ffJ
/00 /F
(m /2)
/2) +
+ (m
(m2j
/F ).) . If,
If, for
for example,
example,
the carrier frequency isis displaced
displaced 30
30 kc/s
kc/s from
from the
the
the power
power output
output due
centre frequency, the
due to
to the
the a.m.
a.m.
component rises from 0.08
0.08 to
to 0.24,
0.24, i.e.,
i.e., the
the a.m.
a.m.
falls by
by some
some 4.8
suppression ratio falls
4.8 dB.
dB. to
to 7.7
7. 7 dB.
dB.
considered because
because itit can
can be
be
This special case was considered
discriminators. For
For example,
example, the
the
extended to other discriminators.
discriminator gives
gives zero
zero output
counter-type discriminator
output at
at zero
zero
output is
frequency, and its output
is proportional
proportional to
to the
the input
input
the signal
signal frequency.
frequency. Thus
Thus ififaa
signal amplitude and the
discriminator isis operated
operated at
at aa centre
counter-type discriminator
centre
kc/s, aa typical
typical figure,
frequency of 200 kc/s,
figure, the
the value
value of
of
/ 0 is 200 kc/s.
The type
type of
of oscillogram
oscillogram obtained
obtained with
/„
The
with
modulated simultaneously
simultaneously in
in
the input signal modulated
amplitude and frequency is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 3.
3. ApplyApplying the formulae given
given previously,
previously, the
the a.m.
a.m. suppressuppres- 6.1
6.1 dB.
dB. Thus
Thus aa counter-type
counter-type disdission ratio is —
that very
very careful
careful attention
attention be
criminator requires that
be
performance of
of the
the preceding
preceding limiter.
limiter.
given to the performance
The minimum desirable
desirable value
value for
for the
the a.m.
a.m. supsuppression ratio measured in
in the
the manner
manner described
described
upon the
the type
type of
of a.m.
a.m. interference
interference
above, depends upon
upon the
the class
class of
of service
service desired.
encountered, and upon
desired.
service, giving
For a broadcasting service,
giving aa signal
signal output
output of
of
minimum value
value of
of 30
30 dB
dB would
would seem
seem
good quality, a minimum
would appear
appear preferable
preferable that
that
to be necessary, and itit would
greater than
than 35
35 dB.
the ratio should be greater
dB. It
It isis doubtful
doubtful
perceptible if
if the
the value
value isis
if any aural change isis perceptible
40 dB.
dB.
increased beyond 40
suppression ratio
ratio provides
provides an
an
Although the a.m. suppression
excellent criterion
criterion of
of performance,
performance, another
another important
important
be overlooked.
overlooked. This
factor must not be
This isis the
the range
range of
of
input signal amplitude
amplitude over
over which
which a.m.
a.m. rejection
rejection isis
test for
for a.m.
a.m. suppression
suppression ratio
ratio
maintained. The test
*B.B.C. Engineering
Engineering Training
Training Dept.
Dep[.
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Grid Limiter. The
The grid
grid limiter
limiter has
has been
been widely
widely
f.m. receivers, particularly
used in f.m.
particularly in
in conjunction
conjunction
Foster- Seeley discriminators.
with Foster-Seeley
discriminators. It
It comprises
comprises aa
low screen
pentode operated with aa low
screen voltage,
voltage, fed
fed at
at
the control grid through
through aa self-biasing
self-biasing network,
network, as
as
shown in Fig. 4. No
No cathode
cathode bias
bias isis usually
usually ememFig. 4. Basic circuit of
of ployed, and one of the reasons
reasons for
for employing
employing aa low
low
grid limiter.
to prevent
screen voltage is to
prevent the
the valve
valve drawing
drawing
in the
the absence
absence of
excessive current in
of an
an input
input signal.
signal.
The low screen voltage
voltage also
also results
results in
in the
the valve
valve
having a short working grid-base,
grid-base, so
so that
that the
the limiting
limiting
action commences with aa relatively
relatively small
small input.
input. The
The
action of the circuit is
is as
as follows.
follows.
The grid and cathode
cathode of
of the
the valve
valve function
function as
as aa
When the
the input
input signal
signal isis positiveexplores limiting performance
positiveperformance over
over aa range
range of
of diode detector. When
at the
the tip
tip of
of the
the cycle,
cycle, and
40 per cent,
and
cent. modulation
modulation depth,
depth, but
but itit isis important
important to
to going, grid current flows at
charged, biasing
biasing the
the valve.
valve. With
With
know the maximum modulation
modulation depth
depth .which
which the
the the capacitor C is charged,
value grid
grid resistor
resistor R
R (i.e.,
(i.e., large
limiter can handle. Dependent
large
Dependent upon
upon the
the type
type of
of a reasonably large value
resistance of
of the
the grid-cathode
grid-cathode
limiter, there may be
be aa minimum
minimum signal
signal amplitude
amplitude compared with the resistance
conducting), the
the bias
bias so
so adjusts
adjusts itself
below which limiting action
itself that
that
action fails,
fails, or
or alternatively,
alternatively, path when conducting),
on the
the tips
tips of
of the
the positive
positive
there may be a maximum
maximum modulation
modulation depth
depth which
which grid current flows only on
input signal.
signal. As
As the
the input
input signal
the limiter will handle.
signal
handle. In
In general,
general, limiting
limiting action
action peaks of the input
from zero,
zero, the
the valve
valve behaves
behaves
fails when the signal amplitude
amplitude is
is decreasing.
decreasing. If
Ifthe
the amplitude increase from
A amplifier.
amplifier. When,
When, however,
limiter has a minimum
however, the
the
minimum value
value of
of input
input signal
signal below
below first as a class A
amplitude exceeds
exceeds half
half the
the cut-off
cut-off bias,
which limiting action
bias,
action fails,
fails, the
the limiter
limiter isis said
said to
to have
have aa input signal amplitude
beyond cut-off
cut-off on
on the
the negativenegativevalue. The maximum
threshold value.
maximum modulation
modulation depth
depth the valve is driven beyond
the signal.
signal. As
As the
the input
input signal
signal
in the " downward " direction
direction then
then varies
varies with
with the
the going peaks of the
amplitude increases still
still further,
further, the
the periods
periods when
amount by which the
when
the mean signal
signal amplitude
amplitude exceeds
exceeds amphtude
become progressively
progressively shorter,
shorter, as
the threshold. With limiters
as
limiters of
of the
the type
type which
which have
have the valve conducts become
a fixed
fixed"
downward"
" downward
" modulation
modulation handling
handling capacity,
capacity, shown in Fig. 5.
The resultant anode
anode current
current waveform
waveform may
may be
there is
be
i~ no fixed threshold.
threshold. However,
However, with
with such
such
limiters, the a.m. suppression
suppression ratio
ratio generally
generally falls
falls
carrier amplitude,
with mean carrier
amplitude, and
and there
there isis thus
thus aa
ta.
quasi-threshold fixed by
by the
the input
input signal
signal amplitude
amplitude
(FUN
DAM ENTAL
(FUNDAMENTAL
above which the a.m. suppression
FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY
suppression ratio
ratio is
is satisfactory.
satisfactory.
COMPONENT)
COMPONENT)
For most purposes,
purposes, it
it would
would seem
seem desirable
desirable that
that
satisfactory limiting action
action should
should be
be maintained
maintained for
for
"downward" modulation of
of 50-70
50-70 per
per cent.,
cent., although
although
in some locations the depth
depth of
of amplitude
amplitude modulation
modulation
due to reflections may
may exceed
exceed this
this value.
value. Thus
Thus
if a limiter has aa threshold
threshold input
input of
of 11 volt
volt for
for satissatisfactory Umiting,
limiting, the mean
mean carrier
carrier level
level should
should
Fig.6. Fundamental frequency
frequency component
component of
ofanode
anode current
current
normally be greater
greater than 2-3
2-3 volts.
volts. With
With aa limiter
limiter
plotted against input voltage for
for typical
typical grid
grid limiter.
limiter.
or self-limiting
self-limiting discriminator
discriminator (e.g.,
(e.g., ratio
ratio detector),
detector),
having maximum " downward "" modulation
modulation handling
handling analysed into components
components at
at the
the input
input signal
signal frefremodulation handling
capacity, this modulation
handling capacity
capacity isis fixed
fixed quency, and harmonics of
of
this
frequency.
We
may
this
frequency.
We
may
in the course of design and
and should
should be
be in
in the
the region
region plot this fundamental-frequency
fundamental-frequenc y component
component against
against
50-70 per cent.
input signal amphtude
amplitude and
and obtain
obtain aa curve
curve of
of the
the
Fig. 6.
type shown in Fig.
6. It
It will
will be
be seen
seen that
that this
this
I d.
fundamental-frequenc
component rises
ftmdamental-frequencyy component
rises linearly
linearly atat
first with increasing input
input signal
signal amplitude,
amplitude, until
until aa
" threshold " is reached,
reached, beyond
beyond which
which the
the output
output
independent of
current is substantially independent
of input
input signal
signal
With a typical
amplitude. With
typical circuit
circuit of
of this
this type,
type,
comprising a pentode having
having aa screen
screen voltage
voltage of
of the
the
order of 40-50 volts, the
the threshold
threshold input
input signal
signal isis of
of
the order of 11 volt.
(a)
( b)
(b)
(c)
portion of
In practice, the portion
of the
the curve
curve above
above the
the
(a)
threshold is not flat, but
but generally
generally tends
tends to
to fall
fall
tendency may
slowly. This tendency
may be
be minimized
minimized by
by careful
careful
choice of screen feed resistor,
resistor, anode
anode feed
feed resistor
resistor
The selection
selection of
of these
these components
components
Fig. 5. Input voltage and
and and grid resistor. The
test. A
A well-designed
well-designed grid
grid limiter
limiter
output current waveforms of
of is usually done on test.
} ( b)
I
grid
limiter
with
three
amplithe
reduction factor
ampli- will have an a.m. reduction
factor of
of
the order
order
I
tudes of signal input.
of 20-30 dB.
The grid limiter of the
the type
type described
described above
above has
has
one major disadvantage. This
This is
is bound
bound up
up with
with the
the
} (c)
time constant CR of
of the
the grid
grid circuit
circuit components.
components.
(Continued on page 381)
381)
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v.g·
(a)

(b)

c
ig. 7. Showing the effect
r=ig.
of the grid circuit time constant of a grid limlter
limiter with aa
sudden change of Input signal
amplitude.

the bias
bias developed
developed across
across
For satisfactory operation, the
the capacitor C should change
change instantaneously
instantaneously with
with
any change of signal amphtude
amplitude so
so that
that the
the positivepositiveare always
always at
at zero
zero bias.
bias.
going peaks of the signal are
With an increasing signal amplitude,
amplitude, this
this condition
condition
the capacitor
capacitor isis charged
charged
is very nearly fulfilled, since the
low resistance
resistance of
of the
the gridgridthrough the relatively low
however, the
the input
input signal
signal
cathode path. When, however,
capacitor has
has to
to discharge
discharge
amplitude falls, the capacitor
whilst this
this is
is happening,
happening,
through the resistor R, and whilst
the amplitude of the signal may
may be
be insufficient
insufficient to
to
at all,
all, or
or only
only partially.
partially.
cause the valve to conduct at
This is shown in Fig. 7.
7. Thus,
Thus, to
to ensure
ensure rapid
rapid
discharge of the .capacitor when
when the
the signal
signal amphtude
amplitude
is decreasing, the time constant
constant CR
CR must
must be
be small.
small.
The desirable value of the
the time
time constant
constant depends
depends
upon the maximum rate
rate of
of change
change of
of input
input signal
signal
encountered, and the problem
problem is
is the
the same
same as
as that
that
distortion in
in conventional
conventional
of avoiding " tracking " distortion
diode detector. It can be
be shown
shown that
that this
this form
form of
of
distortion can be avoided if
if CR<
CR <1/277/
1/27Tj m,
m, where
where /f
frequency, and
and m
m isis the
the
is the modulation signal frequency,
To consider
consider the
the
maximum modulation depth. To
simplest case, co-channel interference,
interference, if
if the
the wanted
wanted
signal is at one extreme of
of the
the frequency
frequency swing,
swing, and
and
at the
the other,
other, the
the wanted
wanted
the unwanted signal is at
signal will be amplitude modulated
modulated at
at aa rate
rate of
of
150 kc/s. If the ratio of
of wanted
wanted to
to unwanted
unwanted signal
signal
is 2:1, then m is 0.5, and
and in
in this
this case
case CR
CR must
must be
be
less than 2.1 microseconds approximately.
approximately. In
In pracpractice a value in the region of
of 2.5
2.5 microseconds
microseconds isis
frequently adopted.
and R
R individually
individually isis
The choice of values for C and
limited in two ways. If
If C
C is
is made
made small,
small, aa capacicapacitance potential divider with the
the input
input capacitance
capacitance
of the valve is formed, and
and the
the signal
signal appearing
appearing
at the grid is materially reduced.
reduced. Thus
Thus there
there isis aa
lower limit to the value of
of C
C which
which can
can be
be tolerated;
tolerated;
if the valve
valve· input capacitance is
is 10
10 pF,
pF, this
this minimum
minimum
20 pF.
p F. If
If the
the value
value of
of R
R isis
value is of the order of 20
the tuned
tuned circuit
circuit feeding
feeding
reduced, the damping of the
the limiter is increased. Since
Since the
the grid
grid and
and cathode
cathode
of the valve behave as a diode detector,
detector, the
the damping
damping
r~sistance is given by R/2i),
R/2'1'/, where
where 1711 is
is the
the rectificarectificaresistance
tion efficiency of the circuit. Thus
t1.on
Thus if
if the
the preceding
preceding
of 20
20 kD,
kQ, the
the
ctrcuit
resistance of
circuit has a dynamic · resistance

mtmmum value of R would appear
appear to
to be
be in
in the
the
minimum
kQ, giving aa reduction
reduction of
of approximately
approximately
region of 40 kfl,
Q-value of
of the
the tuned
tuned circuit
circuit
one-half in the working Q-value
feeding the limiter. Values
Values of
of C
C and
and R
R often
often
adopted for a time constant
constant of
of 2.5
2.5 microseconds
microseconds
are 50 pF and 47 kD
kQ respectively.
respectively.
There is one variant of
of the
the grid
grid limiter
limiter which
which isis
worthy of special mention. This
This is
is the
the form
form of
of grid
grid
valve employed
employed has
has aa high
high input
input
limiter in which the valve
resistance at the input grid,
grid, even
even when
when driven
driven
positive with respect to the
the cathode.
cathode. Valves
Valves of
of this
this
type have been discussed before
before in
in the
the section
section on
on
gated-beam discriminators. Thus
Thus the
the valve
valve type
type
because of
of its
its high
high
6BN6 may be employed, and because
may be
be operated
operated without
without the
the
input resistance, it may
grid-current biasing network. The
The valve
valve isis biased
biased
operating condition
condition in
in the
the absence
absence of
of aa
to a class A operating
components, and
and when
when the
the
signal by the cathode components,
signal amplitude is sufficiently
sufficiently large,
large, square
square waves
waves
of anode current are generated,
generated, the
the magnitudes
magnitudes
of which do not vary appreciably
appreciably with
with input
input signal
signal
amplitude above the threshold
threshold value.
value. This
This type
type of
of
limiter thus has the advantage over
over the
the conventional
conventional
type of grid limiter that
that its
its operation
operation is
is not
not affected
affected
by the action of the
the grid circuit
circuit time
time constant.
constant. The
The
damping presented to the
the input
input circuit
circuit under
under
is of
of the
the order
order of
of 20
20 kQ.
kQ.
operating conditions is
A similar type of action to
to that
that described
described above
above
may be secured with a normal
normal pentode
pentode by
by inserting
inserting aa
resistor in series with
with the
the grid
grid as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 8.
8.
the grid
grid positive
positive with
with respect
respect
When the signal drives the
to the cathode, the series
series resistor
resistor Umits
limits the
the flow
flow
ensures that
that ·the
grid isis not
not
of grid current, and ensures
the grid
driven appreciably positive
positive with
with respect
respect to
to the
the
behaviour of
of the
the circuit
circuit isis thus
thus
cathode. The behaviour
that of
of the
the 6BN6
6BN6 type
type of
of
essentially similar to that
limiter described above, the
the input
input signal
signal driving
driving the
the
current cut-off
cut-off and
and its
its value
value at
at
valve between anode current
is one
one major
major disadvantage
disadvantage
zero bias. However, there is
- - - - - - - - - t - - - H .T.

DISCRIMINATOR

DISCRIMINATOR

Fig. 8. Series-resistor
grid limiter.

of this circuit: it is
is not
not suitable
suitable for
for use
use at
at high
high
effect of
of the
the grid-cathode
grid-cathode
frequencies because of the effect
This, in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with
capacitance of the valve. This,
introduces aa loss
loss of
of signal
signal increasincreasthe series resistor, introduces
ing with increasing frequency. The
The circuit
circuit isis thus
thus
of the
the order
order
useful only for maximum frequencies of
per second.
second.
of hundreds of kilocycles per
limiter sometimes
sometimes used
used has
has
Another form of grid limiter
a tuned circuit directly coupled
coupled to
to the
the grid
grid of
of aa
operated with
with aa small
small bias.
bias. Grid
Grid
pentode stage operated
current then damps the circuit,
circuit, and
and gives
gives aa limiting
limiting
action.
action.
Anode Limiter.—The
Limiter.-The anode
anode limiter
limiter relies
relies for
for its
its
action upon the existence of
of the
the "" knee"
knee " of
of the
the
IIa-Va
pentode. The
The valve
valve isis
4-Va characteristic of a pentode.
value of
of anode
anode load
load impedance,
impedance,
operated with a high value
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so that when the grid voltage
voltage is
is aa few
few volts
volts negative,
negative, conditions the diode
diode load
load capacitor
capacitor charges
charges to
to aa
the anode voltage " bottoms
bottoms "" at
at the
the value
value given
given voltage just less than
than the
the peak
peak signal
signal voltage.
voltage. If
Ifnow
now
by the intersection of
of the
the load
load line
line and
and the
the portion
portion the signal amplitude
amplitude tends
tends to
to increase,
increase, the
the diode
diode
of the Iaa-Va
-Va curve below
below the
the "" knee
knee "" of
of the
the characcharac- will take
take. increasing
increasing current
current on
on the
the peaks
peaks of
of the
the
teristic, as shown in Fig.
Fig. 9.
9. The
The anode-current/gridanode-current/grid- signal, in an attempt
attempt to
to increase
increase the
the voltage
voltage across
across
voltage characteristic isis modified
modified by
by the
the "bottom"bottom- the capacitor.
c-apacitor. If
If the
the capacitor
capacitor isis large,
large, however,
however, the
the
ing"
the form
form shown
ing
" action to the
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 9(b).
9(b). If
If the
the voltage across it cannot
cannot increase
increase appreciably
appreciably and
and
valve is biased to
to the
the working
working voltage
voltage V
Vgg indicated
indicated the damping of the
the tuned
tuned circuit
circuit will
will increase,
increase, so
so
in Fig. 9(b), symmetrical
symmetrical limiting
limiting of
of the
the input
input that the load presented
presented to
to the
the driving
driving valve
valve falls,
falls,
wave form occurs. Such
Such aa limiter
limiter was
was described
described by
by and the gain from grid
grid to
to anode
anode decreases.
decreases. The
The
use with
Scroggie* for use
with aa counter-type
counter-type discriminator
discriminator decrease in gain largely
largely offsets
offsets the
the increase
increase of
of input
input
with the added refinement that
that aa series
series grid
grid resistor
resistor signal amplitude, so that
that there
there isis only
only aa small
small change
change
was used to assist
assist the
the limiting
limiting action
action when
when the
the gridgrid- in output signal amplitude.
amplitude.
was driven positive.
cathode voltage was
positive.
If the input signal
signal amplitude
amplitude decreases,
decreases, the
the
Dynamic Limiter—The
Limiter-The dynamic
dynamic limiter
limiter operates
operates opposite effect occurs,
occurs, the
the damping
damping decreasing,
decreasing, so
so
by presenting a varying
varying impedance
impedance to
to aa source
source of
of that the driving valve
valve gain
gain rises,
rises, offsetting
offsetting the
the fall
fall
signal, the impedance varying
varying in
in· such
such aa way
way as
as to
to in signal amplitude.
amplitude.
tend to maintain the
the output
output signal
signal at
at aa constant
constant
However, there is a lower
lower limit
limit below
below which
which the
the
amplitude. In its simplest
simplest form
form the
the circuit
circuit isis shown
shown limiting action ceases.
ceases. This
This occurs
occurs when
when the
the signal
signal
in Fig. 10. We
We shall
shall assume
assume that
that the
the diode
diode has
has aa very
very across the tuned circuit
circuit falls
falls below
below the
the voltage
voltage across
across
resistance compared
compared with
low forward resistance
with its
its load
load the diode load capacitor,
capacitor, and
and the
the diode
diode fails
fails to
to
resistance. Then under
under quiescent
quiescent conditions,
conditions, the
the conduct on the peaks of
of the
the signal.
signal. Below
Below this
this signal
signal
d~mping of the timed
damping
circuit by
tuned ·circuit
by the
the diode
diode circuit
circuit amplitude, the driving valve
valve behaves
behaves as
as aa linear
linear
equivalent to
is approximately equivalent
to aa parallel
parallel resistance
resistance amplifier. The range
range over
over which
which Umiting
limiting isis mainmainR/2. This resistance isis usually
usually comparable
comparable with,
with, tained can be calculated
calculated from
from the
the graph
graph of
of Fig.
Fig. 11.
11.
or less than, the
the dynamic
dynamic resistance
resistance of
of the
the tuned
tuned The curve of E=R
E=Ri,
where R
Rctd isis the
the dynamic
dynamic
di, where
circuit. The time constant
constant of
of the
the load
load circuit
circuit of
of the
the resistance of the timed
tuned circuit,
circuit, shows
shows the
the relationship
relationship
diode is made large compared
compared with
with the
the period
period of
ofthe
the between the output voltage and
and the
the current
current supplied
supplied
a.m. signals it is desired
desired to
to suppress.
suppress. Under
Under quiescent
quiescent by the driving valve
valve in
in the
the absence
absence of
of the
the diode
diode
circuit. The
The curve
curve of
of E=R'«
E=R'i is
is the
the curve
curve obtained
obtained
*Wireless
World (April,
* Wireless World
(April, 1956)
1956)
when diode limiter is
is connected,
connected, R'
R' being
being equal
equal to
to
Fig. II. Showing graphical construction for
for
determining maximum
" downward " modulation handling capacity
of dynamic limiter.
limiter.

(a)

Fig. 9 (o)
(a) Showing
Fig,
the " bottoming "
effect occurring with
(b)
an anode limiter with
a high-value anode
load. (b) Modificaload,
tion of the la-Vg
curve of the valve by
the high-value anode
load.
- - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - H.T.

R

Fig. 10. basic
Basic circuit of
of dynamic
dynamic limiter.
limiter.

R
Rctd in parallel with
with R/2,
R/2, the
the equivalent
equivalent damping
damping
resistance due to the
the diode
diode circuit
circuit (the
(the diode
diode rectifirectification efficiency isis assumed
assumed 100
100 per
per cent.).
cent.). In
In
plotting this graph,
graph, the
the input
input current
current isis assumed
assumed to
to
change its amplitude very slowly,
slowly, so
so that
that at
at each
each stage
stage
the diode load capacitor
capacitor charges
charges to
to the
the peak
peak value
value of
of
the output voltage.
Under dynamic conditions,
conditions, when
when the
the input
input signal
signal
amplitude decreases from
from the
the quiescent
quiescent value
value ii00
the charge on the diode
diode load
load capacitor
capacitor does
does not
not have
have
time to change appreciably,
appreciably, and
and the
the output
output voltage
voltage
amplitude remains constant
constant until
until the
the input
input current
current
falls to the value iu when
when the
the diode
diode ceases
ceases to
to conduct^
conduct;
the equivalent damping resistance
resistance due
due to
to the
the diode
diode
circuit is then infinite.
infinite. If
If the
the input
input current
current dedecreases further, the
the output
output voltage
voltage falls
falls linearly,
linearly,
following the curve E=R
Thus
E= Rdi.
Thus the
the maximum
maximum
dz.
" downward " modulation
modulation depth
depth which
which the
the limiter
limiter
will suppress is given
given by
by (io—ij/io.
(i0 - i1)/i 0 • From
From the
the geogeometry of the figure, this
this modulation
modulation depth
depth isis given
given
by l-(h/i„)
1-(i1 /i 0) = 1—(R'/Rrf).
1-(R'/RJ. But
But R'
R' =
= RRct(R/2)/
d(R/2)/
(R
(Rdd +
+ R/2), so that
that this
this maximum
maximum value
value isis given
given
+ R/2). Thus
Thus for
for good
good "" downward
by Rd/(Rd +
downward ""
modulation handling capacity,
capacity, R
Rdd must
must be
be large
large
compared with R/2.
R/2. This
This means
means that
that the
the tuned
tuned
circuit is heavily damped
damped under
under quiescent
quiescent conditions,
conditions,
and hence the gain
gain of the
the driver
driver stage
stage isis low.
low.
Because a diode employed
employed in
in aa practical
practical circuit
circuit
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- -----t-------- - - - - - - - - H.T.
Fig. 14.
14. Vector diagrams for circuit of
of Fig. 13.

(a)

il _ _ _ _ _

_ _._'_~_2...
__.,.,c:;A:

(b)

Fig. 12. Ratio detector with added dynamic limiter.
Fig. 13. Basic locked-oscillator circuit.
- - - - - . . . . , . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - H. T.

LOCKING
SIG NAL

cent. rectification efficiency,
cannot have 100 per cent,
the limiting action is not perfect, and the a.m.
reduction factor is usually of the order of 10-20 dB.
This type of limiter offers no protection against longterm changes of input signal amplitude or slow
flutter due to reflections from aircraft, as the diode
load capacitor will charge to the mean value of the
It has, however, the
input signal amplitude.
advantage that the limiting action is maintained over a
constant range of modulation depth at all levels of
input signal amplitude, down to the quasi-threshold
value at which the diode efficiency ·falls to the point
where the limiting action is seriously impaired.
tuned_circuit under
The damping imposed on the tuned
operating conditions varies with the amplitude
modulation of the input signal, and so, therefore,
does the pass band of the tuned circuit.
The dynamic limiter may be employed with adlimiter/
vantage in combination with those forms of Umiter/
discriminator where the a.m. suppression ratio falls
somewhat short of the desirable value. In particular,
it may be employed with a ratio detector, connected
in parallel with the primary circuit, as shown in
Fig.
Kg. 12.
The Locked Oscillator. The type of oscillator
used widely in receivers employs grid-current biasing, and in this resembles the grid limiter. The
limiting action which takes place stabilizes the oscillation amplitude. Thus if an oscillator of this type
can be made to change in frequency in step with an
applied signal, the oscillator output amplitude will
tend
to remain constant independently of changes
~end to
in
m the input signal amplitude. A suitable arrange-

to an applied signal is
ment for locking an oscillator to
shown in Fig. 13.
Consider firstly the conditions of operation when
the applied signal frequency is equal to the freerunning frequency of the oscillator. The equilibrium
relationship between the vectors representing the
(i1 ), the locking valve
oscillator valve anode current (/,),
anode current (i2)) and the voltage across the tuned
circuit (E) are as shown in Fig. 14(a). The current
vectors are in anti-phase, and the oscillator valve
anode current is also in anti-phase with the tuned
circuit voltage, indicating that the oscillator valve is
equivalent . to a negative resistance in parallel with
the tuned circuit. The locking valve current is in
phase with the oscillator voltage, corresponding to
a damping resistance of magnitude E/L.
E/i 2 • If now the
locking signal frequency increases, the locking-valve
anode current vector will commence to rotate in a
14(b).). There
clockwise direction, as shown in Fig. 14(b
will now be a component of the locking signal current
in quadrature with the oscillator voltage, i.e. the
locking valve now behaves as a resistor and reactor
in parallel. The reactance is equivalent to an inductive component under the conditions postulated,
and this equivalent inductance re-tunes the oscillator,
circuit to a higher frequency. Equilibrium is restored
when the oscillator frequency is equal to that of the
locking frequency, i.e. synchronization has been
achieved. If the phase angle between the locking
valve anode current and the oscillator voltage in
thereactance
8, then the
this equilibrium condition is 5,
reactance of
The
the equivalent parallel inductance is E/i
E/Esinil.
2 sin8.
range over which locking occurs is limited because
when the phase angle between the oscillator voltage
and the locking valve anode current is equal to 90
degrees, the equivalent parallel inductance is at its
minimum value; any increase of phase angle beyond
90 degrees increases the magnitude of the equivalent
parallel inductance. At the minimum value of inE/i2• For maxijs given by E/u.
ductance, the reactance is
mum effect, this reactance should be as small as
possible, and hence for locking over a wide frequency
range, E should be small, and i2 large. Further, the
main tuning inductance of the oscillator circuit
should be as large as possible, for the equivalent
pulling "
parallel inductance to have maximum " pulling"
effect.
applied above can be applied also
The argument apphed
when the locking signal frequency is below that of
the oscillator; in this case the locking valve behaves
as an equivalent capacitor.
The relationship between the oscillator frequency
and the locking frequency is as shown in Fig. 15(a).
Outside the locking range, the oscillator frequency
tends to swing between wide limits, as the heating
effect with the locking signal produces alternately
the effect of a parallel capacitance and parallel
inductance; the mean frequency tends to follow the
curves shown dotted in Fig. 15(a). In practice,
however, non-linearity in the oscillator valve causes
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the oscillator to lock
lock over
over aa succession
succession of
of small
small
ranges at fractional multiples
multiples of
of the
the locking
locking signal
signal
frequency (e.g. 10/9,
10/9, 9/8),
9/8), as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 15(b).
15(b).
The greater the amphtude
amplitude of
of the
the locking
locking signal
signal
current, the greater is
is the
the frequency
frequency range
range over
overwhich
which
locking is maintained.
maintained. When
When the
the input
input signal
signal isis
amplitude modulated, therefore,
amphtude
therefore, the
the minimum
minimum
value to which the input
input current
current falls
falls must
must be
be suffisufficient to lock the oscihator
oscillator over
over the
the full
full frequency
frequency
range of the f.m. signal.
signal. The
The locked
locked oscillator
oscillator thus
thus
resembles the grid hlimiter,
miter, in
in that
that there
there isis aa threshold
threshold
limit of signal which
which must
must be
be exceeded
exceeded for
for satissatisfactory performance.
The
The "downward"
" downward " a.m.
a.m.
modulation handling capacity
capacity is
is determined
determined by
by the
the
ratio of the mean input
input signal
signal amphtude
amplitude to
to this
this
amplitude.
threshold amphtude.
·
The locked oscillator limiter
limiter may
may also
also suffer
suffer
from the effects of the
the time
time constant
constant of
of the
the gridgridbiasing components in the
the same
same way
way as
as the
the grid
grid
limiter, and the grid
grid components
components must
must thus
thus be
be
chosen with care.
Examples of the locked
locked oscihator
oscillator limiter
limiter were
were
given in Part 4 of this
this series.
series. This
This type
type of
of limiter
limiter
is not now widely used. One
One of
of its
its principal
principal disdisadvantages is the feedback of
of the
the oscihator
oscillator signal
signal
to early i.f. stages, which
which can
can lead
lead to
to overloading
overloading
in the i.f. amplifier.
amplifier. A
A number
number of
of schemes
schemes have
have
been proposed for locking
locking an
an oscihator
oscillator at
at aa subsubmultiple of the intermediate
intermediate frequency
frequency to
to avoid
avoid
this effect. Additionally,
Additionally, aa single
single stage
stage locked
locked
oscillator
limiter-discri minator has
oscihator hmiter-discriminator
has been
been described
described
by Bradley (see references).
references).
The ""Clipper."
Clipper." This
This type
type of
of limiter
limiter employs
employs
two triodes cathode coupled
coupled as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 16.
16.
It thus comprises aa cathode
cathode fohower
follower driving
driving an
an
ear'Jled-grid
eardied-grid triode. · Under
Under quiescent
quiescent conditions,
conditions,
both triodes are conducting,
conducting, and
and each
each isis biased
biased
approximately to the mid-point
mid-point of
of its
its grid
grid base.
base.
If now the input signal at
at the
the grid
grid of
of VI
Vl increases
increases
positively, the anode current
current of
of VI
VI increases.
increases. The
The
potential therefore
cathode potential
therefore rises,
rises, and
and this
this in
in turn
turn
leads to a decrease of
of anode
anode current
current in
in V2.
V2. In
In fact.
fact,

OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY
SHIFT

OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY
SHIFT

-~.....------- -- - - --- - -

LOCKING SIGNAL
FREQUENCY

INPUT--I

Fig. 16. Basic circuit of
clipper " type
of the
the ""clipper"
type of
of limiter.
limiter.
the common cathode
cathode potential
potential rises
rises by
by an
an amount
amount
equal to half the increase
increase of
of VI
VI grid
grid potential.
potential. IfIf
the input to the grid
grio of
of VI
Vl increases
increases sufficiently,
sufficiently,
the common cathode
cathode potential
potential rise
rise to
to the
the point
point
where anode current
current is
is cut
cut off
off in
in V2.
V2. The
The degree
degree
of feedback applied to
to VI
VI then
then increase
increase sharply,
sharply,
and VI behaves as aa true
true cathode
cathode follower.
follower. During
During
the rise of common cathode
cathode potential
potential the
the anode
anode of
of
V2 rises to h.t. potential,
y2
potential, and
and when
when anode
anode current
current
is cut off, it remains at
at this
this value,
value, i.e.
i.e. the
the output
output
signal is then limited.
limited.
When the input signal at the
the grid
grid of
ofVI
VI is
is negativenegativegoing, the common cathode
cathode potential
potential falls,
falls, and
and the
the
anode current in V2 rises.
rises. Whilst
Whilst both
both valves
valves are
are
conducting, the change
change in
in cathode
cathode potential
potential isis
approximately half that
that of
If the
of VI
VI grid.
grid. ·If
the input
input
signal rise to a value sufficiently
sufficiently negative,
negative, anode
anode
current in VI is
is cut off,
off, and
and there
there isis no
no further
further
change in common cathode
cathode potential.
potential. Thus
Thus this
this
circuit " clips"
clips " the input
input signal
signal symmetrically,
symmetrically,
providing a chain of
of square-wave
square-wave output
output pulses.
pulses.
This form of limiter
limiter is
is very
very useful
useful at
at low
low frefrequencies, and may be
be used
used with
with input
input signal
signal
frequencies of the order
order of
of a.a few
few Mc/s.
Mc/s. It
It has
has aa
fixed threshold of the
the order
order of
of 5-10
5-IO volts
volts above
above
which limiting occurs.
occurs. As
As itit does
does not
not depend
depend
for its action upon
upon the
the charging
charging and
and discharging
discharging
of capacitors, it is free
free from
from "" blocking
blocking "" effects.
effects.
The author wishes to
to record
record his
his thanks
thanks to
to Dr.
Dr.
G. J.
}. Phillips and Mr.
Mr. J.
J. G.
G. Spencer
Spencer for
for helpful
helpful
discussion.
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by W.
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E. Bradley,
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Nickel-Iron Laminations
Lominotions
Nickel-Iron

LOCKING SIGNAL
FREQUENCY

LOCKING SIGNAL
FREQUENCY

15. (a) Locking of oscillator
Fig. IS.
oscillator frequency
frequency to
to that
thatof
oflocking
locking
~ignal. The dotted portions
signal.
portions of
of the
tt.e curves
curves indicate
indicate the
the mean
mean
value to which the oscillator frequency
frequency tends
tends outside
outside the
the
locking range. Curve (i)
(i) isis that
that for
for aa larger
larger locking
locking
signal input than curve (//);
the
(ii); (fa)
(b) Showing
Showing locking
locking of
of the
oscillator frequency
frequency at fractional
fractional multiples
multiples of
of the
the locking
locking
signal frequency over restricted
restricted ranges
ranges outside
outside the
the true
true
locking range.

THE new British Standard
Standard BS2857/1957
BS2857 I 1957 covers
covers laminalaminations for transformers and
and chokes
chokes of
of 0.004,
0.004, 0.008
0.008 and
and
0.015 in thick respectively and
and containing
containing between
between 36
36
per cent and 75 per cent
cent of
of nickel
nickel with
with the
the residue
residue
mainly or wholly iron. '
permeability are
Measurements of permeability
are to
to be
be made
made normally
normally
50 c/s, but by arrangement between
at 50c/s,
between user
user and
and manumanufacturer audio tests can
can be
be effected
effected at
at six
six frequencies
frequencies
between 300 c/s
cf s and 4,000
4,000 c/s,
cf s, or
or at
at aa single
single frequency
frequency
of 800 c/s.
c/ s. Details are
are given
given of
of aa method
method of
of testing
testing_for
~or
compliance with the minimum
minimum values
values of
of permeability
permeab1hty
laid down in the specification.
specification.
Copies of BS2857 are
are obtainable
obtainable from
from the
the British
British
Standards Institution, 2,
2, Park
Park Street,
Street, London,
London, W.l,
W.l,
price 3s (3s 6d by post).
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"Rainbow 'Round my Shoulders"
"Rainbow

'Round

my

Shoulders"

An American Serviceman Faces Up to Colour Television
By JACK DARR*

kJOME several years ago, television came over
SoME
the Arkansas Hills into our little town. It wasn't
too far behind the bigger towns, at that. To most
of the radiomen it came as no surprise: we'd heard
rumours of its existence! We're speaking, of course,
& W."
of the old-fashioned monochrome, or "B.
" B. &
(black and white) TV, not the multi-hued version.
T he papers were full of it," literally. In consequence
" The
of this, we felt pretty well at home when TV
TV finally
finally
did put in an appearance. At least, we weren't perfect
strangers! But we found the inevitable assortment
of troubles not mentioned in the books: the normal
ratio between " book-larnin' "" and practical experience still holds in this, as in every other trade!
It was several years before we become as "at
" at home"
home "
in the underside of a TV set as we were in radio chassis.
he average American serviceman accepted the
T
The
advent of television as a challenge, as do servicemen
everywhere in the world, whenever a new piece of
equipment is introduced. He set out to learn all he
could about it, and today, even in the smaller towns
such as ours, there are several shops, staffed with
well-trained technicians and provided with an
astonishing array of modern test equipment. (This
does not, of course, include my home town, and
my competitors!)
Literature
We accepted the advent of colour TV with the same
W .: the magazines began
aplomb that we had B. & W.:
to run articles about it, and are still doing so: the
set-manufacturers put out study courses on the
fundamentals of colour, some of them free, some at
a very nominal figure. RCA, for instance, sent out
an excellent course, prepared by RCA Institutes,
beginning with the wavelength of coloured light and
winding up with a detailed description of convergence and setup procedures for the latest sets then
available. I obtained mine free by agreeing to buy
a few hundred tubes! Other set-makers had similar
material: Philco, for instance, published a singlevolume course, illustrated in colours, showing test
patterns, etc., to be found under certain conditions.
In addition to this, RCA, Philco, Hoffman, and
others held " Colour Clinics," schools, in the larger
cities, and some servicemen travelled many miles
to attend them. Service meetings held by manufacturers and service groups became devoted almost
exclusively to colour, and after a while even the most
remotely situated serviceman could answer without
hesitation when asked, " What angle is Green?"
(299.4 degrees, by the way!) Fundamentals and theory
came out of our ears: chromaticity diagrams became
as familiar to us as our own front lawns. All we
needed now was some practical experience!
Came the day when a customer in our town,
possessed of more money than most of us, ordered

a colour set, and called upon us to set it up. Came
also the day when we discovered that all was not
going to be multi-chrome beer and skittles! Came
also our first experiences with what one of my
associates described with some bitterness as "" pink
trees and purple people!" We made the same dis& W.
covery all over again, that we'd made with B. &
TV. Easy as it might sound in the books, actually
sitting down on one's haunches before a huge colour
TV receiver, confronted with an array of controls
bearing such exotic names as " Green Horizontal
Dynamic Slant "" and " Blue Vertical Static Parallax ""
was a far cry from sitting at home in an easy chair
reading about it!

Preliminary Adjustments
To set up a colour TV receiver correctly, a series
of adjustments must be made. These should be made
after the set is installed in the owner's home, as
any moving of the set afterwards disturbs them;
them5elves,
not from a shifting of the adjustments themselves,
but from the changing magnetic fields from metallic
objects, such as radiators, etc. This process is known
as " convergence," although it covers a great deal
more than that. Strictly speaking, the convergence
adjustments are those made to enable the beam from
each of the three guns in the c.r.t. to strike its own
colour dot on the screen, through the same hole in
the shadow
spadow mask. Improper convergence or, indeed,
errors in any of the other adjustments, means that
the set will not only not give a good colour picture,
or even a good black-and-white picture: such ill
effects as colour fringing, tinting, etc., will interfere
with the use of the set. This is the "" rainbow 'round
the shoulder " effect so common in badly adjusted
sets.
RCA and most other manufacturers recommended
the use of a " dot generator "" for alignment, a signal
generator which creates a pattern of small dots on
the screen. Test equipment makers leaped eagerly
into the breach, and assorted pattern generators
were soon available at all prices.
After
Mter the proper test gear is assembled, then arises
the problem of learning how to use it. Fortunately,
the distributor sent along his own expert technician,
a happy character named Gene, complete with dot
generator and other equipment. His main purpose
was to check me out on the set. He turned it on, and
suggested that I make the first setup on it, to gain
experience. Happily I agreed, and sat down in front
Thoughtfully, the maker had
of the monster.
mounted all the adjustments on the front panel
of the set, exposed by removing the knobs and a
couple of small screws, after which a small panel
u.S .A.
Service, Mena, Arkansas, L».S.A.
Radio-TV Service,
*Ouachita
*Ouachita Radio-TV
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plainly
all plainly
were all
These were
were. These
they were.
came off, and there they
omitted!
sometimes omitted!
unfortunately sometimes
labelled, a feature unfortunately
stood
and stood
sheets, and
instruction sheets,
the instruction
Gene handed me the
his
on his
grin on
knowing grin
with aa knowing
pockets, with
back, hands in pockets,
them
laid them
then laid
them, then
at them,
glanced at
casually glanced
face. I casually
all,
Mter all,
controls. After
various controls.
the various
down, after locating the
correspondence
TV correspondence
colour TV
my colour
hadn't I finished my
know
to know
was to
there was
all there
knew all
course with honours? II knew
connections,
initial connections,
the initial
made the
about it! Deftly II made
multi-coloured
small multi-coloured
of small
pattern of
finally obtaining aa pattern
Apparently,
apart. Apparently,
inch apart.
an inch
dots on the screen, about an
didn't
converged: II didn't
was converged:
things was
none of the blasted things
charmthe charmof the
one of
This isis one
see a white dot anywhere! This
adjust
must adjust
you must
work: you
TV work:
colour TV
ing paradoxes of colour
colour!
for a complete lack of colour!

Dot and Carry Two
the
in the
dot in
select aa dot
that II select
Gene mildly suggested that
somewhere!
start somewhere!
to start
had to
since II had
of_ the screen, since
centre of
tentatively
and II tentatively
selected, and
was selected,
This.
This individual was
in
resulted in
This resulted
adjustments. This
wiggled one of the adjustments.
the
of the
side of
left side
the left
for the
wildly for
off wildly
the blue dot taking off
from
away from
half-inch away
screen, winding up about aa half-inch
brought
direction brought
the direction
Reversing the
where I wanted it. Reversing
centre,
to centre,
finally to
then finally
side, then
other side,
it back to the other
green
The green
anyhow. The
dot, anyhow.
red dot,
the red
where it overlapped the
Adjusting
high. Adjusting
o'clock, high.
11 o'clock,
about 11
dots were still about
the
moved the
also moved
down; itit also
them down;
brought them
that control brought
red
the red
Adjusting the
o'clock. Adjusting
red dots over to about 22 o'clock.
meanwhile,
dots, meanwhile,
blue dots,
the blue
back: the
dots brought them back:
going
interesting going
something interesting
had apparently found something
rate
any rate
at any
screen: at
the screen;
of the
side of
right side
on over at the right
Turning
direction! Turning
that direction!
in that
offin
they were all wandering off
them
brought them
and brought
flight and
their flight
their control halted their
separating
time separating
same time
the same
at the
centre, at
backk toward the centre,
bac.
had aa
again had
once again
that II once
so that
dots, so
the red and green dots,
right
was right
that II was
means that
this means
translated, this
perfect triad: translated,
back where I started!
Gene,
revive Gene,
and revive
stop and
to stop
had to
At this point, we had
me.
behind me.
floor behind
the floor
on the
helplessly on
who was rolling helplessly
wiped
and wiped
restoratives, and
administered restoratives,
we· had administered
After
Mter we
some
recovered some
had recovered
he had
and he
eyes, and
the tears 'from
from his eyes,
standard
the standard
followed the
we followed
coherence, we
degree of coherence,
we
circumstances: we
such circumstances:
in such
American custom in
sheets
instruction sheets
the instruction
Bringing the
took a coffee break. Bringing
main
the main
that the
me that
to me
explained to
hG tactfully explained
along, he
instruction
the instruction
of the
ignoring of
complete ignoring
was my complete
trouble Was
occurrence
frequent occurrence
unusually frequent
book! (This is an unusually
instruction
the instruction
read the
recently read
among us technicians: II recently
for
owned for
I'd owned
equipment I'd
test equipment
of test
book on a piece of
didn't
that II didn't
things that
three things
ten years, and discovered three
do!)
know it would do!)
instruction
the instruction
with the
down with
sat down
Back at the store we
we sat
technical
of technical
piece of
lucid piece
and lucid
sheet, a very detailed and
in
as in
First, as
beginning! First,
the beginning!
at the
literature, and began at
size
and size
linearity and
vertical linearity
the vertical
B. & W., we made the
must
these must
started, these
is started,
convergence is
adjustments: once convergence
high
the high
measured the
we measured
Next, we
never be touched. Next,
soc~et
test socket
special test
using aa special
voltage on the tube, using
horizontal
the horizontal
Mter the
set. Aifer
the set.
of the
provided on the back of
then
checked, then
were checked,
adjustments were
linearity adjustments
size and linearity
procedure.
we began the setup procedure.
the
made the
supervision, II made
constant supervision,
First, under constant
the
turning the
of turning
consists of
This consists
purity adjustments. This
controls,
gain controls,
their gain
through their
off, through
blue and green guns off,
screen.
red screen.
pure red
for aa pure
etc., for
and adjusting pots, etc.,
and
orange and
of orange
patches of
by patches
This was slightly marred by
magnets
small magnets
of small
Adjustments of
magenta at the edges. Adjustments

completely
these completely,
eliminate these
to eliminate
at the tube's rim failed to
de~
as "" deknown as
rite known
mystic rite
so we went through a mystic
ringlarge ringwaving aa large
of waving
consists of
This consists
gaussing"
gaussing
" it. This
plugged
diameter, plugged
in diameter,
inches in
18 inches
shaped coil, about 18
genutube, genuthe tube,
of the
face of
the face
into the mains, before the
Appropriate
while. Appropriate
the while.
away the
backing away
flecting and backing
process.
this process.
throughout this
chanted throughout
incantations are chanted
continue.
rites continue.
the rites
and the
unplugged, and
The coil is then unplugged,
pure
of aa pure
attainment of
the attainment
enables the
Correctly done, this enables
procedure
the procedure
and the
off, and
turned off,
red is turned
red screen. The red
green.
repeated for blue and green.
dot isis
A dot
convergence. A
begins: convergence.
Now, the fun begins:
to
converged, "" to
and itit isis "" converged,
centre, and
selected in the centre,
perfectly
be perfectly
must be
colours must
three colours
all three
make a white dot; all
There isis aa
happen.
will happen.
overlapped before this will
There
the
for the
this: for
for this:
needed for
adjustments needed
total of four adjustments
moved
tube isis moved
the tube
ofthe
neck of
the neck
on the
blue, a small magnet on
the
on the
control on
the control
and the
sidewise, and
to move the dot sidewise,
for
control for
same control
The same
down. The
front moves it up and down.
o'clock:
to 77 o'clock;
o'clock to
from 22 o'clock
dot from
·r ed dot
red moves the red
about
to about
o'clock to
10 o'clock
from 10
moves from
the green dot moves
setting
combination setting
find aa combination
is to find
4 o'clock. The idea is
At
location! At
given location!
at aa given
in at
which will zero all dots in
accomto accomprovided to
were provided
adjustments were
least fifteen adjustments
convergence,
static convergence,
horizontal static
and horizontal
plish this: vertical and
and
convergence, and
dynamic convergence,
~orizontal dynamic
vertical and horizontal
to
are to
named are
last named
the last
colour: the
each colour:
vertical " tilt " for each
enable
to enable
and to
dots and
of dots
lines of
the lines
bowing in the
correct any bowing
screen.
entire screen.
the entire
over the
achieved over
convergence to be achieved
follow
must follow
learned, must
Adjustment of these controls, II learned,
the
upset the
will upset
this will
do this
to do
failure to
the proper order: failure
the
from the
repeating itit from
whole process and require repeating
Please!)
this? Pleasel)
learn this?
beginning. (How did I learn
much
after much
procedure, after
the procedure,
The end result of the
was
which was
pattern which
was aa pattern
Gene, was
patient coaching from Gene,
screen,
the screen,
of the
area of
entire area
the entire
converged over almost the
the
at the
dots at
ten dots
or ten
eight or
about eight
with the exception of about
good,
very good,
was very
this was
that this
me that
assured me
corners. Gene assured
picture.
the picture.
in the
noticed in
be noticed
never be
would never
and that these would
perfecwith perfecthen, with
since then,
ago: since
(This took place a year ago:
screens
seen screens
I've seen
adjustments, I've
tion of techniques and adjustments,
100% converged!)

Check
Black and White Check
picturd
in aa picture!
tuned in
we tuned
test; we
w e gave it the acid test;
Now, 'we
this
Incidentally, this
course. Incidentally,
of course.
white, of
In black and white,
system,
community-antenna system,
set was connected to aa community-antenna
the
was the
check was
to check
wanted to
we wanted
and one of the things we
colour
the colour
carry the
to carry
amplifiers to
system's amplifiers
abihty
ability of the system's
which
etc., which
burst, etc.,
colour burst,
clipping colour
signals, without clipping
was
picture was
white picture
and white
black and
The black
they did, perfectly. The
better
much better
have much
to have
appeared to
perfect. In fact, itit appeared
One
nearby. One
set nearby.
W. set
& W.
B. &
on aa B.
seen on
detail than that seen
get
and get
distance, and
closer distance,
much closer
could view it from a much
mask
shadow mask
the shadow
to the
due to
was due
This was
a better picture. This
scanning
the scanning
up the
broke up
which broke
inside the colour c.r.t., which
appearance
the appearance
picture the
the picture
gave the
line structure and gave
multitude
its multitude
with its
print, with
halftone print,
of a newspaper halftone
dots.
of tiny dots.
until
not until
morning: not
the morning;
in the
place in
This all took place
procolour proview aa colour
to view
able to
be able
we be
afternoon would we
running ""Howdy-Doody"
was running
gramme. NBC was
Howdy-Doody"
full
in full
p.m., in
and 44 p.m.,
between 33 and
every afternoon, between
to
way to
his way
on his
was on
he was
as he
leave as
colour. Gene had to leave
so
dealer, so
hopeful dealer,
another hopeful
an appointment with another
final
few final
with aa few
departed, with
he wished us well, and departed,
we
Eagerly we
converge. Eagerly
to converge.
guffaws at my attempts to
the
After the
programme. After
the programme.
of the
awaited the start of
kaleidoscope
familiar kaleidoscope
the famihar
commercials, the
inevitable commercials,
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what
But what
pattern was seen: this time in colour. But
had
colours! Instead of the bright rainbow we had
expected, they were all washed out, pale and wan
looking! We twiddled the various operating conthe
is: the
trols, with no results, no good ones, that is;
picture retained its weak pastel tones! The signal
strength was measured and found to be
be around
1,000 microvolts: no trouble there, still pastels.
The next day we made further checks. The set
again
still made beautiful B. & W. pictures, but once again
time there
the familiar pastels met our eyes. This time
before,
was a great difference, however. The day before,
put"; today, great
the colours had at least "stayed puttoday,
waves of colour washed back and forth across the
back
blue; they waved back
face of the tube! Red, green, bluej
in aa
and forth like a demented rainbow, resulting in
inte11ded!
very picturesque display, but hardly the one intended!
effect.
Repeated adjustments of the controls had no effect.
In desperation we tried to call Gene on the telephone,
but he had vanished: no one knew where he was,
and they didn't expect him back to his home until
the last of the week!

Chromatic Climax
Many alternatives were discussed, including suicide,
without result. A careful study of the
instructhe instrucof
tion sheet gave us no help. A glum group of
technicians and salesmen watched the remainder of
the
the show in a grim silence, broken only near the
close of the show when a fat-faced trumpet player,
mighty
in a close-up, puffed out his cheeks and blew a mighty
blast on a find
final high note: as he did, his face turned
tqok
a brilliant purple! It stayed purple until he took
blue!
the horn from his lips, when it turned a pale blue!
performance
This wound up an otherwise dismal performance
on a jovial note, and most of the audience departed,
and
leaving the community-antenna technician and
myself to further study of the situation.
15-minute musical
Another colour show, a short 15-minute
the same
affair, follow the first. . This displayed the
and
symptoms. We watched it for a few minutes, and
then turned to each other and said simultaneously,
had
""Let's
Let's try another station!"
station!" Fortunately, we had
another NBC station on the cable system; one which
standby," which was so
had been included as a " ·standby,"
usually too weak and
far away that the signals were usually
we
snowy to watch. Tuning the set to this station, we
suddenly
watched open-mouthed as the colours suddenly
snapped into place with an almost audible ""click"!
click "!
Faces once again became flesh-coloured: dresses were
became
red or green, hair lost its magenta tinge and became
brown, etc. The salesmen came running from the
back of the Store,
store, wanting to know what we were
screaming about. We showed them. Turning back to
the original station the colours once again wandered;
on the weaker station they locked perfectly into place!
that
With this as a clue, we came to the conclusion that
the colour bursts were being clipped from the signal
no
left us the colour, but no
at the transmitter! This Idf
colour sync information, hence ·the wandering!
With this off our mind, we were free, the next
day, to pursue our original problem: Why the pastels?
pastels?
No audience this time. The.
The.salesmen had abandoned
all hope and disappeared, leaving only two puzzled
to
technicians. Halfway through the show, I decided to
attempt another adjustment of the much-adjusted
Chroma " knob.
controls, and reached for the "'' Chroma"
The
turn. The
Watching the picture, I gave it a slight turn.
or
scene being televised was brightly coloured, or
AUGUST
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should have been: gay drapes and costumes abounded,
and the whole thing should have been a riot of colour;
instead they were all pale and washed out. Suddenly
life:
as I turned the control, they leaped into vivid life:
reds glowed, blues and greens became deep and rich,
and the whole thing came up to the colour standard
of a Technicolor movie!
Amid loud shouts of " Hey! Whadja do?" " Boy!
exclamations, II
Looka that, willya?" and similar exclamations,
investigated. Fortunately, my hand had frozen to
the
the knob, and I discovered that I had turned the
Chroma"!
"! Further
brightness control, instead of the " Chroma
we had
investigation revealed the horrifying truth: we
simply had the brightness turned up to maximum
the same
all the time! This gave our colour picture the
aspect as a black and white under the same conditions: it was just washed out! A few experiments with
brightness and contrast controls showed us their
proper settings, and the pictures we got were simply
beautiful!
As a result of these experiences, we have come to
key
the key
this conclusion: the installing technician is the
TV
man in the success or failure of any colour TV
installation. If this worthy has the proper equipknow-how" to use it, and the
the
ment and the ""know-how"
humihty to read and heed
heed the manufacturers'
humility
colour
instructions, he will be able to obtain first-class colour
pictures! The " know-it-all"
who assumes
know-it-all " type, who
group of
that all sets have been constructed by a group
he
that he
morons far below his technical level, and that
can make setup adjustments alone, using his own
version of the procedure, is in for a rude awakening!
One dealer in another city told us that he'd had a
unnew colour set which worked perfectly when unpacked: no adjustment at all! This happy state
continued until his serviceman decided to check the
convergence adjustments, using only a signal for
he
then, he
reference; no dot generator! Ever since then,
their
round their
moaned, everybody's had rainbows ""round
shoulders "!

Ready to Go
The practising TV technician's biggest problem,
buy
right now, outside of acquiring the extra cash to buy
material
colour TV test equipment, is the lack of material
to practice on! Although colour TV has taken hold
of
to some extent in the larger cities, it is still a case of
such
" few and far between " in the smaller towns, such
TV
as ours. In fact, here we have only two colour TV
sets, at the moment: both are still on the dealers'
floors! This is caused, of course, by one simple fact:
the price! Although colour sets have been reduced
tremendously during the past two years, from RCA's
the
beginning with a 15-incher at $15,000 down to the
latest production of 21-inch sets listing around
$450 they are still away out of reach of the average
market.
TV buyer, and most especially the mass market.
Until colour circuits are simplified enough to enable
not look for
a price reduction to about $300 we do not
preany drastic increase in colour-TV density! (The preceding statement is entirely the writer's own personal
opinion, and is entirely uncluttered by such things
things
opinio11,
as facts, etc.!)
One optimistic note is seen in recent articles in
radio and TV magazines, detailing new and simpler
circuits for colour matrixing, new colour c.r.t.s,
such as Philco's Apple tube, the Lawrence Chromatron now under investigation by Dumont, and others.
The last two named are single-gun tubes, and offer
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the possibility of
of simpler
simpler convergence
convergence adjustments.
adjustments.
(Speed the day!) These
These developments
developments may
may bring
bring
the price down, by allowing
allowing elimination
elimination of
of many
many
special tubes now necessary,
necessary, and
and bring
bring on
on an
an upupturn in sales.
The broadcasters are doing
doing everything
everything they
they can
can to
to
assist in this project.
project. All
All of
of the
the major
major networks,
networks,
and especially NBC, are
are programming
programming many
many more
more
hours of colour shows
shows than
than ever
ever before.
before. NBC
NBC
stations in this area send
send out
out to
to TV
TV servicemen
servicemen and
and
dealers a colour TV programme
programme schedule,
schedule, listing
listing
all shows in colour for
for the
the coming
coming month.
month. Last
Last year
year
this did not fill a single
single sheet:
sheet: this
this year
year itit fills
fills three
three
sheets, and many of the shows
shows listed
listed are
are on
on every
every
day under a single fisting,
listing, such
such as
as NBC's
NBC's Matinee
Matinee
Theatre, in colour every afternoon
1 to
afternoon from
from ·1
to 22 p.m.
p.m.
However, the future remains
remains doubtful,
doubtful, as
as far
far as
as any
any
drastic upturn in colour
colour TV
TV sales
sales isis concerned,
concerned,
especially in this
this area. We
We await
await with
with optimism
optimism
new developments, and do
do whatever
whatever we
we can
can to
to
further the cause.
So, in conclusion, as far as
as the
the average
average American
American

Unconventional
Unconventional

TV serviceman is concerned,
concerned, with
with colour,
colour, he
he regards
regards
it mainly as he did black
black and
and white
white TV:
TV: as
as aa challenge
challenge
to his technical skill.
skill. He
He expects
expects no
no trouble
trouble from
from the
the
sets themselves. (Note;
(Note: I did
did not
not say
say he
he was
was going
going to
to
have no trouble; II merely
merely said
said that
that he
he expected
expected no
no
before, he's
trouble!) Just as before,
he's in
in for
for troubles,
troubles, and
and
plenty of 'em! He's
He's facing
facing the
the same
same situation
situation right
right
now that he did with the
the B.
B. &
& W.s.
W.s. He
He didn't
didn't expect
expect
much trouble from those,
After all,
those, either.
either. ""Mter
all, they're
they're
just like radios, only bigger!"
bigger!" (The
(The bitter
bitter laughter
laughter
you hear in the background
background is
is from
from the
the author
author and
andhis
his
colleagues!)
However, he has a massive
massive body
body of
of help
help available,
available,
in the form of literature,
literature, technical
technical information,
information,
training courses, manufacturers'
manufacturers' literature
literature and
and
schools, and the like, so
so the
the chances
chances are
are he'll
he'll be
be
able to attain a degree
degree of
of proficiency
proficiency in
in this,
this, as
as he
he
did in black and white
white TV,
TV, radio,
radio, "" hi-fi,"
hi-fi," and
and all
all
of the other subjects he's
he's been
been called
called upon
upon to
to cope
cope
with. He'll still
still have
have plenty
plenty of
of problems,
problems, but
but as
as
the costers
casters sing in the
the Broadway
Broadway version
version of
of "" My
My
Fair Lady," " With aa little
little bit
bit of
of luck
luck he'll
he'll get
get by!"
by!"

Communicot~ions

Communications

Receiver

Receivei

Continuously Variable Crystal
Crystal Control;
Control; WideWideband Coverage Without Waveband
Waveband Switching
Switching

Qi
VARIOUS
\ ARIOUS systems have
have been
been devised
devised to
to apply
apply
crystal control
the stability of crystal
control to
to wideband
wideband comcommunications receivers, the most
most common
common being
being aa
multiplicity
multiplicity of crystals
crystals used
used in
in various
various combinations.
combinations.
These involve complicated
complicated switching
switching systems
systems and
and
often restrict the equipment
equipment to
to operation
operation on
on aa
number of fixed spot
spot frequencies.
frequencies.
An attractive system
system which
which forms
forms the
the basis
basis of
of
the design of a new communications
communications receiver.
receiver, Type
Type
RA17, being produced
produced by
by Racal
Racal Engineering
Engineering
Ltd., of Bracknell, Berks,
Berks, makes
makes use
use of
of the
the harharmonic spectrum of a single
single crystal
crystal to
to cover
cover aa tuning
tuning
range of 500 kc/s to 30
30 Mc/s
Mc/s without
without gaps
gaps of
of any
any
kind and without any of
of the
the conventional
conventional forms
forms
of waveband switching.
The block schematic diagram
diagram shows
shows the
the basic
basic
arrangement, from which
which it
it will
will be
be seen
seen that
that the
the
received signal is first amplified
amplified by
by an
an aperiodic
aperiodic
r.f. amplifier covering
covering 00 to
to 30
30 Mc/s,
Mc/s, then
then mixed
.mixed
output of aa variable
with the output
variable oscillator
oscillator covering
covering
40.5 to 69.5 Mc/s in
in aa single
single range
range to
to produce
produce
an input to the first i.f.
i.f. amplifier
amplifier of
of 40
40 Mc/s.
Mc/s. This
This
amplifier has a bandwidth
bandwidth of
of 1.3
1.3 Mc/s.
Mc/s. At
At the
the
same time part of the output
output of
of the
the local
local oscillator
oscillator·
is combined in a second
second mixer
mixer with
with the
the harmonics,
harmonics,
up to
to the 32nd, of
of aa 1-Mc/s
1-Mc/s crystal-controlled
crystal-controlled
oscillator and a second
second i.f.
i.f. output
output at
at 37.5
37.5 Mc/s
Mc/s
appears at the output
output of
of aa tuned
tuned filter
filter having
having aa bandbandwidth of 4_
± 150 kc/s. In
In order
order to
to obtain
obtain the
the 37.5
37.5
Mc/s i.f. the 40.5 to
to 69.5
69.5 Mc/s
Mc/s oscillator
oscillator (Mc/s
(Mc/s

•

A

scale)
scale) must
must be
be set
set toto within
within 500
500kc/s,
kc/s, 4-150
± 150kc/s
kc/s
tolerance,
tolerance, of
of aa harmonic
harmonic of
of the
the crystal-controlled
crystal-controlled
oscillator.
oscillator. Any
Any change
change can
canonly
onlybe
be steps
stepsof
of1 1Mc/s,
Mc/s,
so
so that
that for
for every
every setting
setting of
of the
the variable
variable oscillator
oscillator
aa 1-Mc/s
1-Mc/s panorama
panorama of
of signals,
signals, derived
derived from
from the
the
first
first mixer,
mixer, isis presented
pr~sented to
to the
the 40-Mc/s
40-Mc/s i.f.
i.f. ampfiamplifier.
fier. Its
Its bandwidth
bandwidth must
must be,
be, therefore,
therefore, 1.3
1.3Mc/s
Mc/s
wide
wide in
in order
order to
to accommodate
accommodate this
this band
bandof
ofsignals,
signals,
plus
plus the
the 300-kc/s
300-kc/s tolerance
tolerance inin the
the setting
setting ofof the
the
oscillator
oscillator brought
brought about
about by
by the
the 300-kc/s
300-kc/s bandbandwidth
of
the
37.5-Mc/s
i.f.
filter,
width of the 37.5-Mc/s i.f. filter.
The
The 37.5-Mc/s
37.5-Mc/s i.f.
i.f. and
and the
the 1-Mc/s
1-Mcjs panorama
panoramaofof
signals
signals from
from the
the 40-Mc/s
40-Mc/s i.f.
i.f. amplifier
amplifier are
are then
then
combined
combined in
in aa third
third mixer
mixer which
which gives
gives aa ""panorpanoramic
"
output
from
2
to
3
Mc/s
and
this
is
passed
amic " output from 2 to 3 Mc/s and this is passed
toto aa conventional
conventional form
form of
of"superheterodyne
'"superheterodyne receiver
receiver
(interpolation
(interpolation receiver)
receiver) which
which selects
selects the
the wanted
wanted
signal
signal from
from the
the 1-Mc/s
1-Mc/spanoramic
panoramicinput.
input. Its
Itstuning
tuning
isis linked
with
the
long
film
scale
calibrated
linked with the long film scale calibrated inin
kilocycles.
kilocycles.
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It will be apparent that
with so many r,f. oscillators of one kind or another
very great care has had to
be given to the screening
and filtering of these
circuits in order to
eliminate set-generated
whistles and the effectiveness of this filtering was

».
«
ff*
^ fl
8r [
!

JKg
j8
' 11 "I
I

(Tl

xS

apparent by the almost
I
entire absence of whistles
in the receiver demons'
trated to Wireless World.
m
Tuning is effected by
two operations, both quite
t W - wfl:
f^
1
simple. First the mega40.5 to 69.5
™ aBjaS^ 4|'1EmS'
cycle scale ((40.5
Mc/s oscillator) is adjusted
■
to the nearest megacycle
» J F'ff MW g—MB
of the signal frequency,
.
jflRl
then the fractional part of
| B'
f|
j
the frequency is set up on
I
«
1
fjSTT
the horizontal film scale
SB
^ WSIM
(the 2 to 3 Mc/s receiver
""'' mp
tuning), which is 60 in
long and provides a set^
ting accuracy of 200 c/s.
Any drift in the local osc^ jfc r
illator is of no consequence
f
as it cancels itself out in
the third mixer and the .JfPjmmmrjP
Underside
setting of the megacycle
removed. Note
Note the
the massive
massive
Underside view of the receiver with bottom plate removed.
"
die-cast chassis
ch
scale is, therefore, not
fully-screened compartments.
divided into several fully-screened
die-cast
compartments.
critical. By using an unusually high first i.f. and a
kc/s
calibration "pips" at every 100
lOOkc/s
low-pass filter passing 0 to 30 Mc/s in
in the
the r.f.
r.f. This supplies cahbradon
have been
been of the film scale.
amplifier, conventional tuned r.f. circuits have
A calibrated and stable BFO, adjustable to
to ±3
dispensed with.
control, aa
The complete absence of mechanical waveband
waveband kc/s is included, together with a tone control,
bandswitching in the signal and oscillator circuits
circuits concon- variable selectivity control giving alternative bandc/s, 350 c/s, 750 cjs,
c/s, 1.2
1.2 kc/s,
kc/s, 33 kc/s
kc/s
tributes significantly to the re-setting
re-setting accuracy
accuracy widths of 100 cjs,
s " meter.
meter.
and short
short and 8 kc/s respectively, noise limiter and "" s"
and stability of the receiver over long and
0-! in
The dimensions of the set are 19
19 in wide, 1lOJ
in
periods of time. To assist further
further in
in accurately
accurately
lb without
without
frequency there
there high and 20 in deep; the weight is 56 lb
setting the receiver to a particular frequency
79lb
lb in case. ,The
The power consumption
consumption is
is
is a built-in 100-kc/s pulse calibrator with
with pulses
pulses case and 79
mains.
derived from the main 1-Mc/s crystal oscillator.
oscillator. about 90 watts from the a.c. supply mains.
schematic.: diagram of the Racal RAJ
Block schematic
RAI77 receiver.
receiver.

R.F.
AMPLIFIER

0-30 Mc/s
FILtER

"UoMc/sl 0-155 Mc/s

2-5 Mc/s
INTERPOLATION
RECEIVER
(kc/s FILM SCALE)

VARIABLE
OSCILLATOR
40 5-69-5 Mc/s
(Mc/s SCALE)
CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR
I Mc/s

HARMONIC
GENERATOR

37-5 Mc/s
I.F. FILTER
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Fig. I. The chassis described by
by T.
T. K.
K.
Cowell in the September 1955
1955 issue
issue
of Wireless World.
DESIGN
WITH

By

COMBINING SIMPLICITY
SIMPLICITY
VERSATILITY

D. M.
D,

NEALE*, B.Sc.,
B.Sc., AMI.E.E.
A.M.t.E.E.

Prefabrica ted Chassis

Prefabricated

IN

IN the September 1955
1955 issue
issue of
of Wireless
Wireless World,
World,
described aa chassis
T. K. Cowell described
chassis (Fig.
(Fig. 1)
1) for
for experiexperimental and development ·work.
work. It
It was
was assembled
assembled
from a number of standard
standard parts
parts so
so designed
designed that
that
arrangements could be
be chosen
chosen meeting
meeting most
most practical
practical
requirements. The system
system filled
filled aa need
need which
which had
had
previously been felt in
in our
our physics
physics research
research laboralaboratory and it was disappointing
disappointing to
to find
find that
that the
the parts
parts
were not being marketed.
Cowell's system was
was based
based on
on the
the use
us·e of
of eight
eight

v /»•

Chassis

It is
is accordingly
accordingly uneconomic
standard parts. It
uneconomic for
for
one, relatively small, user
user to
to have
have these
these parts
parts made
made
to order since the
the cost
cost of
of tooling
tooling up
up isis prohibitive.
prohibitive.
The writer has therefore
therefore developed
developed the
the idea
idea further
further
to provide a system
system more
more flexible
flexible than
than the
the original
original
yet requiring only one
one specially
specially produced
produced component.
component.
It will be seen from Fig.
Fig. 11 that
that Cowell's
Cowell's system
system
consisted of valveholder plates
plates and
and potentiometer
potentiometer
brackets bolted to angle-brass
angle-brass runners.
runners. These
These
runners were supported
supported at
at either
either end
end by
by angle
angle
brackets bolted to
to end-plates
end-plates of
of
which there
a which
there were
were four
four different
different
types. In the modified
modified system,
system,
Fig. 2,
2, "Meccano"
illustrated in Fig.
"Meccano"
angle girders are used for the
the runrunners and angle brackets.
brackets. These
These
components are already mass
mass proproduced and readily available.
available. It
It
is therefore unlikely
unlikely that
that anything
anything
more economical or more
more conconvenient can be devised.
devised. In
In fact,
fact,
the retail price
price of
of the
the finished
finished
M ·e ccano parts is about
Meccano
about half
half that
that
of the raw material for
for parts
parts
made in brass. In
In the
the original
original
*Ilford Limited.
*Ilford
Limited.

Fig. 2. Underside view of
of aa I2±in
t2tin
the new
new design
design
Xx 4in chassis using the
of plates, Meccano angle girders
girders and
and
wooden end-boards.
end-boards.

Fig. 3. Top view of aa chassis
chassis
assembled with two I2^in
12t in xX 4in
4in
units using ·the
same wooden
the same
wooden endendboards as shown inin Fig.
Fig. 22 but
but with
with
the long sides horizontal.
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but
tapped, but
and tapped,
drilled and
system, the runners were drilled
!-in
using J-in
by using
effected by
been effected
has. been
a further economy has
perforations.
Meccano perforations.
the Meccano
m the
4-B.A. bolts and nuts in
four
for four
need for
the need
By
end-boards, the
B~ using wooden end-boards,
eliminated.
was eliminated.
end-plates was
specially produced metal end-plates
produced
be produced
may be
Only
this may
and this
used and
i~ used
On.ly one size is
in
cut in
be cut
may be
Holes may
quickly by unskilled labour.
labour. Holes
qmckly
and
2in and
accommodate 2in
some of the end-boards to
to accommodate
as
are as
components are
other components
2iin
no other
2tin instruments, but no
show
and 33 show
Figs. 22 and
boards. Figs.
a rule mounted on these boards.
convenimay conveniend-boards may
that the same 10inx6in
lOin x 6in end-boards
121.in
two 12Jin
or two
one or
either one
ently be used to support either
xx
2
assemblies.
4in chassis assemblies.
valvenew valveThe essence of the new
system isis aa new
new system
hole
t-in hole
the J-in
suit the
to suit
holder
designed to
(Fig. 4) designed
hold~r plate (Fig.
possible
as possible,
far as
So far
spacing
spacmg of the Meccano runners. So
th~
all the
accommodate all
this plate has been
to accommodate
made to
been made
the
at the
whilst at
more common
component, whilst
~ypes of component,
c:ommon types
of
number of
the number
same time
minimum the
keepmg to aa minimum
tune keeping
of
type of
new type
The new
plate. · The
in the plate.
holes to .be formed in
with
plate will accept a B7G
valveholder with
B9A valveholder
or ·B9A
B7G or
potenretaining
wirewound potenor wirewound
carbon or
and I or aa carbon
r~taining can and/or
grommets,
pillars, rubber
rubber grommets,
stand-off .Pillars,
s~veral stand-off
tiometer, several
sockets, aa
coaxial sockets,
two coaxial
switch, two
a .wafer
wafer switch,
swttch, a toggle switch,
or aa
capacitor or
electrolytic capacitor
pilot
ptlot lampholder, an electrolytic
clearly
Type
shows clearly
Fig. 55 shows
relay. Fig.
3,0~0 . Post Office relay.
ype 3,000
T
locating
various locating
for various
made for
been made
how provision has been
by
spigots
held by
are held
grommets are
rl!-bber .grommets
spig?t~ and also how rubber
Other
plates. Other
adjacent plates.
m adjacent
semi-circular cut-outs in
semi-ctrcular
valveone valvebetween one
mounted between
components may be mounted
valveholder
the valveholder
between the
or between
next, or
holder plate and the next,
cross-bearer
the cross-bearer
and the
plate at one end of the chassis
chassis and
possible
way, itit isis possible
this way,
In this
supporting the runners. In
sockets
and sockets
plugs and
to mount terminal boards,
Jones plugs
boards, Jones
electrolytic
and the
of valveholder
and electrolytic
valveholder and
lar&er types .o~
tJ:le larger
the
in the
holes in
further holes
any further
drtlhng any
Without drilling
capacitor without
plates.
valveholder plates.
the
in the
mounted in
Since the potentiometers
are mounted
potentiometers are
them,
tothem,
angles to
right angles
valveholder
at right
than at
yal.vehol~er plates, rather than
"breadsuccessful "breadtransfer successful
to transfer
it is
stmple matter to
Is a simple
1t
required.
when required.
mounting when
rack mounting
bo~rd " circuits to rack
.board"
bolts
and bolts
nuts and
four nuts
remove four
to remove
IS necessary only to
It is
Meccano
and Meccano
end-plates and
to detach the wooden end-plates
Four
chassis. Four
4in chassis.
bearers from the assembled 12Jin
12tin xx 4in
across
side across
by side
side by
mounted side
be mounted
of these chassis may be
between
space between
t-in space
with aa J-in
rack with
the width of a 19-in rack
may
girders may
angle girders
Meccano angle
18t-in Meccano
each. Standard 18J-in
becomes
then becomes
but itit then
bearers, but
be used as horizontal bearers,
OCTAL
OCTAL
VALVEHOLDER
VALVE HOLDER
POTENTIOMETER
POTENTIOMETER

Ci

(S)

0

0

m

t
i
t
'//
i

©-J
o,
:

1/a"otA..

¥z6IA,

/is RAO. O
I7//—
LUGS
'l~'otA .
(ONE UP. ONE DOWN)
valvenew valvethe new
of the
details of
Fig. 4. Dimensions and
and drilling details
holder plate.
non-standard
at non-standard
rack at
necessary to drill and
the rack
and tap the
are
holes are
such holes
mapy such
not mapy
spacings.
However, not
spac~ngs.
standard
with standard
conflict with
not conflict
required
reqmred and these do not
hole positions.
s.w.g.
22 s.w.g.
in 22
made in
Valveholder
be made
maJ: be
yalveh.o lder plates may
A
stamping. A
after stamping.
bright
electro-tinned after
~teel, electro-tinned
bngh~ mild steel,
not
provided itit isis not
used provided
be used
cadmium finish
firush may also be
cadmmm
simplifies
finish simplifies
passivated.
The electro-tinned
ele:ctro-tinned finish
passiv~ted.
is,
It is,
plates. It
the plates.
on the
tags on
soldering to the earthing
earthmg tags
soldermg
by
together by
plates together
all plates
bond all
to bond
of course, essential to
since
tags since
earthing tags
the earthing
joining the
a tinned copper wire joining
makes
runners makes
Meccano runners
the Meccano
the enamel finish of the
It
uncertain. It
bolts uncertain.
securing bolts
earthing through the securing
with
arise with
might arise
troubles might
was expected that earthing troubles
with
amplifier with
video amplifier
7-stage video
but a 7-stage
r.f. circuits, but
all.
at all.
trouble at
no trouble
2 Mc/s bandwidth has given no
satisfactory
very satisfactory
proving aa very
The above design is proving

o o

o

a

Vs'oiA.
V
.

between
mounted between
be mounted
can be
Fig. 5. Showing how components can
accomare accomgrommets are
valveholder
how rubber grommets
val•(eholder plates and how
cut-outs.
modated in semi-circular cut-outs.
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compro mise between
compromise
betwee n flexibility
flexibility and
and economy
economy. By
By
virtue of its asymmetry,
asymm etry, each
each plate
plate may
may be
be mounted
mounte d
betwee
betweenn runners
runner s in four
four possible
possibl e orientations.
orienta tions. A
A
further four orientations
orienta tions are
are possible
possibl e ifif the
the valvevalveholder plate is mounted
between
mounte d longitudinally
longitu dinally betwee n
transve
transverse
rse plates. This is
is not
not generally
general ly done,
done, howhow-

Diod
e A.M.
Diode
A.M. Detector
Detector Circuits
Circuits
A Note on Reduction
Reduc tion of
of Distortion
Distor tion
IN PRACTICE
PRACT ICE (though
(though not
not necessarily
necessarily in
in theory),
theory), the
the
receptio n quality attainable
reception
attainab le from
from f.m.
f.m. transmission
transmi ssion isis
better than
than that from a.m.
transmissions
a.m. However,
Howeve r, f.m.
f.m. transmi ssions
have a shorter range
range than
than a.m.
a.m. In
In the
the absence
absence of
of relay
relay
systems
systems,, long distance transmissions
transmi ssions which
which are
are thus
thus only
only
available with a.m. may
available
value
may have
have sufficient
sufficient programme
program me value
to make it worth while
with
while to
to try
try to
to receive
receive them
them with the
the
best quality obtainable.
obtaina ble.
In a.m. reception
detector
receptio n it
it is
is quite
quite possible
possible for
for the
the detecto r
to provide aa major
major part
part of
of the
the total
total distortion
distorti on in
in the
the
system. _ Thus it is worthwhile
worthw hile trying
trying to
to reduce
reduce the
the disdistortion in a.m. detectors.
detector s. The
The theory
theory of
of this
this isis well
well
known t; but two useful
knownf;
useful practical
practica l details
details seem
seem to
to have
have
been little mentioned.
mention ed.
In such diode detectors
detecto rs itit isis usual
usual to
to have
have aa shunt
shunt
capacity (C say) across the
the diode
diode load
load (R
(R say),
say), in
in order
order
to fill in the half cycles
cycles at
at r.f.
r.f. (which
(which would
would otherwise
otherwi se
be the only output from
from the
the detector)
detecto r) to
to the
the full
full af
a.f.
envelop e, and thus to increase
envelope,
increase the
the detection
detectio n efficiency.'
efficiency.

ever, because it involves
involves flattening
flatteni ng or
or removing
removi ng one
one
of the earthing
earthin g tags on
on each
each plate.
plate.
Norma l usage of the
Normal
the plates
plates calls
calls for
for no
no cutting
cutting ,
bendin
bendingg or drilling.
drilling. When
When aa chassis
£hassis isis dismantled'
disman tled,
therefo re, all plates may
therefore,
be
returned
to
stock
as
may be returne d to stock as good
good
as new.

Thus, to reduce distortion
distortio n due
due to
to shunting
shuntin g by
by CC at
at
a.f. to the same
same level
level as
as that
that produced
produce d by
by other
other af
a.f.
shunts the reactance
C
at
5
kc/s
should
be
not
less
reactanc e of
of C at 5 kc/s should be not less
than 20 times the
the diode
diode load
load R.
R. This
This leads
leads to
to much
much
smaller values of C
than
C than those
those usually
usually used.
used.
The argument
last
paragraph
assumes
that,
argume nt in
in the
the last paragra ph assumes that, as
as
regards this type of
of distortion,
distortio n, C
C acts
acts at
at any
any one
one frefrequency like a resistive shunt
of
amount
equal
to
the
shunt of amount equal to the
reactance of C at
reactance
at that
that frequency.
frequen cy. Actually,
Actually, owing
owing to
to
the elliptical
elliptical loadline
loadline produced
produce d by
by C,
C, the
the equivalent
equival ent
resistive shunt will be
the
reactance
of
C,
so
be only
oply half
half the reactanc e of C, so
that C should be further reduced
reduced by
by aa half.
half. In
In any
any case
case,
if the reactance
i.f.
reactanc e of
of C
C at
at 55 kc/s
kc/s isis 20
20 R,
R, at
at the
the
i.f. of
of
465 k
s it will
11 stl11
kc/s
still
only
be about
about R/5,
R/5, and
and itit will
will not
7y fill
"W
only be
not
properl
properly
in the
the half
half cycles
cycles at
at r.f.
r.f.
C could thus perhaps
perhaps best
best be
be omitted
omitted altogether
altogeth er. This
This
also has the advantage
advanta ge of
of reducing
reducin g the
the damping
dampin g on
on the
the
last i.f. transformer
of
about
four,
transfor mer secondary
seconda ry by
by aa factor
factor of about four,
practical
test
and thus of
of increasing
increasi ng the
the selectivity.
selectivity. A
A practica l test
gave a marked decrease
decreas e in
in the
the distortion
distorti on produced
produce d bv
by
off-tuni ng (a way of
off-tuning
of effectively
effectively raising
raising the
the modulation
modula tion
fraction at high a.f.),
a.f.).
M. G. L..
M.G.L

Decibel Circular
Decibel
Circular Slide
Slide Rule
Rule
THE
T HE Gerry dB
dB Calculator
Calcula tor is
is virtually
virtuall y aa two-scale
two-scale circular
circular
slide rule—one
rule-on e scale
scale being
being linearly
linearly marked
marked in
in decibels
decibels
and the other bemg
being an
an antilog
antilog scale
scale divided
divided by
by twenty
twenty.
Thus
t hus voltages or
or currents
current s into
into constant
constan t impedance
impeda nce on
on
the antilog scale correspond
corresp ond to
to decibels
decibels on
on the
the other
other.
The
Ehe seale
s~ale is accurately
accurate ly made
made within
within the
the limits
limits of
of the
the
rather thick hnesj
lines, but
but this
this limitation
limitati on isis unlikely
unlikely to
to be
be
in
normal
radio
or
audio
work
The
rule
of importance
importa nce in normal radio or audio work. The rule
costs 15s
15·s and may be obtained
obtaine d from
from Blundell
Blundel l Rules,
Rules, Ltd
Ltd.,
Lynch Lane, Weymouth,
'
Weymo uth, Dorset.
Dorset.

-R-

TO I.F.
I.F.FILTER
TO
FILTER
A.F. STAGES
STAGES
&& A.F.

A well-known
well-kn own type of
of distortion
distorti on in
in diode
diode detectors
detecto rs arises
arises
modula tion levels
at high modulation
levels due
due to
to shunting
shuntin g of
of the
the load
load
R at a.f., so that the
resultant
a.f.
load
is
less
than
the resultan t a.f. load is less than the
the
d.c. load R. Generally
the
unavoidable
resistive
General ly only
only the unavoid able resistive
shunts are considered
conside red and
the
shunting
produced
bv
the
and the shuntin g produce d by the
capacity C is neglected.
neglecte d.
The usual method of
of reducing
reducin g die
the a.f.
a.f. shunting
shuntin g isis to
to
take the a.f. output from
from aa tap
tap down
down the
the diode
diode load.
load. The
The
shuntin
shuntingg can be still
by
also
putting
still further
further reduced
.reduced by also putting
a resistance
resistance in series with
with the
the output*,
output* , aa method
method which
which
appears to have been
been seldom
seldom mentioned.
mention ed.
By these two methods
make
the
equivamethod s it
it is
is easy
easy to
to make the equivalent a.f. shunung
c load
shuntin g resistance
resistan ce across
across the
the dd.c.
load RR at
at
least 20 R, even at the
the highest
highest a.f.
a.f. where
where high
high modulation
modula tion
fraction
fractionss may occur (5 kc/s
kc/s say).
say). It
It isis particularly
particul arly easy
easy
if the a.f. is fed into
into aa sensitive
sensitive pre-amplifier;
pre-amp lifier; in
in which
which
case the low-pass
often
low-pass filters
filters usually
usually provided
provide d can
can often be
be
useful in combating
combat ing interference.
interfer ence.

p: ^

'

4 *

*1* "rrr

See for
for example,
example, ""Radio
,, tt Sec
Radio Receiver
Receiver Design,"
Design," bv
by K
K. R
R. Sturlev
Sturley
Pa
y ;·
Part
1, Chapter 88. Published,
Publishe d by
by Chapman
Chapman and
and Hall.
Hall. ' '
*« D,
T.
1949'
D1'. Chapter
T. N,
N. Williamson,
Williams on, Wireless
Wireless World,
World, Vol.
Vol. 55,
55, p.
p. 477
477, 1949.
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POTENTIA l. -

MAP
POTENTIAL — MAP

READING
READING

IS
IS

A
A

HE'LP
GREAT HELP
GREAT

RAy,,
H CATHODE
By "CATHODE
RAY"

IT

the
unravel the
who unravel
people who
the people
Jt is customary for the
illustrate
to illustrate
theory to
intricacies of semi-conductor
semi-conductor theory
variations
the variations
showing the
diagrams showing
their remarks with diagrams
for
Fig. 1,1, for
material. Fig.
the material.
in the
potential in
of electrical potential
transisjunction transisp-n-p junction
example. This represents aa p-n-p
more
in more
probably in
(though probably
out (though
tor, and it is pointed out
reshown reholes " shown
the "" holes"
if the
that if
refined language) that
slight
the slight
up the
jerked up
are jerked
shelf are
emitter shelf
posing on the emitter
over
topple over
to topple
likely to
very likely
are very
base they are
hill to the base
land
and land
side and
other side
the other
on the
precipice on
the potential precipice
collector.
on the collector.
potential
the potential
why the
all why
to all
clear to
Assuming it is clear
fair
shape, fair
particular shape,
this particular
have this
diagram should have
relative
the relative
If the
this? If
enough. But is it safe
assume this?
to assume
safe to
corresgraph corresthe graph
of the
parts of
various parts
heights of the various
without
from without
imposed from
ponded to the voltages
voltages imposed
all
parts, all
those parts,
to ·those
corresponding to
on the electrodes corresponding
concerned,
collector isis concerned,
the collector
as the
well. So far as
would be well.
corresponds
potential corresponds
depressed potential
its depressed
is well, for its
all is
by aa
applied by
voltage applied
negative voltage
large negative
to the relatively large
potential
base potential
the base
principle the
battery. But on the same
same principle
emitter,
the emitter,
of the
that of
than that
lower than
ought to be slightly lower
applied.
bias applied,
negative bias
small negative
the small
to correspond with the
dealt
already dealt
have already
will have
instructor will
Presumably the instructor
on
work on
preliminary work
some preliminary
by some
with this anomaly by
well
may well
he may
which he
in which
junction, in
the simple p-n junction,
I

P
POTENTIAL

I

:
I
I

I

n:

oooooooooo ov/
BASE
EMITTER
EMITTER
BASE

oo o oooooooo

1

p

I
I

I

I

/

I. This kind of diagram
Fig . I.
Fig.
is a great help in visualizing
proworks, prohow a transistor works,
vided one can understand
why the potential level
level
shown.
changes in the way shown.

unable
be unable
would be
potential would
about potential
talk about
who talk
people who
people
means?
what itit means?
say what
toto say
example:
forexample:
definitions;for
textbookdefinitions;
varioustextbook
arevarious
Thereare
There
rate ofof
space rate
whose space
quantity whose
the quantity
Potential isis the
"" Potential
that
strengthininthat
field strength
the field
direction isis the
any direction
in any
change in
change
who
people who
for people
delightful for
That isis delightful
direction." That
direction."
does itit
what does
but what
definitions, but
textbook definitions,
on textbook
thrive on
thrive
visualized?
bevisualized?
easilybe
caneasily
that can
terms that
in terms
mean in
mean

Potential,
Energy
and Energy
Height and
Potential, Height
notice
failed toto notice
have failed
hardly have
can hardly
we can
thing we
One thing
One
differences ofof
where differences
·that where
age isis that
early age
very early
atat aa very
tendency
thereisisaatendency
places there
two places
between two
occur between
height occur
height
. the
place toto the
higher place
the higher
from the
move from
to move
things to
for things
for
greater
the greater
that the
shows that
observation shows
Further observation
lower. Further
lower.
the
greaterthe
thegreater
places the
two places
the two
between the
gradient between
the gradient
the
gravitanamed gravitabeen named
}].as been
tendency has
This tendency
tendency. This
tendency.
the
call the
can call
we can
scientific we
more scientific
sound more
To sound
tion. To
tion.
field-the
gravitationalfield—the
due toto aa gravitational
force due
the force
tendency the
tendency
Another
situated. Another
be situated.
happen toto be
we happen
which we
in which
one in
one
So
height. So
ofheight.
change of
of change
rate of
gradient isis rate
for gradient
name for
name
diswe disdefinition we
textbook definition
the textbook
again atat the
look again
we look
ifif we
height.
call height,
usually call
we usually
what we
defines what
that itit defines
cover that
cover
potential
kind ofofpotential
particular kind
the particular
fact, isis the
in fact,
Height, in
Height,
gravitational
one. AAgravitational
gravitationalone.
field isis aa gravitational
the field
when the
when
the
on the
exerts on
force itit exerts
the force
by the
itself by
field manifests itself
itself
manifests itself
field manifests
electric field
An electric
mass of objects. An
mass
of
charge of
electrical charge
the electrical
on the
by the force itit .exerts on
(which isis
potential (which
electric potential
objects. But whereas electric
difficult
discussing) isis difficult
be discussing)
to be
supposed to
the one we are supposed
guise
the guise
in the
potential in
gravitational potential
to visualize, gravitational
that
then, that
wonder, then,
No wonder,
all. No
to all.
of height is familiar to
parA parpotential. A
for potential.
analogue for
it is the favourite analogue
that
analogy isis that
the analogy
of the
feature of
ticularly attractive feature
graphs;
mere graphs;
than mere
more than
become more
diagrams like Fig. 11 become
whose
models whose
working models
of working
they are also drawings of
idea
good idea
quite aa good
gives quite
performance gives
mechanical performance
reprething reprethe thing
of the
performance of
of the electrical performance

COLLECTOR
COLLECTOR

Here itIt isIS
2. Here
Fig. 2.
like Fig.
something like
have exhibited something
the
connected, the
are connected,
batteries are
no batteries
supposed that no
of
result of
being aa result
below being
shown below
potential changes shown
Now
above. Now
shown above.
charges shown
the distribution of charges
assumption
the assumption
suspect the
where II suspect
point where
this is the point
that
of obviousness often comes
feel that
unstuck. II feel
comes unstuck.
practical
the practical
towards the
tended towards
those whose studies have tended
associate
to associate
likely to
are likely
rather than the theoretical
theoretical are
parnot parare not
and are
voltages and
applied voltages
potentials with applied
derived
diagrams derived
potential diagrams
by potential
ticularly enlightened by
material.
of material.
chunk of
inside aa chunk
from vague charges inside
avoided
carefully avoided
that II carefully
reason that
It was for this reason
semi-conductor
this semi-conductor
on this
when on
potential diagrams when
subject just a year ago.
true
if itit isis true
and if
appear, and
do appear,
But such diagrams do
arrived
are arrived
they are
how they
clear how
too clear
not too
that some of us are not
at, then it
principles
first principles
to first
back to
went back
we went
time we
it is time
to
of
lot of
that aa lot
suggest that
to suggest
unkind to
it unkind
Is it
to find out. Is

why
clear why
but isis itit clear
explanation, but
usual explanation,
Fig. 2. This is the usual
(a)?
follows from (a)?
(b) follows
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sented. (Like most attractive
attractive things,
things, however,
however, this
this
analogy can lead one astray
astray if
if one
one doesn't
doesn't know
know
where to stop.)
If the dimension along the
the arrow
arrow in
in Fig.
Fig. 11 reprerepresents height, the diagram
diagram is
is aa vertical
vertical section
section of
of the
the
gravitationa l analogue of
gravitational
of the
the transistor.
transistor, In
In the
the
same way Fig. 3(a) is
is aa vertical
vertical section
section across
across aa
tract of country. In
In this
this form,
form, the
the information
information isis
limited to a single line on
on the
the ground,
ground, so
so itit isis more
more
usual to transfer it to
to the
the horizontal
horizontal plane
plane as
as shown
shown
at (b), forming a contour
contour map.
map. Of
Of course,
course, this
this one
one
vertical section locates only
only aa row
row of
of points
points along
along
AB; to draw the contour
lines
it
is
necessary
contour lines it is necessary to
to
plot the heights at many
many more
more places.
places. Alternatively,
Alternative ly,
Fig. 3 shows how aa contour
contour map
map can
can be
be used
used to
to
construct a vertical section
section along
along any
any line.
line. It
It isis
the same with potentials; given
one
form
of
diagram,
given one form of diagram,
the other can be derived.
Now although a scale of height is
is shown
shownin
in Fig.
Fig. 3(a),
3(a),
what usually matters most
most is
is the
the relative
relative height.
height.
The appearance of this piece
of
country,
and
piece of country, and the
the
behaviour of loose objects
objects on
on it,
it, would
would not
not be
be
affected if all the figures
figures in
in the
the scale
scale were
were increased
increased
or decreased by some fixed
fixed amount.
amount. There
There isis
really no such thing as
as absolute
absolute height;
height; the
the figures
figures
usually specified are heights
heights relative
relative to
to mean
mean sea
sea
level. In the same way
way there
there are
are only
only relative
relative
potentials. Unless the
the contrary
contrary is
is stated,
stated, "" earth
earth ""
is the " mean sea level"
level " in
in the
the electrical
electrical world.
world.
The meaning of a contour line
line is
is that
that all
all points
points
on it are at the same height.
height. It
It could
could be
be called
called an
an
"equi-heig
" equi-height
ht line."
line.'' Analogous
Analogous to
to itit on
on aa potential
potential
map is an equipotential
equipotenti al line.
line. As
As Fig.
Fig. 33 illustrates,
illustrates,
steepness of gradient can
can be
be judged
judged from
from aa map
map by
by
closeness of contour line
line spacing.
spacing. So
So without
without looklooking at (a) we can easily
easily see
see that
that there
there would
would be
be aa
stronger tendency to fall down
down the
the right-hand
right-hand slope
slope
of the hill than the
the left.
left. What
What we
we may
may actually
actually
have done by now, however,
however, is
is to
to have
have fallen
fallen into
into
a trap. How did we reckon the
the gradient?
gradient?
Rolling Stones
The usual procedure is
is to
to measure
measure the
the distance
distance
on the map between two
two contour
contour fines.
lines. Take
Take the
the
points x and yy on Fig. 3(b).
3(b). Suppose
Suppose the
the distance
distance
scale shows them to be
be 200ft
200ft apart.
apart. Then,
Then, as
as xx
is 100ft higher than v,
y, the
the gradient
gradient is
is said
said to
to average
average
11 in 2,
2,. or t. If
If somewhere
somewhere two
two contour
contour fines
lines were
were
found to touch, the gradient
gradient there
there would
would be
be 11 in
in 0,
0,
our
textbook
definiwhich is infinity. According to
to our textbook ·definition,.
tion, that ought to
to mean an
an infinitely
infinitely large
large gravitagravitatiooal
tional force! It would
would certainly
certainly mean
mean an
an infinitely
infinitely
large
Large electric force if
if two
two equipotential
equipotenti al fines
lines touched.
touched.
But we know in fact that even
even at
at aa vertical
vertical precipice,
precipice,.
where the gradient is
is (according
(according to
to usual
usual reckoning)
reckoning)
1] in Q,,
0,, the force on _·aa body
body is
is no
no more
more than
than equal
equal
tio its weight. Where is
to
is the
the catch?
catch?
No doubt you have already spotted
spotted it—the
it-the pracpEactdce of reckoning land
tice
land gradient
gradient in
in terms
terms of
of height
height
difference per horizontal
horizontal distance
distance (because
(because that
that isis
what one can measure on
on the
the map).
map). In
In applying
applying the
the
textbook definition to.
to, aa hillside
hillside we
we· tacitly
tacitly assumed
assumed
field
strength
is
reckoned
along
that the gravitational
gravitationa l
strength is reckoned along
tthe
the surface of the
the· ground,
ground, because
because that
that isis the
the only
only
placee where
plac.
wfuere stones,
stones,. etc.,
etc., can
can roll;
roll; so
so for
for that
that purpose
purpose
gradient ought to be reckoned
reckoned as
as difference
difference of
ofheight
height
per distance along that surface.
surface. The
The maximum
maximum isis
therefore 11 in 1, or the
the full
full vertical
vertical gravitational
gravitationa l pull.
pull.
The operative word in
in the definition
definition isis "" space
space rate
rate
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Fig. 3. Vertical section and
fig.
and contour
contour map
map of
of aa hill.
hill. ItIt
would be strictly correct to
to refer
refer to
to the
the height
height scale
scale as
as aa .
potential scale.

of change." Our interest
interest in
in electric
electric force
force isis not
not
usually limited to the two
two dimensions
dimensions of
of aa surface,
surface,
but may occupy three-dimensional
three-dimen sional space.
space. So
So electric
electric
contour maps are not necessarily
necessarily based
based on
on aa horizonhorizontal plane.
This shows how careful one must
must be
be not
not to
to swallow
swallow
an analogy whole without making
malting sure
sure that
that there
there are
are
no differences in custom
custom regarding
regarding method
method of
of
reckoning.
An advantage of a contour
contour map
map over
over aa vertical
vertical secsection is that it shows not
not only
only the
the amount
amount of
of gravitagravitational pull (when correctly
correctly reckoned!)
reckoned!) but
but also
also
its direction. Obviously
Obviously the
the gravitational
gravitational force
force isis aa
maximum in the direction
direction of
of steepest
steepest downhill
downhill
gradient. And the
the steepest
steepest gradient
gradient between
between two
two
parallel contour lines
lines is
is at
at right
right angles
angles to
to them,
them,
because that gives the
the shortest
shortest distance
distance from
from one
one
level to the other. So aa ball
ball will
will tend
tend to
to roll
roll in
in that
that
direction, along what we
we might
might call
call aa fine
line of
of gravitagravitational force. In the
the same
same way,
way, the
the so-called
so-called fines
lines
of electric force are everywhere
everywhere at
at right
right angles
angles to
to the
the
equipotenti
al lines.
equipotential
We .mustn't
mustn't jump to the conclusion
conclusion that
that the
the lines
lines
of force (gravitational
(gravitational or
or electric)
electric) are
are the
the paths
paths that
that
would actually be taken
taken by
by aa freely
freely rolling
rolling ball
ball or
or aa
freely moving charge. Fig.
Fig; 44 shows
shows aa succession
succession of
of
contour lines, and we can plot
plot aa fine
line of
offorce
force beginning
beginning
at A by drawing it at right angles
angles to
to them
them (and
(and to
to all
all
the intermediate
intermediat e ones, not
not shown
shown but
but estimated).
estimated).
It arrives at B. But
But aa ball
ball released
released at
at A
A would
would depart
depart
from this line directly itit began
began to
to turn
turn the
the corner,
corner,
because its own inertia would
would tend
tend to
to carry
carry itit on
on in
in
a straight fine
line (Newton's first
first law
law of
of motion).
motion). The
The
ball's path—probably
path-proba bly something
something like
like the
the dotted
dotted
line-would be determined by
line—would
by the
the resultant
resultant of
of its
its
movement in the direction of
of the
the fine
line of
of force
force and
and
its previously acquired movement
in
another
direcmovement in another direction. Roughly the same isis true
true of
of aa charged
charged body
body
in an electric field; even
even an
an electron
electron has
has some
some inertia,
inertia,
minute though it is. But
But here
here there
there isis another
another
slight flaw in the analogy,
analogy, for
for the
the ball
ball rolling
rolling under
under
the influence of gravity is
is rather
rather aa special
special case,
case, in
in that
that
gravitationa l force
the gravitational
force tending
tending to
to deflect
deflect itit from
from its
its
original direction is proportional
proportiona l to
to its
its mass
mass and
and
therefore to its inertia, so
so that
that (apart
(apart from
from secondary
secondary
effects such as friction) balls
balls of
of every
every weight
weight would
would
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follow the same path*. Charged bodies are not so;
the force brought to bear on them by an electric
field is proportional to their charge, which is quite a
different thing from their mass or inertia. This
distinction is not merely academic; it has an important bearing on the design of the domestic television
tube. When an electron is knocked off an atom, it
and the damaged atom (or ion) have equal though
opposite electric charges, so have equal forces acting
on them in a given electric field. But the mass of the
ion is enormously greater than that of the electron,
so the field deflects the ion far less. Advantage is
taken of this fact in devising ion traps to prevent
prevept
negative ions from bombarding the screen.
A very important part of the subject of potential
concerns work and energy. Rolling a ball or anything
else uphill is work in the strictly technical sense, and
can only be done at the cost of energy. If a 10-lb
weight is raised 50 feet, measured vertically, 500 ftlbs of work have to be done (not counting friction);
Ibs
friction) ;
th ~ weight gains 500 ft-lbs in potential energy.
and the
pott ntial is increased by 50 feet. So another way
Its pot<
of defining height could be as the amount of work
that had
h1d to be done on a standard weight—say
weight-say
11 lb—in
lb-in order to lift it from the lower to the upper
level.
If a weight is allowed to go downhill, its potential
energy is (neglecting friction) converted into kinetic
energy—energy
energy-energy of motion—which
motion-which is capable of
doing work. For instance, it could carry the weight
some way up a hill. So alternatively height could be
defined as the amount of energy acquired by a
standard weight in falling from the upper level to
the lower. This amount could be judged by the
velocity it has acquired.
It
I t happens that height can usually be much more
conveniently and accurately measured as vertical
distance. But one cannot measure difference of
potential in any such simple and direct way, so
reckoning it in terms of work is of practical as well as
was this
this curious
curious fact
fact that
that led
led Einstein
* ItIt was
Einstein to
to his
his General
General Theory
Theory
of Relativity.
Relativity.
of

Fig. 4. The curve AB
fig.
force, but
is aa line of force,
aa body acted upon by
the force might take
the dotted path.

(a)

Jl A

§

I
Fig. 5. Points AB are
I situated on aa potential
slope, as indicated by
the model (b).

P,
(b)

VERTL~
Pz

theoretical importance. In fact, potential is commonly defined as · the amount of work required to
transport unit charge from one place to the other—
othera definition apparently quite different from the
one quoted at the beginning, but amounting to the
same thing.
Of course it is necessary to be consistent with the
units. If you want the potential difference to be in
volts, the unit charge must be taken from the same
set of units, viz., one coulomb, and the work must
be reckoned in joules (=watt-seconds). In electronics
one is so often concerned with the very minute
amount of work required to push a charge of one
electron up a potential hill reckoned in volts that a
semi-official unit of work or energy—the
energy-the electron-volt
19
(eV)—is
(eV)-is commonly used. It is about 1.6 x 1(F
I0- 19
joule.
It is also necessary to get the signs right. Saying
the difference in height between A and B is 50 feet
is not much help unless one knows whether A is
higher or lower than B. If work
wor~ has to be done
on the standard weight to move it from A to B, that
implies at once that B is higher than A. But it is
really meaningless to ask which of two points has the
higher electric potential because, in relation to
potential, " height
" is only metaphorical. It has
height"
however been generally agreed to describe the
potential at A as higher than at B if (relative to B)
A has a surplus charge of the kind arbitrarily called
positive. (This is the same thing as B having a surplus
of the other kind of charge, called negative). Now
it is an experimental fact that charges of the same
kind repel one another, so one of them has to have
work done on it to make it move nearer the other.
It follows that if a positive charge needs an external
effort to make it go in a certain direction, then that
direction is towards a higher potential. The natural
tendency of a positive charge, then, is to run " downhill," so it is the analogue of the rolling stone on a
hillside. A negative charge, on the contrary, tends
to move " uphill " towards points of higher potential.
For the purpose of this explanation I attributed
the high potential at A to a positive charge there, but
it is not necessary to have any charges at either point
between which there is a difference of potential.
potential, In
the arrangement shown in Fig. 5(a) the battery
transfers· electrons from plate P,
P 1 to P22,, charging P
transfers
l:'22
P 1 positively. This establishes a
negatively and P,
difference of potential (equal to the voltage of the
battery) between the plates, and there will be a
potential gradient from one to the other, A being
at a higher potential than B; see Fig. 5(b).
5(b ). An
electron in the space between them would tend to
move towards A and would have to be forced to
move towards B. An analogue of this could be
constructed of a large sheet of thin rubber stretched
on a horizontal frame, with a horizontal rod to
P 1 pushed up from below to raise the
represent P,
rubber into a ridge, and another one (P22)) pushing it
down. Bearing balls could represent loose positive
charges. If the space beneath the rubber were filled
with liquid, electrons could be represented by small
air bubbles, which would tend to run towards P,.
P 1•
All this may be simply underlining
underlininR what I began by
understood-the potential
assuming everyone understood—the
patterns due to batteries and other sources of volts.
But when tackling the potential gradients inside
semi-conductors, next month, it will be an advantage
to have some definite ideas about the meaning of the
potential ."
word " potential."
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Doppler No void for Civil Aire roll

Doppler

Navaid

for

Civil

Aircraft

Co-operation
Station Co-operation
Ground Station
Entirely Independent of Ground
System Entirely
Navigational System
Self-contained Air Navigational

Force
Air Force
Royal Air
the Royal
of the
aircraft of
I^IlLITARY
MILITARY aircraft
Navigator
Doppler Navigator
Marconi Doppler
have been using the Marconi
quite
nothing quite
far nothing
so far
but so
years, but
three years,
past three
for the past
aircraft.
civil aircraft.
for civil
available for
been available
has been
comparable to it has
the
require the
navaids require
radio navaids
airborne radio
All the existing airborne
failand failstations and
ground stations
more ground
co-operation of one or more
on
rely on
to rely
had to
hitherto had
air hitherto
the air
in the
navigation in
ing this navigation
this
than this
important than
More important
systems. More
old-fashioned systems.
no
have no
to-day have
flying to-day
aircraft flying
the pilots of civil aircraft
drift
speed, drift
ground speed,
actual ground
the actual
accurate knowledge of the
velocity.
wind velocity.
or prevailing wind
of
importance of
the importance
underline the
to underline
These points serve to
specially
AD2300, specially
Type AD2300,
Navigator, Type
the new Doppler Navigator,
recently
and recently
aircraft and
commercial aircraft
designed for commercial
ComTelegraph ComWireless Telegraph
introduced by Marconi's Wireless
self-contained
as aa self-contained
operates as
equipment operates
pany. The equipment
entirely
and isis entirely
band and
8,000-Mc/s band
system in the 8,000-Mc/s
station.
ground station.
independent of any ground
·independent
acwith acpilot with
airline pilot
The AD2300 provides the airline
and
drift-angle and
speed, drift-angle
ground speed,
of ground
curate indication of
with aa
conjunction with
in conjunction
used in
distance flown, and used
incontinuous inand continuous
instantaneous and
computer, gives instantaneous
in
position in
immediate position
aircraft's immediate
the aircraft's
formation of the
wind
and wind
direction and
wind direction
longitude, wind
latitude and longitude,
preofaa preleg "" of
along aa "" leg
go along
to go
·speed.
speed. The distance to
along aa
fly along
to fly
distance to
the distance
or the
determined flight plan, or
more
also more
and also
destination, and
reach aa destination,
composite track to reach
of
time of
(expected time
ETA (expected
of ETA
computation of
accurate computation
no
by no
but by
some, but
comprise some,
hitherto, comprise
arrival), than hitherto,
available
information available
navigational information
means all, of the navigational
with this new navaid.

Theory of Operation
system,
aerial system,
an aerial
comprises an
equipment comprises
The full equipment
computer
unit, computer
tracking unit,
transmitter-receiver, aa tracking
a transmitter-receiver,
phenothe phenoon the
based on
is based
system is
The system
and display unit. The
occurs
which occurs
frequency which
menon of the displacement in frequency
and
transmitter and
the transmitter
when the
at the receiving position when
of
point of
fixed point
to aa fixed
motion to
receiver are in relative motion
were
principles were
basic principles
The basic
reflection of the waves.
waves. The
c_.w.
Two c.w.
recently.* Two
described in Wireless World recently.*
projecting
one projecting
aerial one
the aerial
beams are radiated from the
are
both are
and both
backward and
other backward
forward and the other
of
amount of
small amount
A small
ground. A
depressed towards the ground.
reflection,
ground reflection,
by ground
returned, by
the radiated energy is returned,
difference
the difference
ofthe
made of
is made
analysis is
to the aircraft where analysis
and
transmitted and
the transmitted
between the
existing between
in frequency existing
related
directly related
difference ·is
received waves. This difference
is directly
ground.
the-ground.
to the
relative to
aircraft relative
. to the speed of the aircraft
other
the other
and the
starboard and
to starboard
By displacing one beam to
positions,
their positions,
switching their
·to
to port, and alternately switching
comparing
by comparing
found by
is found
aircraft is
the aircraft
the drift angle of the
beam isis
forward beam
the forward
when the
the Doppler frequency when
disbeam disbackward beam
the backward
and the
displaced to starboard and
the
when the
derived when
frequency derived
to· the frequency
placed to port, to
then
aerial isis then
The aerial
beam positions are reversed. The
and itit isis
equal and
are equal
frequencies are
two frequencies
rotated until the two
track.
aircraft track.
the aircraft
then aligned along the
World
Wzreless World
Beck, Wtrdess
E. Beck
G. E.
by G.
*"
Airborne Doppler
Navigation" by
Doppler Navigation"
'""Airborne
225.
p. 225.
1957, p.
May
M3y 1957,

linear
slotted linear
four slotted
comprises four
The aerial system comprises
directional
in aa directional
another in
one another
to one
arrays lying parallel to
horizontal.
aerial horizontal.
the aerial
of the
axis of
the axis
horn assembly with the
by
obtained by
are obtained
beams are
backward beams
The forward and backward
wavetwo waveturn, two
in turn,
unit in
slotted unit
feeding from each slotted
for
two for
and two
transmission and
guides being used for transmission
width
beam width
the beam
points the
half-power points
reception. At the half-power
extracted
signal isis extracted
transmitted signal
the transmitted
3to. A sample of the
is 3)-°.
received
the received
with the
mixed with
and mixed
in a directional coupler and
signal.

Airborne Computer
their
and their
units and
receiver units
and receiver
The transmitter and
unsingle unin aa single
housed in
are housed
supplies are
associated power supplies
the
with the
complying with
cooling complying
pressurized case with cooling
wave isis
carrier wave
The carrier
standard. The
American ARINC standard.
output
transmitter output
the transmitter
and the
klystron and
generated by a klystron
to
fed to
receiver isis fed
the receiver
from the
output from
is one watt. The output
frequency
the frequency
contains the
which contains
the tracking unit, which
speed
ground speed
of ground
determination of
measuring circuits for determination
circuits.
search circuits.
automatic search
and automatic
a.g.c. and
and drift angle, a.g.c.
discriminator,
in aa discriminator,
effected in
Frequency measuring is effected
tone
the tone
with the
compared with
where the Doppler signal isis compared
freresultant freThe resultant
wheel. The
generated by a phonic wheel.
azimuth
and azimuth
integrator and
control integrator
quency is used to control
speed
the speed
controlling the
drive circuits, the former controlling
motor
latter aa motor
the latter
and the
motor and
of the phonic-wheel motor
aerial
the aerial
rotates the
which rotates
system which
aerial system
situated in the aerial
phonic-wheel
The phonic-wheel
measurement. The
for drift-angle measurement.
speed.
ground speed.
aircraft ground
of aircraft
speed is a measurement of
fed
information isis fed
drift information
The resultant speed and drift
using
type using
electro-mechanical type
an electro-mechanical
to the computer, an
trigonothe trigonoof the
solution of
analogue methods for solution
navigational
the navigational
in the
concerned in
metrical equations concerned
air
true air
and true
heading and
compass heading
of compass
problem. Inputs of
computer.
the computer.
speed are also fed to the
variation
considerable variation
of considerable
capable of
The display is capable
embodied
be embodied
may be
It may
requirements. It
to suit individual requirements.
required
information required
only information
the only
if the
the. computer, or if
in the
flown,
distance flown,
and distance
angle and
drift angle
speed, drift
is ground speed,
which
unit which
indicator unit
small indicator
by aa small
these can be displayed by
unit.
computer unit.
will in such cases replace the computer
altitude
an altitude
over an
operates over
The Marconi AD2300 operates
80
of 80
speeds of
ground speeds
at ground
ft, at
150ft
range of 150
ft to 50,000 ft,
10°
to 10°
up to
±45°, up
to ±45°,
up to
angles up
to 900 knots, at drift angles
The
bank. The
of bank.
20° of
to 20°
up to
and up
climb or descent and
climb,
of climb,
angles of
steeper angles
in steeper
equipment will function in
may
accuracy may
the accuracy
but the
given, but
descent and bank than given,
slightly.
be degraded slightly.
airthe airsteering the
for steering
indicator for
A pilot's left-right indicator
course,
great-circle course,
line, 'or
craft on a desired rhumb line,
or great-circle
distance toto
of distance
information of
can be included, also
also information
of aa
end of
the end
when the
indication when
visual indication
destination and visual
reached.
been reached.
has been
course has
pre-determined course
" leg " of a pre-determined
availindication isis availcourse indication
left-right course
In addition the left-right
auto-pilot.
an auto-pilot.
into an
able as a signal for feeding into
mounting
rack mounting
ARINC rack
standard ARINC
All units are for standard
total
The total
equivalents. The
and all valves have American equivalents.
computer, isis
and computer,
system and
weight, including aerial system
130 lb.
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Helical-Scan E.E.G. display described by H. W. Shipton in Vol.
7, No. 2, of the Proceedings of The
The
Electro Physiological Technologists'
Technologists'
Association uses a number of small
small
c.r. tubes to give a topographic preprebrain potentials
potentials picked
picked
sentation of brain
up simultaneously from
from various
various par.ts
parts
of the patient's head. In an earlier
" electrotoposcope " the
the c.r.
c.r. tubes
tubes had
had
"electrotoposcope"
a p.p.i. type of rotating radial timebase, as shown in
in (b),
(b), aa stationary
stationary
pattern being obtained when
when the
the rotarotational speed of the timebase was
was rerelated to the frequency of the e.e.g.
e.e.g. over
over 50
50%
radiation
% of
of the
the incident
incident radiation
signal. When, however, a photophoto- between
microns, but
but
1.3 and 9 microns,
taken, the
the light
light transmissions
graphic record was taken,
greater than 90
90%
% can
be achieved at particular wavelengths
wavelengths
TRUE RESPONSES
applying aa lowlowwithin this range by applying
reflection coating to the material.

integration made it difficult to
to disdistinguish the true responses, related
related to
to
the timebase rotation (at "2
" 2 o'clock "),
from others of short duration ((44 and
and
6 o'clock), and those formed
formed by overlapping when a signal was drifting
slowly round the tube (at about
about 99
o'clock). With the helical scan, howhowever, which increases in diameter
during the camera exposure,
exposure, the
the
different types of responses can be
clearly distinguished, as shown at
at (a).
(a).
Signals related to the rotational speed
appear at the same bearing
bearing on
on sucsuccessive sweeps but with changing
radius. Where there is not .an
an exact
displace.. relationship, a progressive displacement occurs on successive sweeps
from which an estimate of frequency
frequency
can be made.
Grown Infra-Red Crystals, for use
as windows, lenses and
and prisms
prisms in
in
this not-quite-optical part of the
electromagnetic spectrum, are now
now
being produced on a commercial
scale with a purity and crystalline
perfection superior to that of the
natural material. Hilger and Watts,
are growing
growing rocksalt
rocksalt
for example, are
(sodium chloride) crystals about 8
inches in diameter by 4 inches thick
from which optical components can
can
be cut. The polished surfaces
surfaces can
can
be aluminized if necessary.
necessary. RockRocksalt is transparent over the
the wavewavelength range 0.2 to 15 microns, but
potassium bromide crystals of
similar size can be grown to extend
extend
this to about 26
26 microns and
and caesium
caesium
bromide crystals to go up to 40
microns. Where the infra-red components have to be used in extremes
of temperature or
or with
with rapid
rapid heating
heating
and cooling rates, silicon crystals
offer distinct advantages. These are
being grown by the American firm
Texas Instruments with5 impurities
of less than 11 part
part in
in 10
108 .• A
A silicon
silicon
of
component 3mm thick will transmit
transmit

Information-Theory Servicing of
is discussed
discussed by
by
- electronic equipment is
R. B. Miller, J. D. Folley and
and PP.. R.
R.
unpublished rereSmith in D.S.I.R. unpublished
port FBI
18038. Methods of
of fault
fault
PB118038.
diagnosis using the "half-split
" half-split""
technique for eliminating alteralternatives leads to a consideration
consideration of
of
the relationship between fault-findfault-findand probaprobaing, information theory and
bility data.

New Storage Ferroelectric called
triglycine sulphate has the same kind
of rectangular voltage hysteresis loop
as the well-known barium titanate but
with a much lower coercive field,
field,
allowing it to be switched from
from one
one
state to the other with potentials of
only about 20 volts. This means that
that
transistors can be used for
for driving
driving
purposes. Discovered by B. T.
Matthias of Bell Telephone LaboraLaboratories, the new material is stable
chemically and does not decompose
when exposed to moisture or to the
the
atmosphere. Large single crystals
can be grown quite easily (see
picture), and a number of large-area
slices can be cut from each crystal.
Repeated switching does not cause
any fatigue in this material, as it does
does
in barium titanate, and a given area
area
will retain a given polarization in-

definitely without any deterioration.
Although heating beyond 47"C
47°C (the
Curie point) causes the material to
lose its ferroelectric properties, these
properties are regained in full
full when
it is cooled. By replacing some of
the hydrogen atoms with deuterium
the Curie point can be raised to
to
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60 °C. Switching times
times of
of the
the orde1
ordei
msccs can easily
easily be
be attained.
attained.
of 1-2 .usccs
A matrix store can
can be
be constructed
constructed
with 30 or more electrodes to
to the
the inch
inch
evaporated on to each side of a thin
slice of crystal. This means that 900
900
or more binary digits
digits can
can be
be stored
stored
on a square inch of
of the
the material-a
material—a
very compact form of
of storage
storage comcompared with most other methods.
Function Generator Tube designed
by L. S. Allard of
of G
G.E.C.
Research
.E.C. Research
Laboratories is a self-contained c.r.t.
device which depends for its operaoperation on the equal
equal division
division of
of beam
beam
current between two target elecelectrodes. Conventional c.r. tubes have
have
been used as Function generators ·
past—the spot
spot being
being made
made to
to
in the past-the
follow the profile of an opaque mask
mask
stuck on the tube face-but
face—but these
these
suffer from the disadvantages that
that
the screen phosphor is very readily
readily

burnt and that voltage fluctuations
are introduced into the output by
~tructure of the screen.
the granular structure
In the G.E.C. tube one of
of the
the two
two
to give
give aa proprotarget electrodes is cut to
file of the required function
function while
the other is a planar disc. As the
electron beam is scanned across this
assembly in the X direction it is
constrained to follow the profile by a
feedback voltage derived from the
target electrodes, which is applied
to the Y deflection plates so as to
maintain the equal division of beam
current between the electrodes. The
voltage applied to the Y plates varies
varies
}n accordance with the yy ordinates
ordinates
in
of the profile electrode and so provides the required output.

using nitrobenzene,
nitrobenzene,
Fast Kerr Cell, using
is being developed as a light shutter
short light
light pulses
pulses
to give extremely short
of the order of micro-microseconds.
Some parts of the work are described
in D.S.I.R. unpublished report
report
PB118714,
FBI 18714, by G. L. Clark, D. K.
HolshQuser
Holshouser and H. M. Von Foester.
Square-Law
Thermocouple. -— A
method of compensating a thermocouple to make it accurately follow
follow
a square law
law was shown at · the
recent N.P.L. Open Day. By joining a platinum wire of high tempera397
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ture coefficient of resistance
resistance in
in ·series
series
with the thermocouple an
an opposite
opposite
deviation can be added
added to
to that
that of
of
the thermocouple.
In
In this
this way
way
power measurements to
to within
within
0.25 %
% can be obtained.
obtained:
C.R.T. Chronograph has been
been built
built
for measuring and recording
recording aa large
large
number of consecutive time
time intervals.
intervals.
The signals appear as
as lines
lines on
on aa c.r.
c.r.
tube raster and are recorded photophotographically. Circuitry and
and possible
possible
extensions are discussed in
in D.S.I.R.
D.S.I.R.
unpublished report PB114757
PB114757 by
by
H. G.
G . McGuire and
and K.
K. A.
A. YamaYamakawa.
Video Response Control,
Control, equivaequivalent to the tone control
control of
of aa sound
sound
broadcast receiver, is used in
a
in a recent
recent
German television receiver,
the
Nordreceiver, the Nord-

electrons to flow between
between them.
them.
Owing to the short response
response time
time
(less than O.Ol/usec),
0.01,usec), r.f.
r.f. pulse
pulse
envelopes can be directly
directly viewed
viewed on
on
a c.r.o.; the high output (of
(of the
the order
order
of 50 volts) being also
also useful
useful for
for
this purpose. Mixing and
and demodudemodulation are, of course, also
[anon
also possible.
possible.
High maximum mean
mean and
and peak
peak
power inputs of
at
least
10
watts
ofat least 10 watts and
and
50 kW respectively can
be
accepted.
can be accepted.
Reflection coefficients
coefficients of
of less
less than
than
0.09 over the band can
can be
be obtained
obtained
in the tunable holders
provided.
holders provided.

Magnetic-Core Delay Cable,
Cable, proproduced by the Columbia Technical
Technical
Corporation of New York, contains,
contains,
inside the inductive winding,
winding, aa concontinuous, flexible, low-loss
low-loss magnetic
magnetic
core which serves to increase
increase the
the
impedance and the unit delay
delay of
of the
the
lin~. This kind of delay element
line.
element is,
is,
-MAGNETIC CORE

"'

0

"'a:

INNER CONDUCTOR
2

]

FREQUENCY (Mc/s)
(Mc/s)
FREQUENCY

OUTER CONDUCTORS

mende " Diplomat 58." Three
Three conconditions are available,
available, "" Studio,"
Studio,"
"Film"
" Film " and "Brilliance,"
" Brilliance," as
as shown
shown
in the accompanying sketch,
sketch, and
and the
the
circuit corrections to obtain
obtain them
them are
are
selected by a piano-key
piano-key switch.
switch.
Appropriate compensation isis applied
applied
automatically to the picture contrast
contrast
depressed. AA full
as each key is ·depressed.
full
of the receiver
description Of
receiver appeared
appeared
in the issue for the
the second half
half of
of
March, 1957, (No,
(No. 6)
6) of
of FunkFunkTechnik.
T echnik.

of course, a distributed-parameter
distributed-pa rameter
type, and does not have
have the
the same
same
sort of cut-off frequency as
as lumpedlumpedparameter lines. Rather the
the attenuaattenuation increases gradually with
with increasincreasing frequency. Cables
Cables are
are available
available
with delays ranging from 0.08
0,08 to
to 1.0
1.0
microsecond per foot and
and with
with imimpedances between 1,500
1,500 fl
0 and
and
3,900 fl.
0. They are intended
intended mainly
mainly
for pulse work in a frequency specspectrum up to 30 Mc/s
Me/ s and
and have
have bandbandwidths ranging from 66 to
to 15
15 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
- Any delay can be obtained by
by cutting
cutting
length of
of cable,
cable,
High-Power Microwave Frequency
Frequency off the appropriate length
calibrated
Doubling in ferrites is
is reported
reported by
by and the makers will supply calibrated
terminations.
J.]. L. Melchor et al. in
in Proc.
Proc. I.R.E.
I.R.E. lengths complete with terminations.
for May 1957. The frequency doubdoubling arises from the generation
generation of
of aa R.F. Power Transistor, capable of
capable of
double frequency component of
of magmag- providing
an output of
of 55 watts
watts at
at
netization along the
the direction of
of the
the 10 Mc/s either
as
an
oscillator
or
an
oscillator
or an
an
d.c. magnetizing field. The
The efficiency
efficiency
amplifier,
has
been
developed
at
Bell
at
Bell
depends markedly and in
in aa complicompliTelephone Laboratories. Normally,
Normally,
cated manner on the ferrite geometry.
geometry. of
course,
it
is
difficult
to
make
power
to
make
power
By careful attention to this
this point
point aa
transistors work at even high
high audio
audio
conversion loss of only 66 dB
dB has
has been
been frequencies
of their
their necesnecesachieved for doubling from 99 to
to 18
18 sarily large because
dimensions.
The
Bell
The
Bell
kMc/s.
kMc/s. Peak and mean power
power levels
levels device,
however, which isis made
made from
from
can be
t.Je as high as roughly 32
32 kW
kW and
and
silicon,
achieves
the
high
frequency
high
frequency
20 watts (at 9 kMc/s) respectively.
respectively.
performance by using the
the diffusion
diffusion
method of forming, together
together with
with aa
Coaxial~Line Monitor Diodes for
Coaxial-Line
for the
the p-n-i-p type of structure
structure in
in which
which
S, X and Q microwave
microwave bands
bands are
are a " neutral " layer of
of silicon
silicon separates
separates
available from Elliott's. These
These concon- the collector from the other
other elements.
elements.
sist of a length of evacuated
evacuated coaxial
coaxial Alpha cut-off frequency is
is about
about
line terminated in a dissipative
dissipative load
load 100 Mc/s and some
some laboratory
laboratory
(iron-loaded resin). When
When an
an electroelectro- samples have apparently provided
provided as
as
magnetic wave is propagated
propagated along
along much as 11 watt output
output in
in oscillation
oscillation
the line the potential
potential difference
difference propro- at this frequency. Another
Another silicon
silicon
duced by the r.f. energy between
between the
the power transistor of high
high performance
performance
inner cathode and outer
outer anode
anode causes
causes b.as
has now been put into commercial
commercial
39a

39~

production by Texas Instruments
Instruments in
in
the U.S.A. This is the 2N389,
2N389, with
with
a power dissipation of 37.5
at
37.5 watts
watts at
25 oC and 15 watts at 100°C,
25°C
lOOoC, and
and
it is made by aa diffusion
diffusion process
process
similar to that of the
the Bell
Bell LaboraLaboratories. It isis intended
intended for
for use
use in
in
power circuits which have
have to
to operate
operate
at high temperatures.
Transistors in Parallel
Paral:el for
for obtainobtaining greater power output
output from
from pulse
pulse
amplifiers are used in
in aa technique
technique
described in D.S.I.R.
D.S.I.R. unpublished
unpublished
PB111665
report FBI
11665 by J.J. F;
F: Spades
Spades
and A. W. Carlson. Parallel
Parallel operaoperation of the transistor regenerative
regenerative
pulse amplifier is achieved by
by means
means
of common-base and commoncommonemitter connections, but
but with
with each
each
emitter returned through aa separate
separate
path.

Microwave Pulse Powers
Powers can
can be
be
measured from the perturbation
perturbation of
of
electron beams in aa new technique
technique
described by H. Thomas
Thomas in
in Proc.
Proc.
I.R.E. for February 1957.
1957. The
The
beam is . accelerated transversely
transversely
through an evacuated section
section of
of
waveguide carrying power
power in
in the
the
TE
TE,,,10 mode. To aa first
first approxiapproximation, the electrons gain
gain energy
energy in
in
one half cycle of the r.f.
r.f. (when
(when they
they
are in phase with the r.f.),
r.f.), and
and lose
lose itit
in the next (when they
they are
are out
out of
of
phase). Thus, if the transit
transit time
time isis
an odd number of half cycles,
cycles, there
there
will be a net gain or
or loss
loss in
m the
the odd
odd
half cycle. The accelerating
accelerating potential
potential
is adjusted so that the transit
transit time
time
is such that there is
is aa maximum
maximum net
net
gain. This gain isis measured by
by aa d.c,
d.c.
cut-off potential. It can
can be
be theoretitheoretically related to the Poynting
Poynting vector
vector
of power flow. It is
is necessary
necessary to
to
correct for the
thl! perturbations
perturbations in
in the
the
r.f. field produced by the
the holes
holes in
in the
the
waveguide through which the
the beam
beam
passes. This also can
can be
be done
done theoretitheoretically. Corrections due
due to
to standing
standing
waves in the guide can be made
made either
either
from measurements of the
the phase
phase and
and
amplitude of these waves, or
or by
by using
using
three separated beams. The
The thermal
thermal
distribution of the electron's
electron's energy
energy
produces an uncertainty in
in the true
true
current cut-off point which
which can
can lead
lead
to serious errors at low powers.
powers. HowHowever, by subtracting the
the apparent
apparent
cut-off voltage without power
power flow
flow
from that with power flow,
flow, this
this ununcertainty is eliminated.
eliminated. The
The directdirectness of this method is
is of
of particular
particular
advantage in the measurement
measurement of
of peak
peak
pulse powers where the
the errors
errors are
are
normally about 30% or
or more.
more. The
The
fact that the power
power flow is
is not
not disdisturbed by the measurement
measurement may
may also
also
be useful.
Unpublished Reports mentioned
mentioned
above come from
from various sources
sources but
but
can be obtained from
from the Technical
Technical
Information and Documents Unit
Unit of
of
the Department of
of Scientific
Scientific and
and
Industrial Research, 15,
Regent
15, Regent
Street, London, S.W.l.
S.W.l.
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'
new building at Ditton Park, showing the four laboratory
Radio Research Station's new
units and the administration block in the background.

New Building for
lor .Radio
Radio Research
Station
Research Slolion

New Building

IT is perhaps appropriate that the formal opening of the new building at
Ditton Park for the Radio Research Station of the D.S.I.R. should take
take
place on the eve of the International Geophysical Year, during which over
over
1,000 research stations throughout the world will be participating, with the
Radio Research Station taking a leading part. The opening ceremony was
was
performed by Sir Edward Appleton, F.R.S.
The new building has accommodation for a staff of 300 and much of
of
the work hitherto carried out in wooden hutments scattered throughout the
park, and at the N.P.L., will now be concentrated under one roof. The
The
building consists of a central two-storey administration block with two
two singlesinglestorey wings, one containing laboratories and the other workshops
workshops and
and stores.
stores.
The laboratories jut out into the field area of the park and have easy
access for aerial lead-ins from the many diverse kinds of
of aerials
aerials on
on which
which
much of the work at the station depends.
Radio wave propagation has always been one of
of the principal subjects
subjects
for study at the station and a new development in this field is the utilization
utilization
of back-scatter for determining skip distances on the short waves. Back
scatter results where r.f. waves strike the ground after refraction in the
the
ionosphere and some travel back to the transmitter over
same path
over the
the same
path as
as
the waves that originated the echoes. Radar technique is used to
to plot,
plot,
on a p.p.i. display, echoes from one- two- and
and sometimes
sometimes three-hop
three-hop
transmission paths.
Study of the ionosphere has enabled D.S.I.R.
D.S.I.R. to
to issue
issue long-term
long-term forecasts,
forecasts,
enabling all users of radio channels to
to plan
plan their
their communications
communications some
some six
six
months in advance. Investigation into
the causes
into the
causes of
of errors
errors in
in radio
radio direction
direction
finding at h.f., v.h.f. and u.h.f. occupies much
station.
much of
of the
the time
time of
of the
the station.
Among the activities at
at the
the new
new laboratories
laboratories is
is the
the study
study of
of the
the properties
properties
of
of ferrites
ferrites and
and of
of semi-conductors.
semi-conductors.
THE MICROPHONE ILLUSTRATED
is our new type G7850,
G7850, a dynamic micromicrophone of outstanding contemporary design.
Interior
the new
Interior of one
one of the
the laboratories
laboratories in
in the
new Radio
Radio Research
Research Station's
Station's Building.
Building. It
It is
is finished in bronze black, carries a ringlocking plug connector and is suitable for
lockmg
hand and stand use. .Owing to its exceptional top response characteristic, it gives
particularly good reproduction of speech
and this, allied to its distinguished looks,
will make it a welcome and handsome
addition to our range of Sound Reproducing Equipment. {Dimensions:
(Dimensions: Head
Head diam.
diam.
l^in.;
liin.; Overall length
length 8£in.)
8j;in.)
Price;
Price: 15 gllS.
gns.
lli
Please write for full details of
our complete range of Sound
Reproducing Equipment,
Equipment. ·
a product of

TRIX ELECTRICAL COMPANY LTD.
1-5 Maple Place, Tottenham Court Road,
London w.
W.11

Tel:
Tel: MUSeum
MUSeum 5S17
5817 Grams:
Grams: Trixadio
Trixadio Wesdo
Wesdo London
London
P277
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RANDOM RADIATIONS
'101

By

"DIALLIST"

Aerials
About Aerials
Sound Sense About
the
in the
sense
sound sense in
THERE'S good sound
and
aerial and
TV aerial
on TV
recommendations on
by
issued by
recently issued
feeder installation recently
window,
my window,
the R.E.C.M.F. From my
horizontal
see aa horizontal
can see
for instance, I can
overhangs aa
array so erected that itit overhangs
foot
than aa foot
less than
is less
chimney pot and is
the
of the
think of
to think
above it. One hates to
comes
sweep comes
the sweep
devastation when the
this
rightly, this
to do his stuff! Very rightly,
the
is the
as is
on, as
sort of thing is frowned on,
letting
of letting
all-too-common practice of
without
roofs without
over roofs
straggle over
feeders straggle
watch
As II watch
them. As
tile clips to anchor them.
over
about over
blowing about
some of these blowing
wonderhelp wondercan't help
slates and tiles I can't
inners ""
ing that breakages of feeder "" inners
than itit
commoner than
isn't a whole lot commoner
made isis
point made
is. Another useful point
over
taken over
be taken
that feeders must not be
unless
gutterspouts unless
the outer edge of gutterspouts
wonused. II wonstand-off brackets are used.
of
makers of
the makers
der whether some of the
short
re-institute short
TV aerials could re-institute
be aa
would be
It would
courses for erectors. It
carefor caredid, for
they did,
jolly good thing if they
r\'!Soften resis often
erection is
less, slovenly erection
which
for which
breakdowns for
ponsible for breakdowns
unjustly
quite unjustly
the aerial makers are quite
blamed.

have
you have
difficulty about doing so ifif you
it.
reorient it.
can reorient
an indoor aerial and can
outdoor
separate outdoor
Our friend has separate
Wrotham
and Wrotham
aerials for Norwich and
choice.
and can take his choice.

service,
television service,
anxious
anxious. to have a television
the
not the
has not
government has
but whose government
and
transmitter and
money to build the transmitter
any
though, any
If, though,
run the programmes. If,
there
hope there
such offer is accepted, II hope
no
that no
provisions that
strict provisions
will be very strict
shall
stations shall
other stations
interference with other
interference
be caused.

Timeo Danaos
those
about those
""I'VE
I'VE my doubts about
gifts
with gifts
Greeks though they come with
had Matters of E.H.T.
Trojans had
the Trojans
in their hands," as the
E.H. T.
were
they were
good cause to feel when they
good
it's
that it's
me that
puzzled
IT
has
often
puzzled
me
Now
horse. Now
offered the fatal wooden
wooden horse.
pracuniversal pracwhich isis almost (if not quite) universal
Republic which
it's the Irish Republic
that
for that
types for
offers tice to use miniature types
the offers
over the
scratching its head over
rectie.h.t. rectitelevision hard-worked valve, the e.h.t.
up aa television
put up
made to it to put
necesbe necesmay be
return fier. In some cases itit may
in return
charge in
transmitter free of charge
but
reasons; but
space-saving reasons;
hours sary for space-saving
some hours
for some
for the sole use of it for
with
receivers with
are receivers
would, there certainly are
hours would,
every day. As those hours
valve,
full-sized valve,
advertis- heaps of room for a full-sized
for advertisone imagines, be used for
rectifiers.
e.h.t. rectifiers.
object yet fitted with tiny e.h.t.
the object
that the
ing, it must be plain
plain that
break
to break
apt to
are apt
valves are
can These little valves
would-be-benefac tors can
of the would-be-benefactors
types
bigger types
Southern down more quickly than bigger
only Southern
serve only
hardly be to serve
case
one case
of one
popu- would. I know, in fact, of
small popurather small
Ireland with its rather
much
seldom much
to in which e.h.t. rectifiers seldom
like to
they'd like
lation. One feels that they'd
guaranmonths' guaranoutlasted their three months'
e.r.p ~
high e.r.p.
very high
build a station with a very
installed
friend installed
Northern tee until an expert friend
and capable of reaching Northern
there's
thep there's
Since then
por- one of larger size. Since
considerable porIreland as well as considerable
point
Another point
inter- been no trouble. Another
Mutual intercountry. Mutual
tions of this country.
reguthe reguis the
attention is
has which calls for attention
transmitters has
ference between TV transmitters
can
It can
circuits. It
e.h.t. circuits.
problem. lation in some e.h.t.
big problem.
already become quite a big
for
adjust, for
You adjust,
You
pre- be very poor.
would prebuilt, would
The Irish station, if built,
on
focus on
and focus
width and
channel example, height, width
occupy aa channel
to occupy
sumably have to
just toto
them just
get them
those Test-card C and get
and those
III and
on Band I or Band III
FMjDX
FMJDX
contest-card conthe test-card
well your liking. Now, the
pretty well
already pretty
available are already
than
white than
more white
understand- tains a good deal more
quite understandfrom booked up. It's quite
reception from
THE ranges at which reception
drain
the drain
and the
picture and
very the average TV picture
be very
must be
been able that such offers must
has been
stations has
the B.B.C.'s f.m. stations
cause
can cause
e.h.t. can
which isis on the source of the e.h.t.
country which
Writing tempting to a country
uncanny. Writing
reported are quite uncanny.
in
Bolton in
near Bolton
from Sidcot Heaton, near
.from
be- ,----------------- -------- ----- ------------------ ---- - ------------------ ----,I
that beme that
tells me
Lancashire, a reader tells
I
started II
service started
fore the Holme Moss service
getting !
about getting
PUBLICATIONS
he had no trouble about
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a voltage drop if the regulation is
is
poor and increase the size of
of the
the
iJ:nage.
image. Hence the test-card on which
which
you've so carefully adjusted height
height
and width is actually oversize on the
screen and when an ordinary picture
picture
comes on you may find itit adorned
adorned
with unwelcome dark borders.

—'~

The Two-in-one
Two-in-one Valve

a%/
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THE use of " compound"
compound " valves,
valves,
such as double-triodes,
double-trio des, triode-pentriode-pen todes, diode-triodes
the like,
diode-triod es and the
like_, has
has
become so much standard practice
practice
nowadays that you find them
them in
in
almost every kind of
of electronic
electronic
apparatus except the very simplest
simplest
affairs, or those using transistors
transistors
throughout . They have many
throughout.
many adadvantages, but those who benefit
benefit most
most
largely from these are probably the
the
manufactu rers of such apparatus, to
manufacturers
to
whom they mean smaller costs,
costs, rereduced space requirements
requireme nts and
and things
things
of that sort. But I'm not so sure that
that
their user benefits to
to the
the same
same exextent, particularly
particularl y in the case of
of
domestic · equipment.
equipment . Thanks to
to
them this may be less bulky than
than it
it
otherwise would be and the purchase
purchase
price isn't so high, but when itit comes
comes
to replacements
replaceme nts he feels the draught.
draught.
If one part of a double valve gives
gives
out, the whole thing becomes useless
useless
and must be renewed. And
And that
that
more-som etimes a great deal
costs more—sometimes
deal
more-tha
more—thann the replacement
replaceme nt of
of the
the
faulty one would come to, if
if they
they
were two separate valves.

Earthed ?
Are You Earthed?
IT doesn't always pay to
to take
take earth
earth
connection
connectionss for granted. I once
once
buried a large biscuit tin
tin with
with the
the
idea of using it as a first-rate
first-rate earth
earth
for a wireless set.
Some
Some months
months
later I dug it up to see
see how
how it
it was
was
getting on and found the
the whole
whole thing
thing
destroyed by the action of
of acid
acid soil.
soil.
Not long ago a friend
friend found
found his
his set
set
"earthed" in a different way. He
He
was using an indoor aerial
aerial in
in an
an upupstairs room and had
had taken
taken his
his earth
earth
wire through the floor to
to an
an ascendascending water main in
in aa large
large cupboard
cupboard
below. It occurred to him
him one
one day
day
to see that the connection to
to the
the pipe
pipe
was as it should be:
be: so
so down
down he
he went
went
to have aa look
to
look at
at it.
it. He
He got
got aa bit
bit of
of
a surprise when he found
found the
the wire
wire
out and
cut
and the
the two
two ends
ends neatly
neatly rolled
rolled
U
up.
P. What had happened was
was that
that
some weeks before the
the painters
painters had
had
been at work and
and that
that the
the one
one who
who
. was doing
doing the
the cupboard
cupboard found
found that
that
the wire
the
wire was
was in
in his
his way
way and
and took
took
what seemed to
what
to him
him the
the best
best way
way out
out
of
ft the difficulty.
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-OIL AND SPIRIT)
(FUEL-OIL
SPIRIT )
Used by the principal Oil-producing
Oil-produ cing and
and
Refining Companies
Compani es in all parts
parts of
of the
the
world, BULGIN Electronic
Electroni c ComponComponents are helping to overcome problems
problems
of control, as in all the Scientific and
and
Industria
Industriall fields, giving faithful and
and
reliable service. The Bulgin research
research
departme
nt and manufacturing
department
manufact uring units,
with their unique skill and experience,
experienc e,
build good electronic components
compone nts on
on
which you can depend.
Over 10,000 different components
compone nts are
are
available
available..

•
ji
.
•
'

*

or full
For
★
F
fuH details of Bulgin Components send for
for fully
fully illustrated
Catalogue 191/WW
197/ WW {free
(free to trade letterletterheading or order).
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>
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A. F. BULGIN &&CO., LID.
LTD.
Te/.
Tel. ;: RIPpleway
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some twenty years ago (20.6.34).
(20.6.34). lItt
is gratifying to learn that
that all
all the
the big
big
· manufacturers of scientific
scientific apparatus
apparatus
columns.
keep a wary eye on these columns.
In the advertisement it
it is
is described
described
simple. as the first
modus operandi was simple.
Telephilanderers' Troubles InThe
first cine camera
camera of
of this
this typ
typee,
Berlin messages were recorded
recorded in
in I have little doubt
the maker
maker of
of
that
the
the
ordinary
way
on
a
wax
cylinder
on a wax cylinder this camera honestly believes
JUST lately we have read
read a lot in
in the
the
believes this
this toto
cype
old-fashioned
of
the
type
used
on
the
old-fashioned
press about telephone tapping
tapping and
and
Mter all,
all, we
we all
all used
used
be the case. After
also, of
of to
indulging in
in cylinder phonograph and also,
many of us who are not indulging
Harvey discovered
discovered
believe that Harvey
course,
office
dictaton
a
well-known
office
dictatwhat the prayer book calls " seditious
seditious
the
blood until
until itit
of the blood
days. The
The was circulation
and privy conspiracy" cannot
cannot help
help ing machine of those days.
anticipated
revealed that he was anticipated,
a
special
rerecord
was
then
put
on
a
special
refeeling uncomfortable when using
using the
the
several centuries earlier, by an
an Arabic
Arabi~
mandrel rotating
rotating medical man. But this oriental
with our
our rere- producer having a mandrel
phone to fix up a date with
oriental sage's
sage's
at
primitive
mike
high
speed.
A
primitive
mike
spective blondes.
discovery was forgotten and Harvey
Harvey
high-pitched
picked
up
the
resultant
high-pitched
not
After all, even though we are not
independently
the discovery independently
receiving end,
end, was
was made afterwards.
plotting to overthrow Queen
Queen and
and noise which, at the receiving
doubt the
the
No doubt
high-speed long
Parliament we do
do perhaps
perhaps say
say some
some recorded on another high-speed
re-invented and
and its
its
has been re-invented
only necessary
necessary camera
things to our blondes which
which sound
sound machine. It was then only
progenitors owe nothing to
to my
my
transferred to
to former
unconvincing and even a little
little foolish
foolish for the record to be transferred
description.
reproducer and
and.
when set down in cold print. Few
Few of
of an ordinary cylinder reproducer
ordinary way.
way.
us can rise to the heights
heights of
of Homer
Homer its message read in the ordinary
Radioactive ??
Surely one of your technological
technological Is Ernie Radioactive
when we try to express our feelings
feelings
workable syssys- I AM very sorry to say
even fewer of
of tycoons can think of a workable
over the phone, and even
say that
that my
my
between the
the attempt to use electronic
dignity of
of tem lying somewhere between
us attain to the simple dignity
electronic techniques
techniques
1918 device
device to influence Ernie in
his famous
famous crudities of the Germans' 1918
Barkis when he sent his
in my
my favour,
favour,
trans- about which I wrote in
marriage to
to and the prohibitively expensive transproposal of marriage
three-word proposal
in June, proved
prQved
At present
present my
my a complete flop. At the same
well we
we do
do oceanic arrangement. At
Peggotty. Perhaps it isis well
same time
time II
both learning
learning must take off my hat
not, for I feel sure that
that the
the stolid
stolid blonde and I are both
hat to
to the
the Post
Post
it may
may Office engineers for
policeman licking his pencil
pencil at
at the
the Swahili but at any moment it
fQr their
their very
very sucsucauthorities to
to use
use aa tape
tape cessful effort to outwit me and others
might easily
easily occur to the authorities
phone-tapping table might
others
record for
for like me. I was unaware of
read something sinister into
into such
such aa machine and send the record
of their
their preprebig missionmission- cautions at the time and
cryptic phrase as "Barkis is Willing".
Willing". translation to one of the big
and thought
thought that
that
officials of
of which
which my pulse generator had
been hard
hard at
at ary societies, the officials
Naturally I have been
had developed
developed aa
duty to
to .phone
phone fault.
work trying to work out an
an electronic
electronic might think it their duty
once.
speech scrambler on the lines
lines of
of the
the the Queen's Proctor at once.
the
However, the Editor has solved
solved the
one used in the transoceanic
transoceanic radioradiomystery by forwarding to
to me
me a comcomtelephone. The difficulties
difficulties that
that concon- A
munication he has received
received from
from the
the
A Photoarchic Camera
front me are economic
economic rather
rather than
than
Lead Development Association in
in
technical. Each -subscriber
who dede- I WAS delighted to see an
an advertiseadvertise- which it is stated that the
subscriber who
the whole
whole of
of
from telephone
telephone ment in W.W.'s sister
sister journal,
journal, Ernie's innards were encased in
sired to be immune from
in lead.
lead.
tapping would have to have
have aa scramscram- Amateur
Amate>ur Photographer (19.6.57) desdes- This would, of course, effectively
effectively
bling and descrambling unit.
unit. But
But cribing a 16mm cine camera
in which
which prevent any outside influence
affectcamera in
influence affectthe cost of these devices puts
puts them
them a photocell is used to operate
operate the
the ing his distributions of largesse.
largesse.
I am astonished to realize from
out of court and their absence
absence is
is apt
apt iris diaphragm of the camera
camera so
so that
that
from the
the
to put telephilanderers into
into one
one even
even it is always opened
sent out
out by
by
opened to
to the
the correct
correct wording of the bulletin sent
Association
if only the divorce court.
aperture according to
to the
the varying
varying the Lead Development Association
The simplest and cheapest
cheapest form of
of conditions of light. Thus
relations officer
officer
Thus the
the lens
lens that its public relations
the real
real
" scrambler " is the one the Germans
Germans is always opened to the
the correct
correct obviously does not realize the
used so successfully
successfully in
in the
the first
first aperture according to the
provided with
with
the varying
varying reason for Ernie being provided
The P.O. engineering
engineering
World War to convey information
information conditions of light available even
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